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NOTES AND NEWS
This year we have an article about William Mellows and the manuscripts of Peterborough Abbey. The
records consist primarily of several cartularies containing copies of royal grants to the abbey, land
transactions, surveys, rentals, custumaries, chronicles and many other items relevant to running the abbey
and maintaining its estates and income from the 12th to the 16th centuries. William Mellows set up a
trust fund to enable publication of all the major archives relating to the abbey. Few volumes have been
published since Mellows’ death, mainly because of the lack of editors with time or expertise to cope with
the Latin texts. It is hoped that volumes will appear at more frequent intervals now that the Mellows Trust,
in the care of the Dean and Chapter of Peterborough Cathedral, is due to appoint a part-time editor to
oversee progress. The previous volumes have been published in Latin with brief English summaries. It is
now intended to publish in English with parallel Latin for some of the early texts that would otherwise
lose some of their subtle meaning.

*   *   *   *   *
Yet again, the future of some of the important family collections held in the Record Office is threatened,
and they may not remain with us unless there is urgent action. As reported last year by Sarah Bridges, the
County Archivist, the Langham of Cottesbrooke archive has been offered to the Record Office for an
asking price negotiated down to £26,000 but this has to be raised by the end of the year.
The Office already has an extensive archive relating to the Fermor Hesketh family and Lord Hesketh

has generously deposited more 19th and 20th century estate records including a good set of rentals, agents’
diaries and estate accounts. Additionally, two maps were purchased for over £2,000 at the recent sale of
the contents of Easton Neston House. One is a fine map of the manor of Easton Neston and Hulcote in
1765 by Francis Wood and the other dates from the 1870s. The 18th-century map is beautifully drawn
on parchment and executed in black and green inks. Wood has adorned the corners with an elegant title
cartouche, showing the family coat of arms and a landscape scene of sheep by a hedge with a gentleman
on horseback talking to a tenant. Another inset shows the principal front of the mansion. The map depicts
the houses, cottages and buildings of the manor. It is full of detail, showing the layout of the gardens and
avenues, the course of lead pipes supplying water from a spring and two mills on the Tove. It will make
an extremely valuable addition to the collection.
More importantly, if one is allowed to prioritise collections, the Cartwright of Aynho collection has

also recently been offered to the Record Office. This collection has been in the care of the Office since
the 1960s. The archive includes a wealth of medieval and early modern material relating to parishes
around Aynho where the family owned much property. The Cartwrights were also an important family
on the political scene, acting as British ambassadors at various times in the 19th and early 20th century,
so the collection is particularly rich in diplomatic papers that detail major events in the development of
Europe as we know it today. There is no doubt that certain items would be saleable if offered on the open
market. However, the County Archivist is determined to raise the £300,000 required in order that the
archive may stay in the county and be kept together for researchers. An awareness-raising campaign will
be starting shortly. All offers of help with this, or advice, would be gratefully received.

*   *   *   *   *
The Record Society has produced the first of its ‘third series’ of publications dedicated to the memory of
Victor Hatley and partly paid for by the Victor Hatley Memorial Fund. The third series aims to publish,
in softback, material too short to fill the biennial volumes or too detailed for NPP. This first volume
presents the remarkable memoirs of John Mastin, Vicar of Naseby, written in the third person like Caesar’s
Commentaries. Congratulations to Christine Vialls and Kay Collins for editing and preparing the
manuscript. As well as the memoirs, the volume contains a reprint of Mastin’s The History and Antiquities
of Naseby, 1792. It was launched, appropriately, at Naseby parish church and received good media
coverage.



Have you used the Record Society Website yet?
The address is www. northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk and was kindly set up by our member

Terry Waterfield. The first page displayed has a list of topics that when ‘clicked’ opens on to separate pages
explaining the work of the Society and gives information about events, publications and contacts. Pages
are updated from time to time as required.

*   *   *   *   *
My thanks are due to reviewers, some of whom, as so often, have undertaken their task at short notice –
a feature of the editing process and printing industry! Apologies to those authors whose works have been
kindly sent for review, but for reasons of space the reviews could not, unfortunately, be fitted in this year.
Details of the books are given so that members may purchase them, if desired. Thanks are also due to Jean
Hall and Leslie Skelton for their help with NPP production.

David Hall

Notes on contributors

Dr Carmel Biggs is a freelance lecturer and early modern historian. She obtained her PhD with De
Montfort University in 2001, undertaking the completion of a thesis entitled ‘Kinship, Inheritance,
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and was subsequently awarded a PhD for a thesis which examines aspects of rural society in late-
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Records of the Past: William Mellows and 
the Monks of Peterborough

SANDRA RABAN

William Mellows, who died in 1950, was the moving force behind the publication of the
records of Peterborough abbey and cathedral, a task he began himself and then, when it
became evident that he would not live to see its completion, he established the Anthony
Mellows Memorial Trust to ensure that the work would continue. It was an immense project,
with much work still remaining to be done, one in which I am proud to have shared. My
purpose here is to pay tribute to William Mellows as one of a handful of men whose heroic
labours on behalf of their native county shaped English local history as we know it, and to
recount the dramatic story behind the foundation of the Memorial Trust, before finally
offering a taste of the contents of The White Book, one of Peterborough’s rich store of manu-
scripts surviving from the middle ages, which I recently edited for publication.1
On the face of it, William Mellows lived the quiet life of a country solicitor in the

family firm founded by his father, after whom he was named.2 He also followed his father
in becoming Town Clerk of Peterborough, an office he held for eleven years until 1930.
More important in the present context, he was a stalwart of the cathedral, where, from
1937, he was Chapter Clerk and its first lay Treasurer. Three years later he also became
cathedral Librarian reflecting his longstanding absorption in the cathedral archives. It was
around this time that he moved his family home into the Precincts, to a house called ‘The
Vineyard’ on the site where the monks had grown vines. During these years, he sorted and

organised the cathedral muniments, as well as
having some of them repaired at his own
expense. Not content with what was to
hand, he also sought out abbey manuscripts
which had escaped ecclesiastical custody. In
1920, he managed to buy a collection of
copies of serf charters, known as the Carte
Nativorum, fascinating because in theory serfs
should not have had charters since they were
owned by their lords and could not,
therefore, have title deeds in their own right.3
He bequeathed this precious acquisition to
the cathedral along with photostats of other
manuscripts which could not be acquired
because they belonged to the British Library
and the Society of Antiquaries. To this day,
these photostats, elegantly bound, remain
invaluable as working tools to those editing
the manuscripts.
William Mellows soon acquired an

unrivalled knowledge of all this material and
so was born his career as a scholar, despite the
lack of any formal historical training. His
father had needed his help in the business so,

1. Ed. S. Raban, The White Book of Peterborough: The Registers of Abbot William of Woodford, 1295-99 and Abbot
Godfrey of Crowland, 1299-1321 (Northamptonshire Record Society (NRS), 2001).
2. This biographical information is drawn from Joan Wake’s obituary, ‘William Thomas Mellows’, NPP, 1, no. 3
(1950), pp. 1-5 and from material she collected, filed under Mellows, in Northamptonshire Record Office.

Figure 1: William Mellows
(from NPP 1, 1950)



unlike his two younger brothers, he had not
been able to go to university, something he
greatly regretted. By sheer diligence and a
passionate commitment, he nevertheless
overcame this handicap to become one of
the best known local historians of his day.
English medieval history as a formal

discipline was born after the Reformation
when wealthy men like Archbishop Parker,
who died in 1575, and Sir Robert Cotton,
who died in 1631, amassed collections of
manuscripts, thereby rescuing them from
dispersal and destruction. These early collec-
tors were succeeded by several generations of
scholars who began to copy and work on this
wealth of records, bringing forth the first
recognisable county histories. These pioneers
were not professional historians in our sense.
William Dugdale, historian of Warwickshire,
whose Monasticon Anglicanum remains a
useful source for documents which have

since disappeared, was, like many others, a country gentlemen. Simon Gunton, White
Kennett and Joseph Sparke, the earliest historians of Peterborough, were all members of
the clergy.4 Nor was Mellows the only lawyer to be attracted to ancient deeds by virtue
of his calling. The labours of these men were Herculean, but august as they were, they were
not always beyond reproach. Dugdale was denounced as a plagiarist by contemporaries
and it is true that his prodigious output owed much to the unacknowledged work of
others.5 Robert Cotton quite simply stole what he could not acquire more legitimately.
When working on the estates of Thorney Abbey, I found part of a manuscript from St
John’s College, Oxford, in the Cotton Collection in the British Library, bound into a
volume of what the compiler of the College catalogue wryly described as ‘other
predations’.6 Cotton had borrowed the manuscript and, instead of returning it, absorbed it
into his collection and included it in his own catalogue. When faced with ever more
pressing requests for its return, he cut out the leaves that he wanted before complying. It
was not unknown for scholars to pour ink over texts they had been unable to decipher in
order to conceal their shortcomings. This explains why modern archives permit the use of
pencil only. Despite these regrettable lapses however, the sheer scale of the achievements
of these men is undeniable. Just to give one example, the Victoria County Histories
(VCH), produced today by teams of experts and essential to any local historian, are almost
identical in conception and format to forerunners written single-handedly by historians
like John Bridges. Indeed his History and Antiquities of Northamptonshire published in 1791
is still the only account available for the Hundreds not yet covered by the ongoing VCH
for the county. William Mellows was the most notable 20th-century Northamptonshire
successor to these pioneers.
He also belonged to another intellectual tradition which has proved less enduring in

this age of increasing specialism. Following the foundation of the Royal Society under the
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3. Ed. C. N. L. Brooke and M.M. Postan, Carte Nativorum (NRS, xx, 1960).
4. J. D. Martin, The Cartularies and Registers of Peterborough Abbey (NRS, xxviii, 1978), pp. xvii-xix.
5. D. Douglas, English Scholars, 1660-1730, 2nd. edn. (London, 1951), pp. 46-8.
6. R. Hanna and J. Griffiths, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Western Medieval Manuscripts of St John’s College Oxford
(Oxford, 2002), p. 33, no. 7.

Figure 2: Two of the photostat
volumes created by William Mellows

(S. Raban)



patronage of Charles II in 1663, a host of local societies sprang up in its shadow to give
expression to the wide-ranging intellectual curiosity of educated men in the provinces.
Peterborough accordingly had a ‘Gentlemen’s Society’ founded by Timothy Neve, a minor
canon of the cathedral.7 Nearby Spalding also had its ‘Gentlemen’s Society’ established by
Maurice Johnson, another noted lawyer antiquarian. As its early 18th-century minute
books bear witness, members gathered to discuss an amazingly varied range of topics
which happened to take their fancy.8 It was this lively curiosity which William Mellows
shared. His enthusiasms were eclectic and quite often physically active. He pursued
butterflies in Greece and fish in the deep seas off Scotland and Ireland. Closer to home,
his interests encompassed archaeology, entomology, photography and philately as well as
the history of the cathedral he served so devotedly. He focussed his inquiring mind on
whatever came his way, but with the passage of time, as his health, never good, became
ever more precarious, the publication of the surviving manuscripts of the abbey and
cathedral came to dominate his life.
Apart from the Chronicle of Hugh Candidus, all this work was published by

Northamptonshire Record Society which had been established in 1920.9 As one of the
founder members and chairman of its Council from 1942 until his death, Mellows joined
a select band of those whose names have become legendary among working historians. In
the East Midlands, he stands alongside George Herbert Fowler, father of county archives
services and founder in 1912 of Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, and Canon
Charles Wilmer Foster, who founded Lincoln Record Society in 1910.10 Both these men,
like Mellows, edited many of their societies’ early volumes as well as being instrumental in
establishing the societies themselves. Nor should one forget the formidable women who
begin, in the 20th century, to play an important role for the first time. The redoubtable
Joan Wake, moving spirit behind Northamptonshire Record Office as well as its Society,
and the equally redoubtable Kathleen Major, Canon Foster’s successor in the Lincoln
Record Society, the first full time archivist at Lincoln and later Principal of St. Hilda’s
College, Oxford.11
It is hard to overstate the academic importance of local record societies, a roll call of

which would cover almost every county in the country. Instead of traipsing around
countless repositories in order to consult original manuscripts, scholars can now turn to
their publications for authoritative editions with the extensive scholarly apparatus which
would otherwise take years of study to supply for themselves. Contrast a trip to the book-
stacks of the Cambridge University Library, where most of the texts needed in order to
edit The White Book are to be found, with a memorably frustrating trip to Lincoln
Cathedral Library to check on a small amount of unpublished material. The journey itself
took most of a chilly day and involved visits to eight separate railway stations, some
unscheduled, and included a waiting room totally devoid of seating.
Despite his contribution to this infrastructure of modern scholarship and growing

reputation as a historian in his own right, William Mellows’ last years were overshadowed
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7. Martin, Cartularies and Registers, p. xx.
8. Ed. D. M. Owen, The Minute Books of The Spalding Gentlemen’s Society 1712-1755 (Lincoln Record Society
(LRS), lxxiii, 1981).
9. The Chronicle of Hugh Candidus, revised edn. (Peterborough, 1966) with Charles Mellows; Henry of Pytchley’s
Book of Fees (NRS, ii, 1927), Peterborough Local Administration, vols. 1-2 (NRS, ix-x, 1937-9); The Foundation of
Peterborough Cathedral (NRS, xiii, 1941);The Last Days of Peterborough Monastery (NRS, xii, 1947). For a full list
of Mellows’ publications, see Patrick King’s bibliography in NPP, ii, no. 5 (1958), pp. 252-5.
10. P. Bell and F. Stitt, ‘George Herbert Fowler and County Records’ Jour. of Soc. of Archivists, xxiii, no. 2 (2002),
pp. 249-64; F. M. Stenton, ‘Charles Wilmer Foster’ in ed. C. W. Foster and K. Major, The Registrum Antiquissimum
of the Cathedral Church of Lincoln, vol. 4 (LRS, xxxii, 1937), pp, xi-xvi.
11. Ed. D. A. Bullough and R. L. Storey, The Study of Medieval Records: Essays in Honour of Kathleen Major
(Oxford, 1971), pp. viii-ix.



by tragedy. His brother and partner in the
family firm, Arthur, was killed in an accident
at a level crossing in 1948, leaving him to
shoulder a heavy professional burden when
he was already a sick man. But a crueller
blow by far had been the death of his only
surviving son Anthony, while serving with
the Resistance in south-west France. This
was as tragic as it was heroic. A young man of
promise, Tony, as he was known, was a
graduate of King’s College Cambridge,
where he had belonged to the ‘Footlights’
and had shown a facility for the sort of light
entertainment which has made its more
recent members household names; Jonathan
Miller, Peter Cook, John Cleese and Stephen
Fry to name but a few. Tony Mellows was
only 24 when he was killed in action in
1944.12
A captain in the 27th Lancers, Royal

Armoured Corps, he had volunteered for
what were known as the Jedburgh missions.13
These comprised teams of three men, a team
leader and a wireless operator drawn chiefly
from British and American forces, and a

member of the French forces. The idea was that they would be parachuted behind enemy
lines to train and arm resistance fighters in order to harass the retreating German army.
The volunteers learned to parachute at Tatton Park in Manchester, but their weapons and
wireless training took place at Milton Hall in Longthorpe outside Peterborough. Tony
Mellows was leader of Team Martin, which consisted of himself, a French lieutenant called
Redonnet and a British sergeant called Carey. They were dropped in the department of
the Gers on the night of 14/15th August. (or possibly 16/17th). Within a week he was
dead. It is perhaps not surprising that, in the confusion of guerrilla raids and German
disarray, it is not entirely clear what happened. He apparently injured his ankle on landing
and it was this which sealed his fate. According to the foreword by his father to a collection
of his poetry published after his death, he ‘was wounded and taken prisoner … and was
subsequently shot by the enemy.’14 A much fuller account supplied by a fellow officer and
leader of another Jedburgh team, tells how the two teams left the Gers together bound for
Mont-de-Marsan, farther to the west, on the southern edge of the deeply forested Landes.
Along with some 600 Maquis, they occupied the town which the Germans had abandoned
on the night of the 20th August. While subsequently reconnoitring, they were attacked by
a detachment of Germans advancing from Dax and Bayonne. Tony Mellows was wounded
in the exchange of fire and their car was captured. Unlike the others, his ankle prevented
him from making a break for the woods. The following day, his body was found by the
Maquis. It bore wounds to the chest and stomach, but he appeared to have died from four
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Figure 3: Anthony Mellows in 1943
(from The Battle)

12. I am grateful to Sarah Monaghan, Tony Mellows’ granddaughter, for much of the following information. 
13. There are a number of websites dealing with the Jedburgh Missions, the most useful of which is
www.jedburgh.demon.co.uk/page2/html.
14. From a letter from William Mellows to the Cambridge University Librarian pasted into T. A. Mellows, The
Battle of Blanco Creek and Other Verses (Sevenoaks, 1946), echoing the citation in ‘La Gascogne Libre, Journal
de la demi brigade de l’Armagnac’ (1946), quoted in the foreword.



shots in the head from his own gun. It was
presumed that he had been killed by the
Germans, but there was no proof.15
A memorial stone and tree were placed in

the garden of ‘The Vineyard’, but the chief
way in which his father tried to come to
terms with this devastating loss was to
arrange that all future editions of the
Peterborough records should be dedicated to
his son’s memory. To this end, a few months
after Tony Mellows’ death he provided that,
aside from a life interest for his wife, his assets
should pass to the Dean and Chapter of Peter-
borough to whom he entrusted publication of
the most important remaining Peterborough
records as Anthony Mellows Memorial
volumes.
To date five editions have appeared under

this name, all published by Northampton-
shire Record Society. The first two, were
largely edited by William Mellows himself
and appeared posthumously in the 1950s.16
The first of those published entirely under the auspices of the Trust was a survey of the
surviving monastic records by Janet Martin. This appeared in 1978 and laid the foundation
for what was to come.17 It is an invaluable starting point for the editors who are now
working on the records. As well as giving detailed information about each manuscript, it
describes the chequered history of the transmission of the abbey archives after the
Dissolution. This volume was followed by Joan Greatrex’s edition of the late-medieval
obedientiaries’ accounts – obedientiaries being the officers responsible for the different
abbey departments.18 The most recent volume is my own edition of The White Book
which was, I am afraid, a scandalously long time in coming. Such sluggish progress is a sad
comment on the heavy pressures of present day academic life, but by no means
unprecedented among large historical enterprises. One has only to look at the Victoria
County Histories, begun, as their name indicates, under Queen Victoria and still
incomplete. Like them however, recent years have seen a resurgence of activity. This lecture
is one manifestation of the new life that the Dean and Chapter are breathing into the
project. Work is currently in progress on the Black Book, the earliest and perhaps most
important manuscript on account of its 12th-century material; on the Register of George
Fraunceys, a 15th-century sacrist, who was responsible for everything associated with the
abbey church – the liturgy, vestments, church plate and so on; the Book of Roger Bird
containing the registers of two 15th-century abbots, and also on surviving court rolls.
Plans are in hand for the appointment of a General Editor to oversee and contribute to a
systematic programme of publication. The future looks promising.
But why should so much fuss be made about the abbey’s medieval records? Why do they

matter to historians? One does not have to work very long on the middle ages to
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15. Captain Allen of Jedbergh Team ‘Miles’. Report supplied by Sarah Monaghan from Tony Mellows’ war
record and SOE archives.
16. With P. I. King and C. N. L. Brooke, The Book of William Morton (NRS, xvi, 1954); with D. H. Gifford,
Peterborough Local Administration, vol. 3 (NRS, xviii, 1956).
17. Martin, Cartularies and Registers.
18. Ed. J. Greatrex, Account Rolls of the Obedientiaries of Peterborough (NRS, xxxiii, 1984).

Figure 4: Memorial to 
Anthony Mellows in the garden of

‘The Vineyard’ (S. Raban)



appreciate what a major role the church played in society at that time. Indeed the great
fenland monasteries and their estates completely dominated this part of England.
Moreover, Peterborough Abbey was not just one of the greatest in this area, it was one of
the greatest in the country as a whole. At the time of the 1086 Domesday Book, it was
the eleventh richest religious house, a ranking it maintained throughout the middle ages
as one can see from the 16th-century Valor Ecclesiasticus where it was recorded as tenth in
terms of net income.19 Significant as they were in their own right as huge landholders,
religious houses have an added importance because their records have been better
preserved than those of any other great lord apart from the crown. This is partly because,
until the 13th century, only churchmen were literate enough to keep records and partly
because their archives had a much better chance of survival. Think how often one’s own
family has moved house in the last two or three generations and one begins to understand
how easy it is for lay records to get lost or thrown away. To illustrate the value of
ecclesiastical records consider the annual accounts drawn up by monastic bailiffs and
stewards, without which we would know almost nothing about the extraordinary farming
enterprises of the 13th century. A famous local example was the centralised sheep flock
run by neighbouring Crowland Abbey, the splendidly named two toothed sheep of
Holland – the Bidentes Hoylandie. From an early date, monasteries not only kept their title
deeds and other important documents safely, but also copied them into books for easy
reference. As one might expect, Peterborough was active in this regard and many of these
compilations have survived, even when the originals have disappeared. The White Book is
one of them.
So what, actually, is the White Book? The volume itself is quite small, a little smaller

than a piece of A4, made up of 146 sheets of parchment, considerably less imposing in fact
than the book of photostats from which I mostly worked. It belongs in the Cotton
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Figure 5: ‘The Vinyard’ today (S. Raban)

19. Calculations based on D. Knowles, The Monastic Order in England 2nd. edn. (Cambridge, 1966), App. VI, pp.
702-3 and D. Knowles and R. N. Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses: England and Wales, 2nd. edn. (London,
1971).



collection in the British Library – acquired, so far as we know, legitimately – as a gift to
Cotton from Sir Christopher Hatton.20 It contains what are technically known as the
registers of two abbots; Abbot William of Woodford, who ruled for four years at the very
end of the 13th century and Godfrey of Crowland who was abbot from 1299 until 1321.
William was an old man when he was elected, which accounts for the shortness of his

abbacy. After the tempestuous times and financial disasters of the civil war in the mid-13th
century, it looks very much as though the monks were playing safe when they elected him.
Learned in the canon and civil law, he had already demonstrated a safe pair of hands,
negotiating with the government over the vacancy after the death of Abbot Robert of
Sutton in 1274 and finding a satisfactory solution to a bitter dispute with Geoffrey of
Southorpe, an impoverished abbey knight and tenant. This latter affair had been
particularly tricky as Geoffrey, resisting the loss of his one remaining estate at Southorpe
in the Soke, had denounced the abbey to the king for illegal land dealings. The charge was
substantially true, but William nevertheless managed to regularise the situation with the
crown, take possession of the estate and buy off Geoffrey, who retired in genteel poverty
to live with the Carmelite friars in Stamford.21
Not much is known about William’s origins and even less about those of his successor,

who seems to have been an altogether more colourful and less satisfactory character. He
was certainly a big spender. Some of this could not be avoided. Close to the Great North
Road, Peterborough suffered from expensive royal stopovers. In those days, it was more
than just a quick lick of paint for the lavatories. Lavish entertainment was required for
Edward I and his queen. Prince Edward also descended with Piers Gaveston and reputedly
refused to accept the abbey’s proffered gift of a goblet unless his lover was given one of
equal value. Like his predecessor, Godfrey bought land, but it was as a builder that he stands
out. He was responsible for not one, but two, new bridges over the Nene at Peterborough,
and undertook countless major refurbishments on abbey estates; windmills at Eye,
Boroughbury and Collingham, watermills at Oundle, Scotter and Boroughbury, dovecotes
at Fiskerton, Boroughbury, Thurlby, Walcot-on Humber and Thorpe, barns for produce
and livestock all over the place. There was a good deal more, but you get the flavour. He
did relatively little to the abbey fabric. He built a new garderobe, a wardrobe rather than
a lavatory in this context, between the abbey church and his chapel, shortly after his
election, but his main undertaking was the abbot’s gate which still stands to the south-west
of the cathedral. What he did do was embellish the abbey church, spending large sums on
ornaments and plate, together with vestments embroidered with religious, naturalistic and
animal motifs. Some idea of his pretensions can be gained from the silver gilt pastoral staff
topped by an image of the Holy Trinity which he acquired for his own use.22 Even for a
wealthy monastery, all this was substantial outlay, especially against a background of high
taxation and famine in the country at large. Worse still are the hints regarding his personal
conduct. His taste for hunting, if not entirely in keeping with his vocation, was not unusual
among high ranking clergy. It was his sexual exploits which gave rise to the chief scandal
assuming that the accusations were true. According to his monks, he was guilty
simultaneously of sodomy with Laurence of Oxford, his chamberlain, and adultery with
his wife. At the very least, something had badly soured relations between the abbot and
monks, but the fact that Godfrey subsequently undertook a series of pilgrimages rather
suggests that there was some substance in the stories.23 One should not overstate the
problems however. No doubt major investment was needed in manorial buildings after
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20. British Library (BL), Cott. Vesp. Exxii.
21. J. Sparke, Historiae Anglicanae Scriptores Varii (London, 1723), pp. 151-3; The White Book, pp. xv-xix.
22. Historiae Anglicanae, pp. 153-74; The White Book, pp. xxvi-xxviii.
23. Dalderby’s Memoranda Register, Lincolnshire Archives Office, Episcopal Register III, fos. 270v, 274v, 285r,
297v; The White Book, p. xxviii.



half a century of financial stringency caused
by debts incurred during the civil war. There
is, moreover, some evidence that Godfrey
valued books and gave them to the abbey. At
the beginning of his rule he seems to have
been active in defending its property and
privileges. All one can note with regard to
the register is that it seems less well organised
than that of his predecessor, especially
towards the end, as if the administrative grip
within the house had slackened as relation-
ships and financial stability deteriorated.
The White Book is more of a nickname

than a formal title, probably indicating that it
was once bound in white leather, as opposed
to the black leather of the Black Book or the
red leather of the magnificent Red Book
drawn up at around the same date at neigh-
bouring Thorney Abbey. As well as the
registers, the White Book has two other
documents bound up with them, the only
known text of the 12th-century North-
amptonshire Survey and a copy of two well
known 13th-century tax assessments set out
side by side for comparison.24 Each of them
in its way is important, but they have been
printed before and extensively studied, so I
shall not consider them further.25
As it happens, William of Woodford’s is

one of the first fully developed monastic registers known to us anywhere in England.26
Unlike cartularies, which broadly consist of copies of title deeds, registers contain copies
of all sorts of records which their compilers considered worth having to hand. Mostly they
were contemporary, but they also included older documents which were still needed for
reference. For records created 700 years ago, they are remarkably well organised. The
contents were broadly ordered chronologically, geographically or by subject. There are
cross-references to associated documents elsewhere in the White Book and in other
Peterborough manuscripts. Even more impressively, there are references to the
whereabouts of documents in the royal archives. At the head of an extract from the Pipe
Rolls, the annual accounts drawn up at the royal exchequer, there is a note that the
original can be found on the back of the roll for the twentieth year of Edward I, near the
end.27 To this day, one can go to the National Archives and quickly locate it from this
description – very convenient given that the pipe rolls consist of long membranes sewn
together at the top and are about as easy to handle as an octopus.
One of the most exciting aspects of editing a register is that one never quite knows

what the next document might contain. Sometimes they are just copies of royal or papal
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24. BL, Cott. Vesp. Exxii, fos. 94r-99v (Northamptonshire Survey), fos. 121r-144v (Taxations).
25. VCH Northants, i, pp. 365-89; ed. K. S. B. Keats-Rohan, Domesday People (Woodbridge, 1999), App. II, pp.
98-117; Taxatio Ecclesiastica (Rec. Comm. 1802), pp. 30-9; ed. W. E. Lunt, The Valuation of Norwich (Oxford,
1926), pp. 264-314. See also www.taxatio.man.ac.uk/info.html (formerly http://irwell.mimas.ac.uk/taxatio/
info.html) for an electronic edition.
26. Martin, Cartularies and Registers, p. xv.
27. The White Book, no. 244.

Figure 6: The abbot’s gate (S. Raban)



letters which can be found in other manuscripts. Such was Edward I’s extended special
pleading to Pope Boniface VIII in support of his claim to the throne of Scotland. His
account of the atrocities attributed to the invading Scottish armies is particularly
interesting because it is so resonant of First World War propaganda – cutting off women’s
breasts,28 setting fire to buildings with children inside, the massacre of pregnant women and
infants. At the other extreme, there are documents purely concerned with the day to day
life of the abbey – requests for monks to transfer to the Cistercian monasteries of Pipewell
and Garendon for a more austere way of life or the manumission of serfs, often so that they
could become ordained.29 One of these manumissions granted by Abbot Richard of
London in 1278 says that the serf in question was the nephew of Abbot Robert of Sutton,
his predecessor, an interesting and intriguing indication that the abbot may have had
servile blood.30 Then, whenever a new abbot was elected, his knightly tenants had to
perform homage and swear fealty, sometimes at the abbey, sometimes on its estates and
once, in 1300, in London during full parliament.31 Careful records were kept of these and
also copies of correspondence relating to the presentation to livings within the abbey’s gift. 
One way or another, there is also a lot of financial information. Among the most

interesting are two short inventories from the mid-13th century, together with a
calculation of the abbey’s grain requirements, about which Professor King wrote in 1991.32
These are particularly precious because the abbey has no surviving account rolls from
before the 1280s. There are also extents (surveys) of 1291 for the manors of Torpel and
Upton, again in the Soke. Like Southorpe, these estates had had a chequered history. Sold
by another impoverished abbey knight to the crown in 1280, they had been leased to
Geoffrey of Southorpe who thereby hoped, vainly, to recover his fortunes. They returned
to the crown in 1286, the point at which Geoffrey’s finances finally collapsed into ruin and
he was imprisoned for debt. Just as Abbot William was able to recover the manor of
Southorpe during this debacle, so, in 1291, he took on the leases of Torpel and Upton for
a rent of an annual rent of £100. The extents, which were drawn up outside the monastery
by an exchequer official, contain a minute description and valuation of every aspect of
each manor and were obviously copied by the abbey in order to assess whether or not its
lease was financially viable.33 Aside from these, there are a fair number of documents about
the collection of taxes. These are long and complicated, consisting of letters within letters,
like a Russian doll. Such for example was the letter of 9th January 1296 from the
archdeacon of Northampton to his rural deans which quoted a letter from the abbot of
Osney dated two days earlier, which in turn quoted letters from the king appointing him
as one of the tax collectors and from the bishop of Lincoln, giving him authority to go
about his business in the diocese.34
The White Book is not only important for the history of Peterborough Abbey, it is also

the sole source of certain information on a number of other religious institutions, in
particular the nunnery of St Michael’s, Stamford. The records of nunneries in general have
suffered more than those of monasteries, partly because they were poorer and partly
because the nuns were less well educated than their male equivalents. It is no accident that
a letter addressed to them by the bishop of Lincoln in 1298 was in French, not Latin.35
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28. Ibid., no. 150.
29. Ibid., nos. 5, 147-A, 27-A, 50, 69-70, 166, 179.
30. Ibid., no. 50.
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34. Ibid., no. 3.
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The connection between St Michael’s and the abbey went back to its origins when a
group of pious women appear to have gathered under the protection of the monks in
order to live a life of devotion. This was not uncommon in the early post-Conquest
period, with some monks acting more like the less reputable modern gurus, with their
adherents sometimes living alongside them in their cells in order to test their commitment
to chastity. Not surprisingly, 12th-century reformers were distinctly uneasy about all this.
Most of the documents in the White Book record the steps by which relations between
the two institutions became more distant and formalised, and also occasional challenges to
the authority of the monks which were successfully defeated. One or two documents
reveal that life inside the nunnery in the late 1290s was less than satisfactory. In 1297,
Abbot William was driven to excommunicate three nuns, one of whom had assaulted a
novice, while in the following year the bishop’s visitation revealed quarrels, sexual licence
(unspecified) and debt – problems all too common in the under funded, poorly disciplined
women’s houses of the day.36
The White Book contains all this and much more. It has however been published in the

Latin (and occasional French) in which it was written, albeit with a substantial
introduction and introductory rubrics in English to each document. In so doing we have
kept faith with the original purpose of record societies to publish ‘complete texts of
important records in the language of their composition’. It was this, in opinion of Stenton,
which enabled Lincoln Record Society to transcend its purely local identity and establish
a national and international reputation.37 It accounts too for the respect in which
Northamptonshire Record Society is held outside the county. Members of its Council are
nevertheless acutely aware that ‘members hate Latin volumes’, understandable now that so
few have had the opportunity to learn Latin. Nor is this distaste a new phenomenon.
Canon Foster long ago found that he had to do ‘all in his power to make publications
interesting to local readers’ whose support was vital to his main purpose.
Northamptonshire Record Society is fortunate in its tradition of offering something
tailored to each constituency with Northamptonshire Past and Present sitting alongside the
record volumes. William Mellows himself combined local enthusiasms with a commitment
to the wider academic scene. It is entirely thanks to him that the rich harvest from this
and other Peterborough manuscripts will be readily available to future scholars and that a
courageous young man will have a fitting memorial.

This article is an edited version of a lecture given at Peterborough on 19th March 2005.
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Two Village Entrepreneurs 
in Late-Medieval Rockingham Forest

M. J. THORNTON

Lives of individuals in the Middle Ages are written from less revealing sources than those
available for individuals of more recent times. Their private lives are particularly elusive but
their public activities, recoverable at least in part from official sources, can be examined.
The careers of Sir Ralph Hastings and Sir Guy Wolston, considered recently by J. T. Driver
in NPP, are examples.1 This article provides a social contrast by examining the public lives
of two Rockingham Forest villagers during the late-14th and 15th centuries: Edmund
Byfield of Geddington and John Brandon of Brigstock. Each was prominent in the
economic activity of his community as well as serving as an officer of the manor and the
crown.2 Their lives had a certain modern resonance. They pursued business activities such
as milling, ale-brewing, and buying and selling land; and in undertaking public office, from
which they sometimes earned a modest stipend, they also acquired experience enabling
them to fulfil public functions in a private, fee-earning capacity as well, perhaps, as
promoting their commercial ventures. From time to time all of this led them into litigation
with their neighbours, often as plaintiffs seeking to enforce what was owed to them but
also as defendants. Each conforms to most of the criteria for local leadership set out in a
recent study.3

Edmund Byfield
It is not known whether Edmund was born in Geddington. Clearly his family had arrived
there from Byfield in the west of the county.4 No-one of that name appears in the earliest
surviving manor court rolls, of 1360, but Edmund of Byfield and other tenants took the
farm of the manor from the crown, at £52 per annum, in August 1369.5 From 1377 he
appears regularly in the court rolls.
The economic environment in which Edmund flourished was agricultural but not

exclusively so. Geddington was an open-field agrarian settlement, probably working a four
field system.6 It does not appear in recently published lists of East Midland towns.7 On the
other hand it paid more tax in 1334 than several of the less wealthy East Midland towns
and had more taxpayers in 1377 when one hundred and fifty-three individuals paid the
poll tax.8 There is also evidence that its varied local economy made it more than an

1. J .T. Driver, ‘The careers of Sir Ralph Hastings and Sir Guy Wolston: two Northamptonshire gentry as
knights of the shire in the parliament of 1472-5 and servants of the crown’, Northamptonshire Past and Present
57 (2004), pp. 7-20.
2. The sources for their public lives are the manorial documents which are part of the Montagu (Boughton)
Collection [M(B)] in the Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO).
3. S. Olson, ‘Jurors of the village court: local leadership before and after the plague in Ellington,
Huntingdonshire’, Journal of British Studies 30 (1991), p. 238, suggests that local leaders came from long-
established families, held different offices and frequently appeared in such activities as land transactions, debt
litigation and even deviant behaviour.
4. E. Ekwall, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English Place-Names (Oxford, 1936) lists no other settlement of
that name.
5. The National Archives (TNA): the Public Record Office (PRO) SC6/948/1 m.1.
6. D.Hall, The Open Fields of Northamptonshire, Northamptonshire Record Society 38 (1995), p. 270, confirms
such a pattern in 1461.
7. J. Laughton, E. Jones and C. Dyer, ‘The urban hierarchy in the later Middle Ages: a study of the East
Midlands’, Urban History 28 3 (2001), pp. 340-2.
8. C.C.Fenwick, ed., The Poll Taxes of 1377, 1379 and 1381, Part 2 Lincolnshire-Westmorland, British Academy
Records of Social and Economic History New Series 29 (Oxford, 2001), p. 205.



agricultural village although its best days were probably over. It had had a market since
1248 and a fair held on the vigil, feast and morrow of St Mary Magdalene (22nd July).9
The market had almost certainly remained active and even flourishing, at least until the
onset of the Black Death in 1349. In 1374 the tenants wrote to the crown complaining of
the burden of the farm of £52, which they appear to have paid willingly enough in the
time of Queen Philippa (died 1369) when the market and other assets, they said, had been
of great value.10 An inquisition held in the same year agreed that the market with the fair,
which had been extended at 54s 8d, was now worth only 8d because nobody came there.
Almost a decade later a further inquisition found that the market and fair were no longer
held but refers to a thoroughtoll. This had not been mentioned before and was said to be
worth only 6s 8d but suggests that men still came to Geddington from outside.11 Also,
more than 150 litigants who appeared at the Geddington manor court between 1377 and
1423 came from outside either the vill, or Barford, Glendon and Rushton, its manorial
dependencies.12
Ale continued to be brewed and bread baked there on a scale that indicates market

activity and references to the retailing of shoes, fish and candles are to be found.13 How far
the iron industry was still active is unclear, although a William le Irnemonger lived there
in 1360; 18th-century references to a 15th-century furnace and royal cannon foundry
remain unsubstantiated.14 The cloth industry certainly continued although surviving
evidence gives no indication of the scale. In 1382 William Chaumpneys was attached by
17 ells (about 19 metres) of cloth and in 1391 Thomas Malkyn by six yards of white
woollen cloth.15 Twice in the early-15th century Roger Chaumpeneys, vicar of
Geddington, was distrained by wool or fleeces which suggests he may have produced the
raw material for the family business.16 Earlier, Alan le Deystere and Ralph Webeste had
appeared as litigants.17 A fulling mill was there in 1395 which, by 1466, had passed into the
hands of the prioress of Rothwell who also held a close in Geddington called
tentoursyerde.18
The local government structure in which Edmund became a key figure was that of the

manor. The Tudor development of the parish as the basic unit of local government lay in
the future and the manor, a unit of lordship and jurisdiction as well as of economic
exploitation and estate management, continued, through its court, to exert an influence on
the daily lives of the common people of rural England greater than that of any other
secular institution. The business of the manor court comprised land transfers and related
estate matters, inter-tenant litigation, manorial discipline and the promulgation of by-laws
to regulate agricultural practice and social behaviour. At both Geddington and Brigstock,
the view of frankpledge was also undertaken through the manor court. It was
characterized by the exercise of petty criminal jurisdiction, the enforcement of the assize
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9. P. Goodfellow, ‘Medieval markets in Northamptonshire’, NPP 7 (1987), p. 320.
10. Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous [CIM] 3 (1937), p. 345.
11. CIM 3, p. 346; CIM 4 (1957), p. 121.
12. M. J. Thornton, ‘Rural society in the manor courts of Northamptonshire, 1350-1500’, unpubl. PhD thesis,
University of Leicester (2004), p. 98. 
13. Thornton, ‘Rural society Northamptonshire’, pp. 205-21; NRO M(B) Box X351B, Views Ambrose 5 Ric.
II and 15th April 8 Hen. IV for candles; Box X351A, View 1st October 14 Ric. II for shoes and fish.
14. G.Foard, ‘Medieval woodland, agriculture and industry in Rockingham Forest, Northamptonshire’,
Medieval Archaeology 45 (2001), pp. 74-5 and 80; NRO M(B) Box X351A, Court Annunciation BVM 34 Edw.
III for William.
15. NRO M(B) Box X351B, Court Trinity 5 Ric. II; Box X351A, Court 17th January 14 Ric. II.
16. NRO M(B) Box X351B, Courts Assumption BVM 6 Hen. VI and Thomas Martyr 8 Hen. IV.
17. NRO M(B) Box X351A, Court Gregory 34 Edw. III; Box X351B, Court Luke 1 Ric. II.
18. NRO M(B) Box X351B, View 3rd October 19 Ric. II; Box X351A, Compotus of Thomas Spanne, Bailiff,
1460-1.



of bread and ale, management of the built-up area of the village in matters such as
obstructed roads and blocked waterways, and the regulation of field boundaries.
Geddington was a royal manor but Rockingham Forest had long ceased to be a royal

hunting ground: no repairs to the lodge were recorded after 1285 and by 1374 the
building had disappeared.19The lack of even an occasional royal presence made for remote
lordship which would in turn have enhanced the influence of local officials as has been
shown elsewhere.20 Edmund first appeared as an official during the 1380s. On five
occasions between 1380 and 1387 he acted as an affeeror, advising the steward presiding
at the manor court on the level of amercement (monetary fine) to be levied on individuals
found to be at the court’s mercy. During 1386 he was a juror or sworn man at one court
and at both views of frankpledge; later, in 1398, he was also appointed as one of two rent-
collectors. In 1382 he first held office as bailiff.21
The bailiffs of Geddington (and Brigstock) were key officials. Each manor had two,

elected at the manor court. The terse language of the rolls tells us nothing about the
process concealed behind the phrase electi sunt, but it suggests that the appointments were
not simply in the gift of the steward, and the bailiffs’ standing in the manor may well have
been to some extent legitimized by the confirmation of their fellow tenants. Once
appointed, however, they were consistently referred as being the king’s or queen’s bailiff
particularly in recording the transfer of land.
On a day to day basis they managed the royal estate. None of their late-14th century

accounts survives but those of Thomas Spanne, for 1460-1, indicate the range of land-
related matters for which they answered: the names of tenants, the land they held and rents
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19. The Royal Commission on Historical Monuments England, An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in the
County of Northampton 2 (London, 1979), p. 51.
20. M. K. McIntosh, Autonomy and Community: The Royal Manor of Havering, 1200-1500 (Cambridge, 1986).
21. NRO M(B) Box X351A, View Ambrose 3 Ric. II; Box X351B, Court Ambrose 5 Ric. II; View Michaelmas
5 Ric. II; View 8th April 6 Ric. II; Court 30th September 9 Ric. II; View 8th April 6 Ric. II; Court 30th
September 9 Ric. II; Box X351A, View 4th October 11 Ric. II, as affeeror. Box X351B, View 14th May 9 Ric.
II; Box X351A, View 3rd November 10 Ric. II, as juror. Box X351B, Court 9th November 22 Ric. II as rent
collector and View Michaelmas 6 Ric. II, election as bailiff.

Figure 1: Geddington bridge and ford in c.1928
(Northamptonshire County Magazine, Vol. 1 p. 46)



paid or unpaid; the condition of the demesne land of the crown and the condition of mills
and fisheries.22They were instrumental in effecting the transfer of customary land whether
through a grant by the crown to a new tenant or a transfer ad opus between tenants.23 The
presentment of stray animals at the manor court and their subsequent proclamation in the
market place, recorded on ten occasions between 1379 and 1408, fell to the bailiffs since
strays were legally the lord’s property. The administration associated with meetings of the
manor court was also their responsibility although other officials undertook specific tasks.
The bailiffs, however, often acted as surety in litigation, particularly where the lord’s profits
of justice were involved, and they distrained goods and chattels as required by decisions of
the court.
There is little evidence that the job of bailiff was one which men wished to retain over

a period of years. The clerk often wrote down an abbreviation of ballivius rather than the
official’s name, so that the duration of individual tenure of office is sometimes uncertain.
The general picture, however, is of an office that was held for only one or two years. At
Geddington, between 1378 and 1405, nine names are recorded. William atte Thorn was
probably typical in serving continuously from 1401 to 1403. Edmund Byfield was unusual
in that he may have served continuously from 1390 to 1401. He was elected, with John
Soule, at the autumn view of frankpledge in 1390.24 Subsequently he can be traced on
several occasions acting as the agent for other tenants who wished to surrender land. At
courts held in August 1392, May 1394, February 1396, November 1398, January 1399 and
June 1401 land was surrendered per ballivium Edmundum Byfeld.25 It seems unlikely that
Edmund would have relinquished and resumed office so regularly during the intervals
between the given dates and it is a reasonable assumption that he served continuously
throughout the decade. The incentive for him to do so, in contrast to his contemporaries,
is unlikely to have been his official stipend. The Geddington figure has not survived but
in the neighbouring royal manor of Brigstock it was 5s, approximately equivalent to what
a skilled building worker might have earned during three weeks of full employment
c.1400.26 His readiness to do so is probably better explained in terms of his ability to turn
his official status and experience to advantage in his private activities.
One source of income may have been the fees he earned acting as pledge for litigants

engaged in minor civil suits. Pledging in manor courts has been defined as ‘a system of
providing surety for the fulfilment of a court-incurred obligation’.27 At Brigstock before
the Plague almost everyone judged liable by the court to pay an amercement, perform an
assigned task or answer to a specific plea had to provide a personal pledge.28 There is
widespread evidence that the requirement gradually declined after the Black Death, but
the trend was uniform in terms neither of time nor place, and pledging was still to be
found in late-14th century Geddington. Pledges acted at four stages during litigation: they
guaranteed that the plaintiff would pursue his case; promised that the defendant would
come to court; acted as surety if he elected to secure rebuttal of the allegations against him
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22. NRO M(B) Box X351A; the fact that Thomas accounted on his own suggests that by the mid-15th
century there was only one bailiff although there were still two in Brigstock as late as 1499.
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(Oxford, 1987), p. 24.



through the testimony of oath-helpers; and
ensured that the final settlement was carried
out.
Pledges may be divided into three social

categories. First there were men who acted
on behalf of a relative or person with whom
they had a business relationship; second were
manorial officials, notably the bailiff, who
often acted where the lord’s interest was
involved, for example in recouping the
amercement due from an unsuccessful litigant;
third were professional pledges identifiable as
such by their appearing for numbers of people
not all of whom can have been close
associates. Edmund acted in each of the last
two capacities. Both were probably fee-
earning. This was so in the royal manor of
Havering, and it is reasonable to assume it to
have been so elsewhere.29 Direct evidence for
such arrangements is scarce but at Brigstock,
in 1454, John Pakke complained that that
John Bartelot owed him 1s 4d, to which he
added damages of 4d, costs incurred when he
had pledged for him against Edward
Brampton of Aldewyncle.30
There was clearly some financial risk in acting as a pledge, highlighted by a potentially

burdensome case in which Edmund was directly involved. In August 1382, Roger
Chaumpeneys, the vicar of Geddington, complained of Reginald Walssheman in a plea of
debt. Even before the case came to court the bailiff had attached Reginald by a mare
valued at 3s 4d, which had been put in the hands of Edmund Byfield, who had undertaken
to act as Reginald’s pledge. The latter, however, never appeared, presumably he had fled,
but at the subsequent 13 courts – to May 1383 – Edmund accumulated amercements to
the value of 2s 6d for not having brought Reginald to court. The plea continued to be
recorded until 6th April 1386, but from 11th May 1383 amercement of the pledge was
discontinued, the clerk merely noting in the margin that the defendant had been distr-
ained to appear.31 By then, however, Edmund had been elected as one of the bailiffs, the
pledging responsibility may have been held jointly with his fellow-official, and since he
continued, presumably, to have the mare, he emerged well from the situation. Pledging on
a fee-earning basis was probably not for the unwary but Edmund was a man able to
protect and promote his own interests.
Six Geddington men were pledges on almost 40 per cent of the occasions when named

men, rather than officials, acted there between 1377 and 1423. These were the village’s
professional pledges and Edmund was one, acting on 30 occasions. Only Richard Terry, a
pledge on 46 occasions, did so more often. What cannot be measured with any certainty
is the frequency with which Edmund also pledged, probably also for a fee, in his official
capacity as bailiff. Between 1390 and 1401, when he probably served continuously as one
of the two bailiffs, there were 88 occasions when one of them, recorded only as b[ailiff] in
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the rolls, acted as a pledge in litigation and this is likely in many cases to have been
Edmund.
Once, at least, he acted as attorney for the plaintiff. Use of attorneys was infrequent but

not unknown in the manor courts of Northamptonshire during the late Middle Ages and
in 1398-9 Edmund acted as attorney for Richard Wythr, a leading brewer and baker in the
village, plaintiff in a plea of debt. The outcome of the case is lost as a result of a break in
the surviving roll series, so Edmund’s effectiveness as an attorney cannot be assessed, but
his readiness to take on the role is indicative of the confidence his years as a court official
will have given him and the status of his client suggests that he was a man whose abilities
were acknowledged by his peers.32
He was also to be found pledging on behalf of men and women presented at the view

of frankpledge for violence, trespassing with their animals or illicitly rescuing animals
which had been impounded as part of legal process. Presentment was a procedure in
which the presented individual was assumed to be guilty and allowed to offer no defence.
The role of the pledge was, therefore, to ensure the presence of the accused in court and
to act as surety for whatever amercement was imposed. In 1380, for example, Edmund
acted as surety for John Oxinford when the latter was amerced 6d for having drawn blood
from Hugh Bailly; in 1390 for John Kete, who was amerced 2d for having trespassed with
his cattle in the meadow; and, in 1396, was one of three pledges required by the court for
Thomas Draughton, amerced 2s. for having made rescue from the bailiff and his wife.33
Occasionally, such activities created difficulties for the pledge and in 1393 Edmund was
amerced 2d for failing to bring to court Agnes on the Hill who was presented for drawing
blood from Emma Counfort.34
In completely different circumstances, in 1378, he provided surety, in partnership with

Richard Man, when William Twywell leased a cottage and garden for 20 years to John
Navesby, his wife Katherine and their heirs and assigns. The terms of the lease obliged John
to keep the property in good repair and Edmund and Richard pledged that he would do
so.35 Altogether, however, Edmund acted as pledge, other than in civil litigation, on fewer
than ten occasions and it was his involvement with petty pleas which would have provided
him with a regular element of his income.
Acting as agent in land transfers was another function which Edmund undertook,

sometimes in his official capacity as bailiff and, at other times, in a private capacity. Much
of the tenant land in both Geddington and Brigstock was held on a form of socage tenure
which made it almost indistinguishable from free tenure; nevertheless it remained
customary land and as such could be bought, sold or otherwise transferred only at the
manor court where, technically, it was surrendered by the vendor, donor or lessor to the
lord who re-granted it to the purchaser, recipient or lessee. Tenants often surrendered land
in person but sometimes did so through the bailiff or a private agent. Edmund undertook
this service as a private agent on four occasions and as the named bailiff on four others.
During the decade when he was probably one of the bailiffs there were also 20 occasions
when land was recorded as having been surrendered per ballivium and Edmund would have
been the responsible bailiff on some of those occasions.36 That he received fees for such
activities cannot be demonstrated from the records but it is likely that he would have done
so. The official responsibility of the bailiffs was to receive the surrendered land on behalf
of the crown and reallocate it; other work, done for individual tenants, would have been
fee-earning.
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Ale-brewing was the most frequently recorded of Edmund’s commercial activities. Ale
was virtually the only liquid drunk regularly by medieval peasants. Its production involved
a supply of grain, usually barley, being soaked in water for several days after which it was
germinated to create malt which was dried, ground and infused with hot water for
fermentation to produce ale. However, ale produced in this way soured quickly and the
consequent need for the replenishment of supplies led to significant numbers of people
brewing for home-consumption and the local market. Production and retailing were
regulated by the Assize of Ale through which the crown sought to control price and
quality. Measures were to be checked for accuracy, quality monitored and prices fixed with
reference to a sliding scale based on the fluctuating price of grain. Vendors were required
to display a post outside their houses, wait until the local ale-tasters had approved the
quality, and sell outside the house, on a level doorstep, using only approved and sealed
gallon and half-gallon measures.37
Enforcement of the assize locally was frequently administered through the manor court

and village ale-tasters were the key officials. They presented everyone who had brewed for
sale since the last presentments had been made; they were recorded as having brewed and
sold contrary to the assize and amerced. In practice, no offence had usually been
committed and the court was exacting a local licence fee to defray administrative costs.38
Where offences, such as using an unsealed measure, had taken place they were often
specified and an additional amercement imposed.39
Edmund’s name appears on the ale-tasters’ list of presentments on 233 occasions

between October 1377 and September 1399.40 Often the presentments make clear that he
had brewed more than once and it is likely that altogether they represent between 450 and
500 brews of ale; those figures, however, cannot be converted into volume. During those
20 years Edmund was one of five men who dominated the ale-trade in Geddington but
only John Gryndell, presented 215 times, approximated to his output. John Soule,
sometimes assisted by his wife, was the third highest producer, but between them the
couple were presented on only 167 occasions. It is possible that, on occasion, Edmund
used his influence with the court to avoid paying his ale-licence. On ten occasions
between 1380 and 1393 he was not amerced and twice he paid less than other brewers.
Twice, interlinear notes on the roll explain that his amercement had been remitted, once
per firmarium, that is the lessees of the manor, and once per tenentes, that is the manorial
tenants; on a third occasion it was formally noted that the concession had been made but
not by whose authority.41 There were also seven instances when, in contrast to other
brewers, but with no explanation, no amercement was entered above his name. At two
such courts Edmund was an affeeror.42
Much of the ale Edmund produced is likely to have been sold for domestic

consumption, although there was a common tavern at Geddington by 1382, when John
Botelyr was presented for having been violent there.43 It is possible that Edmund himself
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may have run some sort of inn as, on three occasions, he was presented for providing
lodgings contrary to the assize. However, only once was any detail recorded when, in the
Autumn of 1384, Edmund’s lodger was Regina Taillour who was herself amerced for
unlawful gleaning so that it is likely that she was an itinerant labourer to whom Edmund
had given temporary employment in the autumn season.44
Two of Edmund’s other enterprises are only briefly recorded but indicate the range of

his activities. In 1390 he accepted the farm of toll and passage for 9s per annum and in
1393 took it again in partnership with John Spillewater for the slightly increased rent of
9s 6d.45 This was presumably the thoroughtoll, already mentioned, and it is notable that
Edmund and John were prepared to pay more for its farm than the value of 6s 8d placed
on it by the inquisition of 1383.46 The documents do not explain what it was but
presumably it comprised payments made by market-traders, and others passing through
the settlement, so that Edmund had to ensure that what he or his agents collected
exceeded the rent he had paid. That he undertook the farm on a second occasion, albeit
in partnership with John, suggests that he had made at least a modest profit in 1390. The
second of his briefly recorded enterprises was also a partnership. In 1395 he and John
Navesby received from the lord a water mill and a fulling mill to hold for a period of nine
years for an annual rent of 70s. They were responsible for maintenance and repair and
should they die any appropriate charges were to be made on their estate.47 There is no
evidence to show how successful this venture was, although by 1461 the fulling mill was
still in operation and leased to the prioress of Rothwell for 28s, but the water mill had
fallen totally to the ground and there was no income from it.48
For most rural peasants the tenure and exploitation of land was crucial to their family

economy and this is likely to have been so for Edmund. The lack of any surviving rental
for late-14th century Geddington means that there is no snapshot available of his holdings
at any one time, but there is evidence of his activities in the local land market. In 1382 he
surrendered rather less than half an acre, described as scattered in the south field, to
Richard, the vicar of Weekley but thereafter his land transactions appear to have followed
the not uncommon cycle, among prosperous men, of some years of acquisitions until, with
advancing years, he began to dispose of his assets.
By 1384, in partnership with Richard Man, he had acquired a 20 year lease on a cottage

and garden, presumably with the intention of letting to sub-tenants. Whether there were
such tenants is unknown but the owner of the cottage, William Twywell, successfully sued
Edmund and Richard on the grounds that they had failed to maintain the premises as
agreed. Elizabeth, William’s daughter and her husband, lived next door and were
presumably well aware of the building’s neglected condition.49
Subsequently, between 1386 and 1397, Edmund acquired two gardens, and a share in a

third together with a pond; an acre of arable; a cottage; and half-shares in another cottage,
a well, a croft and a rood of arable.50 Land transactions involving modest pieces of property
such as these were typical of the land market in Geddington during the late-14th century
and in Brigstock throughout the 14th and 15th.51 Edmund was almost certainly adding to
his main holding but what that was cannot be identified. Geddington, despite being in a
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forest area, was a nucleated settlement and Edmund’s dwelling and any associated farm
buildings would have been situated in the village; this is reflected in the six presentments
he sustained for having a dung heap in the common way, a not unusual offence.52 The
acquisition of cottage accommodation may have been to provide housing for servants or
to gain income from sub-tenants. A garden could be a valuable addition to the economy
of better-off peasants.53 A pond, also, might be useful for the rearing of freshwater fish, a
further addition to the family diet. The share in a well would have contributed to meeting
the need for a continuous water supply essential for brewing; and the croft may have been
an enclosure large enough for cultivation of barley or, if not, secure pasture for livestock.
Later, he divested himself of a toft, a cottage with a garden adjacent and a portion of a

tenement referred to as Thomas Piers who will have been a previous tenant.54 The latter
transaction is of interest in that involved Edmund’s wife, Matilda, one of only two
references to her in the documents. She was questioned by the steward before the
transaction was completed, an indication that the property had been brought by her to the
marriage so that Edmund could not dispose of it without her agreement. It also suggests
that, as a younger man, Edmund had sought the hand of an heiress albeit one likely to have
had modest expectations.
Edmund’s varied business activities involved him in petty litigation with some

regularity; his failure, with Richard Man, to keep a cottage in good repair has been noted.
During a period of more than 20 years, between 1379 and 1401, Edmund initiated
litigation as plaintiff in 21 pleas and was defendant in a further nine.55 Thirteen of his
actions as a plaintiff were for debt. Credit was an essential feature of the medieval peasant
economy and it is likely that someone of Edmund’s status would have had sufficient cash
available to make small loans available at interest to his neighbours.56 His appointment as
one of the manor’s two rent collectors in 1398 may also have widened his scope for money
lending.57There is no direct evidence of this, but at Brigstock in 1454 John Spycer alleged
that Robert Warton was 15d in default of his taxes which should have been paid when
John was Constable.58 John had presumably paid on Robert’s behalf and sought to recover
the outstanding debt. Rent-collection would have provided comparable opportunities, and
Edmund may also in some years have been a tax-collector, although his name does not
appear on the only surviving list, for 1379.59 Much of the litigation in Geddington was
recorded in only the barest outline, but in 1386 William Godpage, a brewer on a smaller
scale than Edmund, owed him 3s and in the following year Thomas Belle owed him 12d.60
Such sums were fairly typical of the cash debts recorded in the late-medieval manor courts
of Northamptonshire. When Edmund himself was sued for a debt of 6s 8d in 1397 his
creditor was John Mulso, a member of a gentry family active in national politics as well as
local affairs.61 Edmund’s dealings suggest a network in which those seeking credit probably
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did so from an individual of higher socio-economic status in the village than themselves.
Altogether, Edmund engaged in litigation with 19 different opponents. Two who

appeared on several occasions were William Godpage and John Mulso. It has been
indicated that Edmund and William were both brewers. They may also have held land
adjacent to each other. Twice, Edmund successfully accused William of trespass, and on a
further occasion William claimed that Edmund had broken an undertaking to plough an
area of his land for 8d, an accusation which he withdrew after Edmund had sought
verification of the facts by the court.62 Being rival brewers and neighbours in the open
fields may well have combined to generate a certain animosity between the two men, but
where the outcome of their litigation is known Edmund was successful. Against the
aristocratic John Mulso he was notably less so. He acknowledged fault in pleas of debt and
trespass and, in a dispute over land tenure, seisin was restored to John.63 Like other peasants
in both Geddington and Brigstock Edmund found himself worsted when confronting the
Mulso family in court.64
Given the range of his activities Edmund would have been an employer of labour,

particularly as there is no indication that Matilda, unlike the wives of some other brewers,
was active in the ale trade. The itinerant female labourer who worked for him, almost
certainly on a day or piecework basis, has been mentioned. The court rolls also record his
having servants. The latter were distinct from labourers who hired themselves out for
wages on a day basis or for a specific task. Servants were often young people, living away
from home, hired for a period of time by a master in whose household they were resident.
Unless formally apprenticed they changed employers regularly and were mobile. For
example, John, the servant of William Pek in Broughton in 1465, came from Kendal.65 In
Northamptonshire most were men and tended to be presented in court in circumstances
which suggest they were young and away from parental influence. John, a servant of
Edmund Byfield in 1388, appears in the record only because he had drawn his knife
against the peace.66 At the spring view of frankpledge, in 1392, Roger, the servant of
Edmund Byfield, was presented for not belonging to a tithing, a group of males over the
age of 12 notionally responsible for each other’s behaviour, but also sued Philip Smyth and
Matilda his wife for debt. At the same view he was also presented for cutting brushwood
on the common without licence when he is said to have recently been Edmund’s servant.
Possibly the cutting of the brushwood had caused a temporary rift between master and
servant and in July, when his debt plea continued, he was again said to be Edmund’s
servant. By November, however, his plea had disappeared from the record, although those
of other litigants against the apparently debt-ridden Philip and Matilda were still in
progress. The hiring year may well have ended at Michaelmas and Roger had probably
moved on. Nothing further is known about either of these men but their presence in
Geddington is a further indicator of Edmund’s status as a better-off peasant able to employ
labour.67
Beyond the fact of his being married nothing is known for certain about Edmund’s

personal life. He last appears in the Geddington rolls in April 1401 when he acted as agent
in certain land transactions and in July he was, again, one of the lessees of the manor.68
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After July, there is a break in the roll series until October 1402. Thereafter, it continues
until 1423 but Edmund did not reappear and it is reasonable to assume that he either died
or left Geddington between the Summer of 1401 and the Autumn of 1402. Even the
family name disappears with him from the Geddington record. However, at Brigstock in
1415, Thomas Byfield paid 4d for remission of suit to the manor court and between then
and Michaelmas 1496, when another Thomas Byfield surrendered a messuage to his son
John, there is sufficient evidence to make it virtually certain that there was a Byfield family
presence in Brigstock throughout most of the 15th century, although no direct link with
Edmund can be established.69

John Brandon
John first appears in the Brigstock manorial records, with his wife Matilda, in 1435. His
public career there extended over the next 35 years and he probably died during the
1470s. In the previous decade the clerk had distinguished, in several roll entries, between
John Brandon senior and John Brandon junior. The last such entry was made in October
1470 when both men were presented for affray.70 Following a break in the series, which
resumes in September 1476, numerous references to John Brandon continue until 1504
but without the distinguishing adjective which would have become unnecessary if,
meanwhile, the elder John had died. It is assumed here that this was the case and that
references in the rolls to John Brandon after September 1476 are to the younger member
of the family.
John the elder almost certainly came from outside Brigstock. Bennett’s study of the pre-

plague manor has no reference to his family name, nor does he appear in the 15th-century
rolls before 1435.71 He may have arrived somewhat earlier as, in 1445, Richard Higdon
successfully sued him for rent arrears of 2d per annum, in respect of a parcel of a tenement,
which had been outstanding for 12 years.72 Where he came from is uncertain. Ekwall
noted settlements called Brandon in five different counties.73 Two, in Durham and
Northumberland, are remote from Northamptonshire; a settlement in Warwickshire lies
only a few miles east of Coventry which suggests that an economic migrant from that vill
would have travelled west. The other three settlements are in Lincolnshire, Norfolk and
Suffolk so it is likely that John came from East Anglia.
During his adult lifetime in Brigstock he became an increasingly prominent figure in

the administration of both the manor and the vill. He served as a tithingman on three
occasions during the 1430s and 1440s and as an affeeror once. Between 1452 he was the
hayward and beadle for much of the time and also appeared again as a tithingman, an
affeeror and a member of the sworn jury; he was also elected as netherd, the common
herdsman, for at least one year, in 1455. During 1463-4 he was constable of the vill and
in the following year a manorial bailiff. Thereafter he continued to act as affeeror and
juror.74 His commercial activities were less varied and less apparent in the record than those
of Edmund Byfield but he was heavily involved in pastoral farming which related to his
public activities as hayward and netherd, and his career enhanced the standing locally of his
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family whose male members remained prominent in Brigstock life until the early 16th
century.
Economically, 15th-century Brigstock, like late-14th century Geddington, had more

than an agricultural base. In terms of tax-yield and population Brigstock was the more
prosperous in 1377 when it had 251 taxpayers.75 There is, however, evidence of decline by
the time John had arrived when a good deal of demesne land lay vacant for lack of
tenants.76 It has also been argued that charcoal burning in the Brigstock area, as well as the
pottery industry in Stanion (part of which was a manorial dependency of Brigstock) were
still active c.1400 but had gone by the end of the 15th century.77 Nevertheless, sufficient
commercial potential appears to have survived as late as the middle of the 15th century
for it to have been thought worthwhile to establish a Saturday market in 1466.78 This may
well have followed the reality of informal trading: the average number of new pleas per
court rose during the 1450s to almost 2.5 from well under 2 in each of the preceding
decades and remained above 2 throughout the 1460s before declining during the
remaining 30 years of the century. The modest peak in debt litigation may well have been
associated with a revival in local trade and its formalization in the creation of a market.79
Retailing and artisan activity continued throughout the century. There were regular
presentments of brewers and bakers although, in contrast to Geddington, the former were
usually women brewing on a relatively small scale. Candlewax was sold in 1443 and the
retailing of fish and meat was recorded during the 1490s. During the first half of the
century it is possible to identify seven smiths, seven masons, five weavers, five tailors, four
wrights or carpenters, and one each of a tanner, a plumber, and a leather-worker. The later
rolls provide no detail about personal occupations but three land transactions involved the
acquisition of an opella or workshop indicating continued artisan activity.80
In this socio-economic environment John Brandon undertook a number of different

public roles. In summary these may be seen as concerned with the maintenance of public
order, and manorial discipline especially in relation to the cultivation of the open fields.
The responsibilities of the tithingmen were owed, strictly, to the view of frankpledge
rather than the manor court. There were five such posts in Brigstock during the 15th
century and John was listed or elected as one of their number at five views.81 In origin
such individuals had been the chief pledges of groups of men, notionally ten in number,
charged with the duties of mutual surety and corporate pursuit of lawbreakers; all men
over the age of twelve, except clergy and wealthy freemen, were required to be in
membership. Well before the mid-15th century, however, legislative changes nationally had
relieved tithings of the responsibility to pursue and arrest malefactors.82 In other respects,
however, the system was formally unchanged and Bennett describes it as being ‘carefully
maintained’ in Brigstock before the Plague albeit without adducing any evidence to
support that contention.83 In practice, by the mid-15th century, five individuals were
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elected as tithingmen at the view and served for one or more years but not for long
periods. Their collective responsibility was to present individuals for a range of offences.
At the views at which John was in office these included field offences such as the creation
of illicit footpaths; street offences such as obstructing the common way or failing to cleanse
gutters; violence including housebreaking, making an affray or drawing blood; failure to
attend the view; offences against the assize of bread and ale as distinct from the normal
licensing procedure; women accused of being gossips or scolds, and persons who had
unlawfully provided lodgings for outsiders. How the five went about their business
between views is not recorded but some kind of running list of presentments must have
been compiled and arrangements made to ensure the presence of the accused in court.
The sworn jury was responsible for monitoring the tithingmen’s presentments. If they
were satisfied it was recorded on the roll that the tithingmen had presented well and
faithfully and concealed nothing. Occasionally, however, they drew attention to any
oversights or false presentments on the part of the tithingmen who were amerced for their
failure, but this did not occur at any of the views when John was an official.
The individual office which John most frequently undertook was that of hayward. He

served continuously from Michaelmas 1452 to Michaelmas 1455 and, again, from January
1458 to September 1461.84 The hayward, in contrast to the bailiff, was more directly
involved in the day to day working of the manor as an agricultural unit. His essential role
was to protect the fields under cultivation from trespass. Homans saw him primarily as a
warden of the hedges which, in an open-field midland village, surrounded those fields, and
Ault, too, described him as warden of the fences.85They differed in their views of to whom
he was responsible: Homans argued that he acted for his fellow tenants as well as the lord,
whereas Ault took the view that he was a manorial officer.86 Northamptonshire court rolls
provide indicative evidence for both points of view. At Catesby, in 1401, John Heyward
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was specifically said to be the hayward of the lady prioress, but at Geddington in 1380 and
1406 there are references to the common hayward.87
At Brigstock the evidence suggests a recognition locally that the hayward served both

lord and fellow tenants. Between 1450 and 1504 it is possible to identify about 616
individual presentments made by the hayward for trespass. The actual number was
undoubtedly much higher but a summary formula used by the clerk at some courts
records only the first name on the hayward’s list. Only two presentments mentioned the
lord’s land, which suggests that John Brandon’s work was directed largely towards the
wider interests of the community. It also appears that he was paid directly by tenants rather
than from the manorial accounts. In 1453, in his capacity as hayward, he impleaded John
Weldon for his salaria and the defendant acknowledged a debt of 71⁄2d, presumably his share
of the hayward’s stipend; two years later John was equally successful in a similar plea against
John Coldewe for 6d.88 On the other hand the post of hayward was combined with that
of beadle at Brigstock; for example in 1455 John Brandon was specifically designated
hayward and beadle.89 The beadle was normally an assistant to the bailiff and at Kibworth
Harcourt in Leicestershire was regarded as the sub-bailiff in the 15th century.90 At
Brigstock, however, his tasks were often impossible to distinguish from those of the
hayward. Between July 1438 and June 1468 the beadle made only 20 presentments: 14
were for trespass with animals in the fields, four for neglect of or damage to hedges
surrounding the sown fields, one for illicit fishing and one for selling on a non-market day.
John Brandon similarly presented for trespass, failure to repair hedges and to report having
an (unspecified) animal in his custody.91 A clear distinction between the two posts in
Brigstock, however, is that an allowance was made for the beadle from the manorial
accounts. This is clear from summary accounts often attached to the view of frankpledge
which include an allowance for the steward, the bailiff and the beadle without showing
how the allocated sum was divided between the individuals.92 John’s income as hayward
was, therefore, derived in part from his fellow tenants and in part from a disbursement from
manorial income, a reflection of his dual responsibility.
In serving for two periods, each of three years, John was relatively unusual, although a

number of other men served more than once. The disadvantages of being hayward are
apparent. One, already mentioned, was the possible need to go to law in order to be paid.
Another was the risk of violence; medieval villagers were not always deferential towards
officialdom: in 1485 Alice Barett offered insult to the hayward, Thomas Laverok, in the
execution of his office and in 1421 Stephen Chaumberleyn had trespassed with his beasts
in the meadow and beaten and insulted Agnes the wife of the hayward William Rukyry.93
It might be supposed that John would have been immune from such risks; he was himself
presented at the view for violent behaviour on five occasions so that others might have
been circumspect in their dealings with him.94 However, John Lyncolne unlawfully
recovered distrained stock, from him in his capacity as beadle and Margery White made
affray upon him while he was in the office of constable.95
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A third disadvantage, as with many manorial offices, is likely to have been the tension
between being a member of the village community and the duty of enforcing manorial
custom. For example, in October 1458 John presented 48 men and five women and in the
following October 57 men and four women.96 A few of them had failed to maintain
hedges, but the majority had trespassed in the meadow or the fields with their animals.
The frequent incidence of such trespass is not to be seen simply as villagers’ casual
disregard for the impact of straying animals on crops. Much of it probably occurred during
the late summer and early autumn when animals were released on to the fields as they
were being reaped but strayed beyond the acknowledged limit into furlongs still to be
harvested.97 On occasion, perhaps, John sought to appease village opinion. At the
Michaelmas court of 1455, he presented that all was well and he knew of no trespass,
which seems unlikely at that time of year.98 In 1459, perhaps mindful of the oversight the
jurors exercised over officials’ presentments, he appears to have presented himself: the clerk
recorded that John Brandon was a common malefactor in the fields with his beasts and he
was amerced 20d, a much larger sum than anyone else. Possibly this arose from his work
as netherd, which he became in 1455.99
The possible development of personal animosity between the hayward and a fellow-

tenant is suggested in the official contacts between John and John Coldewe. It has been
mentioned that the latter was someone whom John sued in order to obtain part of his
stipend. At the same court John Coldewe counter-sued in a plea of trespass, claiming that
he had lost 28 sheaves of grain as a result of John’s neglect of his duties as hayward; the
plea was put into arbitration and was subsequently lost from the record so that the
outcome is unknown.100 Later in the decade John Coldewe appeared on John’s list of
presentments, once in 1458 and twice in 1459. Many others were also presented on those
occasions but relationships between the two Johns are unlikely to have been improved,
particularly after their earlier litigation.
John did not put his experience as an official to practical use in the manor court as

consistently as Edmund Byfield had done. Changes in practice had to some extent
restricted such opportunities; in particular the requirement on litigants at Brigstock to
provide pledges declined sharply from the 1430s onwards and he acted as such only once,
in 1461.101 The only other occasion on which John acted as pledge was on behalf of a
member of his family in a criminal matter in 1440 when Thomas Brandon was presented
at the view for housebreaking.102 In 1458, he acted as attorney for John Atclyffe, the
plaintiff, in two pleas of trespass he brought against John Conewey, and appears to have
enjoyed success, since both cases ended with the parties seeking a licence of concord and
the defendant being at mercy and responsible for paying for the licence.103 His status as a
manorial official may also have reduced the amercements imposed upon him in 1461
when he was twice presented for assault on other men with a stick. He was amerced 4d
for each offence but was not required to pay the additional sum normally imposed for
using a weapon.104
He certainly used the manor court effectively to recover debts owed to him; between

1445 and 1464 he was successful in securing recognition of debt in ten pleas. The two
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from which he recouped parts of his stipend have been mentioned. The others ranged in
value from 4s 6d recovered from Thomas Conell in 1450, to 8d from Isobel Corby of
Stanion in 1456.105 The origin of these debts is not stated so that John may have been
extending credit or lending cash. A possible link between his official duties and providing
credit lies in holding the office of beadle. The activities of the beadle recorded in the court
rolls are those of the hayward during much of the century, but during the last quarter, on
eight occasions between 1478 and 1497, he acted on behalf of tenants surrendering land
but not present in court, which suggests a wider role. The surviving beadle’s accounts for
Geddington make it clear that there, one of his responsibilities was to collect the income
accruing from the proceedings of the court and the view of frankpledge, as was the case
on the estates of the bishop of Worcester where his work was also associated with that of
the rent-collector.106 Either activity would have enabled the official to identify those in the
village who were short of cash and, if he were so-minded, to extend credit to them.
Whatever the circumstances in which John provided credit or loans he is likely to have
done so on a more extensive scale than his record as a litigant suggests; it is acknowledged
that pleas represent only a modest proportion of the debt incurred in medieval villages.107
The creditor will often have got his money back without recourse to law, as John probably
did.
The main link between John’s most prominent public role, as hayward, and his family

economy was his involvement with the rearing and sale of stock. The evidence we have
suggests that he was not, primarily, an arable farmer, although Richard Newman claimed
15d from him, in 1445, in respect of carrying his grain in the autumn for the previous ten
years.108 In the list of tenants of 1439 he appears only as a cottager. He has the same status
in a list of tenancies attached to the rental of 1416 but undoubtedly of a later date than
the main document.109 He may well have held sub-tenancies, indeed Richard Higdon’s
successful pursuit of him for rent arrears already mentioned is evidence that he did so, but
his recorded land acquisitions included little more than two acres of arable. He received
two roods from Agnes Grubbe in 1435, a further two and a half from John Oswestr in
1438 and what were described as six rods of land and meadow from Thomas Conell in
1442.110 In 1457 he surrendered a half-rod from his holding to John Hawe.111
Evidence that John was primarily a pastoral farmer is more extensive. On eight

occasions, between 1438 and 1469, he appeared on the list of those who had trespassed
with their animals in the fields and once he broke the pinfold. In 1438 he had geese which
had destroyed the grain at feldgate.112 Among the animals noted in subsequent presentments
were a horse, foals and pigs; in other cases the clerk used general terms such as bestia, or
averus which suggest cattle of some kind. The latter term was sometimes used for draught
animals which might imply oxen, but there are no specific references in the Brigstock or
Geddington rolls to oxen and it has been shown that medieval peasant farmers were more
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likely to use horses.113 John was evidently seen as competent to deal with horses. In 1461
an unknown wayfarer died in Brigstock; among his possessions, which became the
property of the lord of the manor, was a horse and a mare. At the September view the
sworn men presented that the 4s received for the sale of the horse was held by John, who
presumably had been instrumental in selling it, and meanwhile the mare remained in his
hands.114
This was not the only occasion on which John came into the possession of animals

without an owner. In 1455 he was presented as having a stray (the clerk omitted the type
of animal) worth 20d in his custody and ten years later, when he was bailiff, he had in
custody a bullock described as two years old and red in colour.115 The procedure for
dealing with strays was for their presence in the manor and the name of the custodian to
be presented at the court, after which, in Brigstock, the bailiff proclaimed them. Normally,
no further reference to the stray was made in court, the final outcome probably being
entered in account rolls long since lost. It may well have been the custom to allow the
custodian to purchase the animal at the valuation approved by the court and, when the
stray was a horse, the custodian would meanwhile have had the benefit of working the
animal. In the case of the red bullock in 1465 John, using his influence as bailiff, as he by
then was, may already have acquired the animal; no reference was made in court either to
its value or the need to proclaim it.
His activities in the land market also suggest a concern with stock. Twice his modest

acquisitions included meadow, essential for winter fodder and, unlike pasture, impossible
to create from former arable.116 In a rare appearance as plaintiff in a plea of trespass he was
successful against Henry Weldon who had destroyed his herbagium – either grass or hay – to
the value of 9d, and in 1459 he was listed as holding an area of demesne pasture for rent
at halbalke.117
Even instances of deviant behaviour on John’s part sometimes suggest links with the

rearing and sale of stock. His capacity for personal violence, which has been noted, might
reflect a physical self-confidence which would help in mustering sizeable herds as he
would have done during his time as netherd. More specifically, when he was presented in
1461 for assault with a stick on both Peter Walker and John Reason, his pledge in both
cases was John Tucke.118 John held land but he was also a butcher as is apparent from his
amercement of 12d in 1464 for having sold the meat of a calf when it was rotten and
inedible.119 His readiness to act as pledge suggests a link with John Brandon which may
well have lain in the latter selling cattle to him for slaughter. One of John’s victims on this
occasion – John Reason – also made his living at least in part from the management of
stock. He was the keeper of the bullocks in 1462 and common pig keeper in the following
year.120 A further victim of John’s violence, in 1469, John Sheperd, was also a butcher who,
later in the same year, was ordered to take his carcasses for sale into the market place under
pain, if he did not do so, of a penalty of 6s 8d.121 In this case John may have had a
disagreement with a potential customer.
Taken together, the different aspects of John’s family economy and behaviour

– possession of animals, custody of strays, land acquisition, trespass litigation and even
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inter-personal violence – present grounds for seeing him as primarily a pastoral farmer for
whom service as the paid hayward would have been a useful and on occasion beneficial
addition to his workload.
There is no evidence that John extended his activities into retailing or an artisan craft.

At his first appearance at the manor court, he and Matilda his wife had received the
reversion of a messuage called osteleryplace from Agnes Grubbe. The latter was a widow and
presumably sold her asset for cash. The terms of the reversion and whether John and
Matilda were ever able to occupy the building are unknown, but the name suggests a
lodging house. Agnes and her late husband had been active as brewers and bakers and may
well have combined that with providing lodgings for wayfarers.122 If so, John and his wife
may originally have aspired to continue their trading pattern, but neither appears on any
list of presentments for brewing or baking, although in Brigstock a great many women
sold at least their domestic surplus of ale on an occasional basis.
It seems clear, however, that John established a secure place for himself and his family

in the social hierarchy of the village and that, to use a modern phrase he was upwardly
mobile. Having served as affeeror, tithingman, netherd, beadle and hayward he was, during
the 1460s, a juror on five occasions and served for a year as bailiff and, before that as
constable. Placing this array of offices into a hierarchical order is not without difficulty but
it is suggested here that John progressed from lower to higher status offices. He first
became a tithingman within a year of his first appearance at the manor court and although
it has been argued that as late as the middle of the 15th century the chief tithingmen were
among those having ‘de facto control of village affairs’ other research has shown that in
some manors the system was in decay well before then.123 In 15th-century Brigstock there
is no suggestion that the tithingmen were any longer responsible for a group of other men;
rather they had joint responsibility, as a group, for presenting assorted malefactors at the
view of frankpledge and were liable to amercement for any oversight. Tithingmen were
not paid for their services, many must have found their responsibilities a thankless task and
there were frequent changes of personnel so that a newcomer could well have been seen
by his peers as eligible for office. The post of an affeeror, which John first held some 14
years after he arrived in Brigstock, was less onerous. Their task was defined by Blackstone
as ‘liquidating the amercement to a precise sum in the court leet and the court
baron … that is to tax and moderate the general amercement according to the particular
circumstances of the offence and the offender’.124 In practice, many offences involving
numbers of people appear to have been charged at a standard rate; brewing was normally
1d or 2d a brew and trespass with animals 2d. Occasionally, individual exceptions were
made which presumably reflect the influence of the affeerors, but the gradual substitution
of by-laws with fixed pena, for individual presentment followed by amercement, must have
reduced the scope of the affeerors’ responsibility.125 In 1460 John appears for the first time
on the list of jurors or sworn men at the view of frankpledge. Numbers of jurors varied
but the modal figure in 15th-century Brigstock was twelve. It has been noted that the
jurors monitored the work of the tithingmen and other officials, calling them to account
for oversights or false presentments. It was a role of some status and it has been argued that
only men of good reputation in and fully engaged with the community became jurors.126
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At Brigstock, 14 jury lists survive from views held between 1493 and 1500; these record
175 jurymen but in practice only 27 individuals served, each appearing on six or seven
juries.127 This contrasts with the frequency with which the office of tithingman changed
hands: none served at more than two or three views. The prestige attached to the function
of juror, undertaken originally only by free men, had persisted beyond the decay of
serfdom and John’s five appearances as juror between 1460 and 1470 testify to the status
he achieved in Brigstock.
Similarly, his rise from being beadle, hayward and netherd between 1452 and 1461 to

becoming bailiff in 1464-5 suggests his increased standing. On the estates of the bishop of
Worcester between 1400 and 1540 bailiffs were drawn from the ranks of the peasant elite
and there was a rise in the social status of manorial officials.128 There is some evidence of
this tendency in the manor of Brigstock; in the dependency of Stanion, in 1413, John
Tyndale was elected and was sufficiently prosperous to appoint Robert Carder, his tenant,
to do the work. Thomas Mulso was bailiff there in 1430 and Thomas Wawton, chevalier, in
1436. At Brigstock, itself, in 1503, Robert Wawton, armiger, was one of the two bailiffs who
presented their accounts.129 John, himself, appears to have been unusual in becoming bailiff
having previously filled the more modest post of hayward. The court rolls yield the names
of 26 haywards in 15th-century Brigstock of whom only three, including John, became
bailiff.
Finally there is ample evidence that the Brandon family continued to flourish after

John’s death. William and John junior were probably sons of John senior although this
cannot be demonstrated with certainty. William was the more prominent. He was put into
tithing in 1458 and, two years later, was listed among the purchasers of the goods of a dead
wayfarer when he bought a sword and shield for 20d. In 1465, with his father, he attacked
John Oliver with his fists, but thereafter appears to have become a pillar of the
community.130 In 1468 he served as a juror, with John, and in 1478 he became a bailiff,
serving again in 1484-5.131 Between 1478 and 1504 he appears on 22 of the 29 surviving
jury lists, and John on 21. The roll of the Easter view of 1494 records Robert Brandon as
bailiff but there is no other reference to such an individual and it is likely that the clerk
entered the wrong forename and that either William or John was bailiff in that year.132 It
is not known when the family line died out, or left Brigstock, but the taxation list of 1524
includes no-one named Brandon.133

Conclusion
In certain respects Edmund and John lived their lives in similar circumstances, in adjacent
parishes, and villages which were less than four miles apart. Both were tenants of royal
manors. On the other hand they were not contemporaries and, for the English peasantry,
the circumstances of the middle-15th century were different, in important respects, from
those of the late-14th century. The latter was a time which saw the beginning of significant
economic and social adjustments which, after the first two outbreaks of the plague in 1349
and 1361 had reduced the population by as much as a half, were generally more favourable
to the lower strata of society. By the mid-15th century population levels had failed to
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recover; wages had increased relative to wheat prices which remained generally low and
there had been a shift to pastoral farming; rents were generally low and negotiable; and
while serfdom persisted as a legal concept it had largely decayed in practice. Edmund must
have been a survivor of the second outbreak of the plague and, possibly, of the first;
certainly his generation will have been conscious of its impact. He was already well-
established in the community by the late 1370s and from that basis he was able to pursue
a variety of activities to make his way successfully in a changing society although
sometimes tasting failure, in a strongly hierarchical society, in his dealings with his social
superiors. John, in contrast, was almost certainly a newcomer to Brigstock in the 1430s
but, over a period of almost 40 years, established himself as a significant member of the
community, prospered through his involvement with pastoral farming, rose in social status
and established a local peasant dynasty which continued to flourish in Brigstock until at
least the early 16th century. Restrictive as open field farming and the custom of the manor
may have been, it is evident from the careers of both men that enterprise, enhancement
of social status and economic prosperity for at least some individuals were attainable
within such a framework.
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Early Modern Blakesley: a Study Based on Wills 1543-1700

CARMEL BIGGS

Abstract
This article outlines an examination of the surviving wills from Blakesley parish 1543-1700,
assessing the patterns of inheritance and family networks within early modern society. The bequests
contained in the wills were analysed, identifying those people considered important to the testator
at the time of death, what members of the society felt it necessary to make a will, and what items
they bequeathed. The analysis of these bequests demonstrates how far kinship networks stretched,
whether wider kin were recognised or if the focus was upon the immediate nuclear family of close
kin. The parish registers were also analysed to calculate baptism, burial and marriage rates within
the period, in order to assess population totals.

The ‘last will’ has existed in English society since it was introduced by the church, as a
means for bequeathing alms for charitable and religious purposes amongst the Anglo-
Saxons. Germanic family customs of succession to property were already evident in
England, and by the end of the Norman Conquest, these had moulded with the
bequeathing of alms. By the 13th century these changes had formed into a document that
a testator, through the implementation by an executor, could bequeath one-third of his
moveable property (and in some areas land), leaving the remaining portions to the wife
and children. In the early modern period this had evolved into the bequeathing of one-
third of moveable property. The use of this document combined with local customs of land
inheritance, ensured the safe and effective inheritance of property to all future and
equivalent generations.
Historians have used the ‘last will and testament’ as one of a wide range of methods to

investigate kinship, inheritance, religion and many other social patterns prevalent in the
early modern period. Wills, through the wealth of items bequeathed (ranging from
personal property to land and houses) and the numerous human relationships described,
provide large amounts of data for analysis. They illuminate the world of testators, and help
develop an understanding of the relationships most important to them in what they
considered to be the last few moments before their physical death. Furthermore, wills are
especially useful for those groups of people who were unlikely to leave other forms of
written evidence. The study of a large number of wills made over a long period, allows
investigators to examine social patterns and establish if common behaviours or rela-
tionships were apparent within the family and wider community. Increasingly regional
studies, investigating probate documents, have been undertaken by a number of historians,
examining an extensive subject focus. A small number of these include; Wrightson and
Levine who examined patterns of inheritance in Terling in Essex, Spufford who studied
various regions in Cambridgeshire, Coster who undertook an analysis of communities in
Yorkshire, Howell who examined Kibworth Harcourt, Mumby who investigated King’s
Langley, Evans who examined the status and occupation of testators in Cambridgeshire
and Litzenberger who analysed the effect of religious changes through studying
Gloucestershire wills.1

1. N. Evans, ‘The Occupations and Status of Male Testators in Cambridgeshire, 1551-1800’, in T. Arkell, N.
Evans and N. Goose (Eds.), When Death Do Us Part. Understanding and Interpreting the Probate Records of Early
Modern England, (Oxford, 2000); K. Wrightson and D. Levine, Poverty, Piety in an English Village Terling, 1525-
1700 (Oxford, 1995; Reprinted 1999); M. Spufford, Contrasting Communities, English Villagers in the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Centuries, (Cambridge, 2000); W. Coster, Kinship and Inheritance in Early Modern England, (York,
1993); C. Howell, Land, Family and Inheritance in Transition, Kibworth Harcourt 1280-1700 (Cambridge, 1983);
L. Mumby, Life and Death in Kings Langley: Wills and Inventories 1498-1659 (Kings Langley, 1981); C.
Litzenberger, ‘Local Responses to Changes in Religious Policy Based on Evidence From Gloucestershire Wills
(1540-1580), Continuity and Change, 8 (3), (1993).



However, analysis of the information contained within wills needs to be undertaken
with caution. Historians have argued that wills alone cannot provide reliable evidence.
They have been over-used in recent years, and should not be used alone without
supporting evidence from other sources. The present study has therefore included data
from the parish registers.
One problem with the analysis of wills is that property or other items may have been

passed to kin before the will was written. Spufford suggested that most men established
their children upon maturity, so few felt the need to make a will later on.2 Amussen notes
that people gave large portions of their property upon the marriage of a child.3 It has also
been suggested that those who wished to follow the laws of inheritance had no need to
make a will, wills only being made by those who wished to bequeath away from the norm.
English law had set rules of inheritance that were followed for the distribution of property
and estate. Furthermore, the law of ‘coverture’ ensured that married women could not
make a will unless they had permission from their husbands. All their goods passed to the
ownership of the husband on the day of their marriage. However, even when a female
testator made a will permission could still be withdrawn, even after the female had died
and the will was in the process of probate, thus invalidating the will. The only females who
were truly independent were widows, and often they were too poor, or all their goods had
been pre-bequeathed by their husbands, to enable them to make a will. Even so, the
majority of female testators to be found in any region will be widows. Despite these
problems, wills are still an excellent form of historical document, and the large surviving
numbers provide information invaluable to the family and community historian.
During the period under study, Blakesley parish was part of the Greens-Norton

Hundred and contained the hamlets of Kirby, Woodend, Sewell and part of Foxley. In the
Domesday Book of 1086, it was recorded as ‘Blachesleuue’, and was first noted as
‘Blakesley’ in 1468.4 It was set in the middle of thick woody country 13 miles from
Northampton town centre and four miles west-north-west of Towcester. The village of
Woodend lies half a mile south-west of Blakesley village. In 1886, the parish contained
around 4,000 acres, nearly two thirds of which were permanent pasture.5
The village layout is unique in the county, with two units joined by a central green, the

north containing a straight street and the church and the south containing an ‘L’ shaped
arrangement of streets. This plan can be explained in three ways. Firstly, it may have
developed because the north end was the original village and the south a planned
extension, or the village was polyfocal with two centres joined by the green, or thirdly the
green was an old centre and there was later expansion to the north and south.6
Within Blakesley parish were the two villages of Seawell and Foxley. Seawell lay to the

north, and was recorded in Domesday Book with a population of 13 living on one manor.
In the later medieval period, it had two manors with non-resident families. In 1547 there
were 400 sheep grazing on the land. Foxley is not mentioned in the Domesday Book, and
the earliest record the village by name is in 1190, but there is no reference to the size of
its settlement. In the early 18th century it had three houses, but the earliest map of the
village from 1819 shows five. Both of these villages today are almost deserted, with the last
remaining old cottage built on the site of Seawell village destroyed by 1883 and a farm at
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2. Margaret Spufford, ‘Peasant Inheritance Customs and Land Distribution in Cambridgeshire from the
Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries’, in J. Goody, J. Thirsk and E. P. Thompson (eds.), Family and Inheritance,
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3. Susan Dwyer Amussen, An Ordered Society, Gender and class in Early Modern England, (1988), p. 70.
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5. H. Dryden, (ed.) An Account of the Parish of Blakesley (Towcester, 1910), p. 1. 
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Foxley was demolished in the 20th century.7 The land in Blakesley was not enclosed until
1760, whereas Seawell and Foxley appear to have been enclosed in the 16th century.8
Woodend was enclosed in 1779.9 A map of Blakesley village layout in 1901 is represented
in Figure 1.

The church (Figure 2) is dedicated to the Virgin Mary and sits on Church Street just off
the village green. A small number of gravestones still surround the church, but most burials
are found in the cemetery across the road. The majority of these are from the late 18th
and 19th centuries; but one small stone to William Higham in 1686 has been placed next
to the entrance porch. Possibly it has been moved, since it is situated next to a straight line
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Figure 1: Map of Blakesley in 1901
(from the Ordnance Survey 1:10,560 (Second Edition) Sheet 55.4)

7. Ibid., p. 15.
8. Ibid., pp. 15-17.
9. Dryden 1910, p. 4.



of other stones, of which all personal details have been erased (Figure 3). The remaining
stones within the church grounds are in a poor state and few details can be seen. The
collected database of surviving wills has none for William Higham, or any person of that
surname. However, in the parish register, although the burial of William is not recorded
(the entire year is absent from the register), other events for the Higham family do appear,
with two baptisms, one marriage and four burials 1667-1707.
In the church is a monument to another person of the period under study, an epitaph

to William Watts who died in 1614, noting his worthiness as a gentleman, an upright and
zealous man, and that his body lies within the church (Figure 4). The large epitaph suggests
a wealthy and influential man, but no will survives at the Northamptonshire Record
Office. However, a will for a Mary Watts, widow, who died in 1620, states that she was the
late wife of William. Evidence of her wealth and status can be seen in the large range of
bequests given to gentlemen and ladies, and bequests to servants in her household and her
son’s household, as well as the bequest of a large bible to the church.10
Mary was daughter of Edward Montagu of Boughton, Lord Chief Justice of England,

and so probably had much wealth of her own.11 This enabled her to make substantial
bequests of personal items and money. Her son Edward and his wife (Mary Coningsby)
were bequeathed a large number of household items, furniture, money and rings
(including her own wedding ring). Edward also shared with another son, Montagu,
scripture books, and Montagu also received money. Montagu’s wife (Dorothy Paul) was
also acknowledged with a ring. Two of Edward’s sons, William and Edward, received the
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Figure 2: St Mary’s Church, Blakesley (C. Biggs)

10. Original Will – Mary Watts, 20 April 1620, Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO), Book AV, 1st Series,
folio 27.
11. George Baker, The History and Antiquities of the County of Northampton [1836], Vol. 2, p. 23.



financial discharge of a bond, household
items and money. Her three granddaughters,
children of her son Edward, received bequ-
ests in the form of money, jewellery, clothes
and household items. She also allocated to
her ‘son Palmer’ 40 shillings, which in
comparison to her other two sons seems sub-
stantially less. However, ‘Palmer’ was Anthony
Palmer who married her daughter Mary, so
in fact was her son-in-law. She bestowed ten
shillings upon every one of his children,
except for 20 shillings to her granddaughter
Katherine Palmer, who was also her god-
daughter. These bequests are then followed
by numerous others to a large number of
benefactors, from members of the gentry to
many servants, who received small items.
This large number of bequests, of which,

some were of substantial monetary value,
indicates the wealth and status of this lady,
despite the earlier death of her husband. In
Blakesley parish register, a large number of
entries occur for the Watts family, indicating
that they were quite prolific. From 1539-
1703, there are 30 entries, of which over half
were baptismal records.
Currently, there still exist in the village a

couple of shops, a public house and a school.
The original school was established in 1669-
70 by William Foxley. His will survives and in
it he dedicated a messuage and land to be
established as a school under the guardian-
ship of trustees, with a schoolmaster to be
appointed from Oxford or Cambridge. The
original school lost its grammar school status
in 1850. The present village school is situated
on ‘The Green’ and currently is used to
educate children up to the age of eleven
(Figure 5). The school maintains close links
with St. Mary’s church, and is centred upon
an Anglican foundation of teaching, with the
Foxley trust still playing an active role.
The probate records for Northampton-

shire have few surviving inventories, but
there is a wealth of copied wills. These are to
be found in the records of the ecclesiastical
courts, which had probate jurisdiction. Before
1541, Northamptonshire and Rutland were
part of the Diocese of Lincoln and the
ecclesiastical records from 1469-1541 are to
be found in the records of the Archdeaconry
of Northampton, although a few wills were
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Figure 3: Burial headstone for
William Higham, April 1686 (C. Biggs)

Figure 4: Epitaph to William Watts,
1614 (C. Biggs)



proved at Lincoln. In 1541, the See of Peterborough was created, and the majority of the
parishes came under the jurisdiction of the Consistory Court. Some wills of testators who
had property in more than one diocese would be taken and proved in the Prerogative
Court of Canterbury. From 1653 to 1660, the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical local courts was
abolished and all probate was transferred to Canterbury or York. After 1660, the local
courts were restored. Wills from the Prerogative court are kept in the Family Records
Centre in London. The wills of the Archdeaconry of Northampton and the Consistory
court of Peterborough are held at the Northamptonshire Record Office (Northampton). 
Figure 6 illustrates the population fluctuations for the parish according to the parish

registers. Crude totals were prepared by using baptisms to identify live births and burials
to identify deaths. The total number of baptisms for the period 1540-1708 was 1,248,
although the period 1640-1689 lacks information because of gaps in the registers. Taking
into account these 50 years, there was an approximate average birth rate of 10.4 baptisms
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Figure 5: Blakesley School (as established by William Foxley 1669/70) (C. Biggs)

Figure 6: Comparison of baptism and burial numbers 
recorded in the parish registers 1540-1708



a year. During the same period, there were fewer burials, totalling 764. Again, there is no
information for burials for the period 1640-1689. Discounting this 50-year period there
was an average burial rate of 6.3. Thus, the population grew by an average of four people
a year.
The marriage total is very low, there being only 187 marriages during 1540-1709 in

the parish of Blakesley; although some people will have undoubtedly married outside the
parish. Again, there is a 50-year gap in the records, and allowing for this, there were
approximately 1.6 marriages a year. Considering the size of the parish and the birth rate
this is a very low rate. However, overall throughout the period, the population always
appeared to be on the increase, with no periods of burials outstripping baptisms. There was
a peak of baptisms in the 1620s and in the 1690s. Generally, the population of Blakesley
was going through a steady growth, with no apparent mortality crises.
The total number of wills from 1550-1700 was 83, including three nuncupative (oral

wills). Eighty were proved mainly in the Consistory Court at Peterborough, and the
Archdeacon’s Court at Northampton, with three proved in the Prerogative court at
Canterbury. The majority of the testators were men, with only 14 wills made by women.
The 83 wills have been examined to discover the inheritance, kinship and community
patterns within the parish.
The name (and often the occupation) of the testator was stated at the beginning of the

will. The occupational breakdown is detailed in Figure 7. Male testators encompassed a
range of occupations, although 25 out of the 69 do not state an occupation. The comm-
onest occupation in Blakesley was yeomen, with 17 wills stating this profession. Other
occupations were husbandmen (9), labourers (4), carpenters (2), vicars (2) and two
professed themselves to be gentlemen. The remaining occupations, with one each were;
shepherd, clerk, shop owner, mason, baker, butcher, tailor, sailor; a total of 41 men.
Husbandman and yeoman were the commonest occupations (38 per cent), indicating a
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Testators profession/occupation No. of wills Per cent

Unknown male 25 30.2
Yeoman 17 20.5
Husbandman 9 10.8
Widow 10 12.1
Unknown female/spinster (2 of these possibly widows) 4 4.8
Labourer 4 4.8
Vicar 2 2.4
Gentleman 2 2.4
Carpenter 2 2.4
Clerk 1 1.2
Shepherd 1 1.2
Shop owner? (assumed from bequest of a shop in will) 1 1.2
Mason 1 1.2
Baker 1 1.2
Sailor 1 1.2
Butcher 1 1.2
Tailor 1 1.2

Total 83 100.0

Figure 7: Testators occupations as detailed in Blakesley wills 1543-1705
(Source: NRO Wills of Blakesley)



rural economy of small land holdings. Although men may state one profession, they would
often be involved in other trades. One yeoman bequeathed a malt mill, and another a still.
The evidence of the other wills indicates a developing trade of shops, as indicated by the
wills of a baker and butcher. A small percentage of poorer people classed themselves as
labourers, possibly working seasonally, going from job to job. One of the wills proved in
the Prerogative court at Canterbury was from a sailor.
Due to the legal restrictions on married women making a will, few women appeared

to leave a written will. Of those women in Blakesley who did, ten were widows, with only
four females not identifying their status. Of these four, two bequeathed to brothers and
sisters, and thus possibly had never married and had no children of their own. The other
two women did leave bequests to their children, and thus were either widows or wives
who had gained permission from their husbands to make wills. Most likely they were
widows, since the executors of these two wills were a son for one, and a daughter for the
other, with no evidence of a surviving husband. Out of these 14 wills, nine contained bequests
to sons and eight contained bequests to daughters, with grandchildren also receiving bequests
in eight wills. Thus, the chain of bequests by women appears to have passed straight down
the direct line of descent to children and grandchildren. Only two wills do not contain
bequests to children or grandchildren, with gifts made to a mother and to brothers and
sisters, indicating that the testators were quite young, and possibly had never married.
Figure 8 details the range of kin bequeathed to within the wills. Overall, there were 632

bequests within the 83 wills. Sons and daughters were the commonest benefactors, gaining
21 per cent (130) and 15 per cent (97) of the bequests respectively. Grandchildren also
received many bequests, gaining 10 per cent (65) of the total. Wives accounted for 44
bequests (seven per cent) out of the 69 male wills. Unfortunately a large number of
bequests were unidentified, and merely given to a kinsman (72 bequests) or kinswoman
(52). These generic terms could be used to apply to anybody ranging from blood relatives
or people related through marriage. However the term ‘kin’ could also be applied to non-
relations such as friends, neighbours or loyal servants.
Brothers and godchildren were the next most frequent benefactors, with 17 bequests to

brothers and 15 to godchildren. Following these were sisters (12 bequests), sons-in-law (10
bequests) and nephews (11 bequests). Cousins’ children received three bequests.
Surprisingly, two mothers and one father received bequests. One for a mother came from
an unmarried woman12 and the other for the mother and father, from a sailor not residing
in Blakesley.13 For these two people to remember their parents with tokens of small gifts,
they must have been young and unmarried when they died. This is supported by no
children being mentioned in either will. The remainder of recognised kin received two
bequests or less. These included cousins, an aunt, nieces, a daughter-in-law, a sister-in-law,
unborn children of daughters, and an intended bride betrothed to a son. Thus, the range
of kin bequeathed to included a far-reaching group, although the main part of the
bequests would pass to the eldest sons/daughters, with the outer members of the family
receiving nominal amounts of money or small household items. Bequests to more distant
kin tend to be found in wills with few children, or children who were very young. This
was also found by Wrightson and Levine, in their examination of Terling village, Essex,
who argued that brothers and sisters (and in-laws) of a testator would only be recognised
when the testator had no children or extremely young children.14
In Blakesley, women appear not to have permanently inherited the land from their

husbands, as an analysis of the female wills show that only one woman passed on
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12. Original Will – Mary Cooper, July 1629, NRO, 1st Series, Book OE, folio 120.
13. Original Will – John Mallery, 7 May 1671, Peterborough Consistory Court (PCC), Microfilm Box 338,
folio 32.
14. Keith Wrightson, ‘Kinship in an English Village: Terling, Essex 1500-1700’, in R. M. Smith (ed.), Land,
Kinship & Life Cycle (Cambridge, 1984), p. 325.
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land/estate in her will and one woman passed on a close. This is supported by only 19
wives receiving the majority of the estate from 69 male testators. However, a small
percentage of women do appear to have been given a share or life interest in the land or
estate to maintain their living. Eleven wives were given a half share, sharing with the
daughter, son, or the testators’ brother, and another 11 wives appear to have been
guaranteed to live there during widowhood and then the land was to pass to the children.
One wife was allowed to live on the estate for one year only and then it was to pass to
the son. Thus 61 per cent (42 out of 69) of the male wills made some provision for the
wives, as far as land was concerned, although only just over a quarter (27.5%) of the wills
passed the land solely to the wife. Wrightson and Levine agree with this observation,
finding that nuclear kin received the bulk of bequests.15 Stone, in his studies of a
Worcestershire village, found half of the will sample made bequests to the nuclear family
and only a quarter to wider kin.’16 Wrightson and Levine also showed that testators had
two exceptions to the concentration of bequests to immediate kin. The first was to siblings
of the testator or wife and secondly to nephews, nieces and godchildren. This was usually
in cases of testators with no or young children.
Blakesley in part bears out these other regional findings. It is true that close kin formed

the highest percentage of benefactors, with sons taking 20.6% of the bequests and
daughters 15.3% and wives only accounted for 6.9%. A large group of unidentified
kinsmen received 11.4 per cent of bequests and kinswomen 8.2 per cent, which is a larger
proportion than wives. However, these groups of unidentified kinsmen and kinswomen
could have included married children. What is most noticeable is that nuclear kin received
nearly half of all bequests (42.8 per cent), but a large number of the bequests (19.6 per
cent) went to unidentified kinsmen and women. However, these bequests to unidentified
kin generally involved only token bequests of money or small items of household goods,
with larger items and the majority of a deceased’s estate passing to nuclear kin. It seems
that kinship ties were strong in Blakesley throughout all levels of familial relationships.
Figure 9 details the non-kin groups receiving bequests and this involved a very small

number of bequests. The poor received 19 bequests, and was the highest non-kin bequest
made. People who could not be identified as kin, due to differing surnames, accounted for
26 bequests. Considering the limited wealth of the area, servants also fared quite well,
receiving either a sum of money or a small household item. One female servant received
a large proportion of goods and wealth from one widow. James argued that the reason
servants received bequests was that they were often treated as part of the family.17Two men
who scribed the wills received small sums of money along with five overseers. One
shepherd received a small sum of money as recognition for good service and one set of
trustees for good service yet to come. In total there were 92 bequests to non-kin,
encompassing only 12.7 per cent of the total 724 bequests from 83 wills.
Sixty-nine men (96 per cent) made 66 bequests of land. Looking at the distribution of

these 66 bequests, 19 appear to have passed solely to the wife and 12 to the son. Twelve
bequests were divided equally between the son and wife, with all the land generally passing
to the son when the wife died. Four daughters gained all the land and so did three
brothers. Sixty per cent of testators attempted to keep the land in one pair of hands and
not splitting it between all siblings. The general trend in Blakesley appears to be the land
passing to one heir, usually giving a life interest to the widow and the rest of the kin
receiving small bequests of money or household goods. This is different from the findings
of Spufford at Orwell, Cambs., who found that land was equally divided between partible
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15. Keith Wrightson and David Levine, Poverty and Piety in an English Village Terling, 1525-1700 (Oxford, 1995;
reprinted 1999), p.187.
16. L. Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800 (London, 1977), p. 98.
17. Mervyn James, Family, Lineage and Civil Society – A Study of Society, Politics and Mentality in the Durham
Region 1500-1640 (London, 1974), p. 23.
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(more than one heir) and impartible (single heir) inheritance. Twenty-four Blakesley
bequests did involve the land being shared between the wife and the children or child,
with the land subsequently passing wholly to the testator’s children after the decease of the
widow. The attempt to pass land onto a single heir possibly accounts for why there are so
many money bequests, as parents tried to provide some form of inheritance for the other
surviving children. The general trend appears to be, again, for the eldest son to receive the
land and the remaining siblings to receive small bequests. This may explain why money
was the most frequent item bequeathed in wills. In total, there were 425 bequests of
money, ranging from small acknowledgement bequests to larger substantial bequests to
support kin. One specifically stated that it was to set up a grandchild in an apprenticeship.18
Some testators also bequeathed furniture, personal, household or farming items to their
younger children. The child who inherited the land often acquired the responsibility of
paying the remaining legacies. Of the 14 female testators, only two bequeathed land,
possibly they undertook this in the form of an earlier bequest from a deceased husband.
Concerning the sharing of land from inheritance, 20 bequests favoured sons, although

there are bequests involving daughters sharing (plus four bequests going solely to a
daughter and one bequest to wife and then to the youngest daughter). There are also
examples of wealthier testators giving individual estates to different sons, with three
testators giving separate estates to sons, and another splitting two estates between three
sons (one has one estate and two have the other).19 However, land may already have been
pre-bequeathed before the will had been written. The absence of land in a will did not
necessarily mean that there was none to bequeath. The testator may have merely followed
the legal norm and felt no need to note it in the will.
Some land was bequeathed outside of the nuclear family with nephews, brothers, sisters

and grandsons inheriting. In one bequest, land passed equally between the vicar, the poor,
the sister and a kinsman, and another piece of land was set up in trust to establish and fund
a school in the area. This bequest was in the will of William Foxley, Gentleman, in 1669,20
when he gave a half yardland to the vicar and another half yardland to the poor. He gave
a house and lands to his sister and another house to his kinsman. Money was given to
numerous other relatives, but he appears to have no children, thus possibly accounting for
the bequest of some of his lands and houses to the poor, and to the vicar and for the setting
up of a school. He stated that the schoolmaster was to come from Oxford or Cambridge
Universities, indicating the quality of teaching required. However, this large endowment
to the community of Blakesley was unusual in the wills. Overall, 46 bequests of land
involved the testator’s children at some stage, encompassing 55 per cent of the land
bequests.
Bequests by testators could vary depending on the geographical disposition and the

wealth of the family. A group of related individuals not limited by long distances were
more likely to be remembered in wills than those farther away. Furthermore, those groups
with more wealth may include a wider range of bequests to a wider range of people.
Household goods of various descriptions were a favourite to be passed on. Money was

the most popular and easiest item to bequeath to kin, with the responsibility for raising
the sum generally placed on the person who had inherited the land. Money was also a
popular bequest to non-kin, especially the poor and the church, which accounted for 60
of the 425 money bequests. These bequests were of small amounts, usually a few pennies.
Beds (or related items) were the commonest household item bequeathed, with 29

bequests of beds or bedsteads, and 77 concerning items to be used on beds. The highly
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18. Original Will – John Pinkard, 26 February 1688, NRO, 3rd Series, Book R, folio 80.
19. Original Will – Thomas Crosse, 23 July 1574, NRO, 1st Series Book T, folio 167; John Butler, Gent, NRO
4th Series Book ii, folio 23; John Pinkard 26th February 1688, NRO, 3rd Series, Book R, folio 80; John
Pickering, Gentleman, 1697, NRO, 3rd Series, Book V, folio 98.
20. Original Will – William Foxley, 1 January 1699-70, NRO, 3rd Series, Book D, folio 56.



agricultural nature of the parish is shown by the large number of bequests involving
farming items. Farm animals figured highly, with 56 bequests of ewes/sheep/lamb or cattle
and five bequests of beehives. These were generally small bequests to younger children, or
nephews/nieces or grandchildren. There were 21 bequests of agricultural tools including
spinning wheels and 11 bequests of grain/crops/barley/malt.
As was the case with the distribution of land there appears to be a hierarchy of bequests

for these agricultural goods. The second eldest male son who did not inherit the land
appears to have enjoyed a considerable portion of these items. The son who received a
bequest of animals and tools could sell these to the eldest son (who had inherited the land)
and use the money to purchase a small parcel of land for himself. Alternatively, if he had
already received a small parcel of land, he could use the household goods to establish
himself. Other opportunities were for a younger son to allow the main inheriting son to
use these items in return for bed and board. Some cases resulted in goods being split
between a number of children, resulting in a weak inheritance for each child and possibly
disadvantaging the main estate. It is feasible that the testator was aware of this, and intended
for each sibling to sell the goods to the child who inherited the land, and then use the
money to establish themselves. It would seem foolhardy to bequeath land to a son, and
then not give him the animals or tools to make a living.
Household effects were bequeathed in large quantities amongst wider and non-kin. The

range of items included pewter (19 bequests), brass (16 bequests), chests (11 bequests),
coffers (eight bequests), napkins/cloths (18 bequests), wearing apparel (17 bequests),
saucers, pans, flasketts, pots, tubs, pails, kettles, basins, candlesticks, baskets, spoons, bodkins,
flagons, barrels and baskets (47 bequests). There were 18 bequests involving a range of
furniture including cupboards, tables, benches, chairs, boxes, and settees. There were eight
bequests for linen, woollen items and towels; and seven bequests for gold and rings. Books
were also considered valuable, and the wills included two bequests of a bible and holy
books and one bequest of a dictionary.
Sixty-one wills contained bequests concerning the ‘rest of my goods unbequeathed

moveable and unmoveable’. This phrase found at the closing stages of the wills generally
bequeathed to the recipient everything that had not been so far mentioned. Wives received
the majority of bequests in this group, totalling 27 with sons receiving 17. Bequests of this
kind also went to a daughter (four), to a daughter and her husband (one), a brother (two),
a wife and son joint (one bequest) and a sister (two bequests), sons in law (two bequests),
a nephew (one bequest), a kinswoman and kinsman joint (one bequest), between all the
testator’s children (one bequest) and to a servant (one bequest).
Wives in Blakesley were well provided for after the decease of the husband. Nineteen

received all the land and 24 received some share or interest in land. Forty-three out of the
69 male wills (62 per cent) passed land to women. This high percentage of women
receiving the land possibly indicates the reason why the will was written. Under probate
law, the estate would have naturally passed to the eldest son, with the widow receiving
little acknowledgement. In writing a will, the male testator was ensuring the welfare of his
wife, especially in the case of those male testators with children who were too young to
inherit and manage the land or farm. In addition, 27 wives of 69 male testators (39 per
cent) received all the rest of the goods from a will, which could be a rather large share,
depending on what had already been bequeathed. Thus, even if they did not keep land
once the inheriting child matured, they would still be provided for, in an attempt to ensure
their economic stability and welfare.
Concerning the maintenance of the widow, Spufford argued that many wills from male

testators stated the non-supporting of a widow should she decide to remarry.21 Within
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21. Margaret Spufford, Contrasting Communities, English Villagers in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,
(Cambridge,1974; Reprinted Edition, 2000), p. 113.



Blakesley, only four male testators (5.8 per cent) insisted that the wife remain a widow.
One insisted that if his wife remarried she was to pay his brother ten pounds.22 Another
stated the wife would lose her inheritance of the house and lands that she had received
until her son’s majority, and receive only £20 a year instead.23 Two other wills stipulated
that if the widow remarried she would only receive her legal entitlement to a third.24
These four are a very small minority trying to protect their children’s inheritance from the
new husband of a remarried widow, for he had automatic legal rights on her property. This
agrees with Wrightson’s finding that few men concerned themselves with this possibility.25
Instead, to protect the children and to ensure property remained intact within the family,
men in Blakesley preferred to bequeath land only as a life interest to the widow, which on
her decease would pass automatically to the designated child. Thus the wife had no say in
who received the land after her death; and the testator protected the land.
In many instances, time limits were set upon the receiving of a bequest, marked either

by a time period or an age limit. Time limits range from two days after decease of the
testator to six years. Commonly these time limits apply to inheritors of adult/older age, as
they were capable of conducting their own lives, whereas testators placed age limits on
younger inheritors, especially their own children or grandchildren Throughout the 83
wills, 38 bequests had a time limit of one year after the testator’s decease and 33 bequests
involved a time limit of six months. Most time limits were set to be completed in one year
(106 bequests). Sixteen bequests were limited between two and six years. Fourteen
bequests involved a time limit of within one month after the testator’s decease.
Surprisingly, there were five bequests with set time limits of six years after decease, possibly
indicating that the children involved must have been very young. However the majority
of legatees inherited within six months (61 per cent). A large proportion of wills had no
date set, or time limit imposed. These 421 bequests include legacies to the poor and to the
church, that would have been paid as soon as probate was granted.
The common age of inheritance for both sons and daughters was twenty-one. Eleven

daughters inherited at 21 along with 13 sons. However, the age range for girls inheriting
appears to have been wider than for sons. Daughters inherit from 15 years through to the
age of 25; whereas sons inherit from a later age of 21 through to the age of 25. There was
also an age limit set on some grandchildren, ranging from 14-24. Grandchildren inherited
from the younger age of 14; this may be because they were young when the testator died
and 14 is a long enough period in age between the testators’ death and the inheritance to
pass. Nephews, nieces, godchildren and younger siblings could also be set age limits,
ranging from 18-21. Within all these groups, 21 was still the commonest age to inherit.
Sometimes other criteria were set for inheritance. Two people inherited at the time

when the son entered upon his own inheritance of land. Four daughters inherited on the
day of their marriage and one daughter inherited on the birth of her first legitimate child.
Ten children of testators inherited when the mother died, however, this usually concerned
land or a house that the wife/widow had been provided with until her own decease. In
this case seven wives had the estate until death and then it passed intact to her son, two
wives passed the land onto the son and daughter jointly, and one wife passed it onto her
two sons jointly. Two people inherited immediately upon the testator’s decease and three
servants inherited but only if they were still in service with the testator upon their death. 
Figure 10 illustrates the varied range of executors to be found in the wills. Wives were

the most commonly appointed executors accounting for over a third of the wills (36.1 per
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22. Original Will – William Stonely, 26 July 1700, NRO, 3rd Series, Book W, folio 79.
23. Original Will – John Butler, 5 October 1670, NRO, 4th Series, Book 2, folio 23.
24. Original Will – William Gibbons, 3 April 1699, NRO, 3rd Series, Book T, folio 58 and William Warwick,
14 January 1623, NRO, Second Series, Book P, folio 152.
25. Keith Wrightson, ‘Kinship in an English Village’, p. 327.



cent). If we take into account again the 18 wills that do not mention wives at all (which
includes those written by female testators), then the percentage of wives as executrices
rises to 59 per cent. Mumby and Houlbrooke found that wives were the most commonly
appointed executors.26 The choice of wives as executrices indicates that they were actively
involved in their husband’s businesses and were best equipped to deal with inheritance
matters. Furthermore, they probably (unless objected to by the guilds) took over running
of the businesses or estates/farms until the true inheritor took command.27

Nineteen sons were appointed executors and five pairs of sons and wives were
appointed as joint executors, to share the responsibility together. Also appointed were four
brothers, three individual daughters and one daughter with her husband, possibly due to
there being no sons in the family. As can be seen from the table, the rest of the kin listed
only appeared once. Three wills had no known executor because the end was missing from
the will and three wills had no executor because they were nuncupative (oral wills dictated
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26. Lionel M. Mumby, Life and Death in Kings Langley: Wills and Inventories 1498-1659 (Kings Langley, 1981),
p. xix.
27. Ralph A. Houlbrooke, The English Family 1450-1700.

Figure 10: Range of executors appointed with in the Blakesley Wills 
Source: NRO Wills of Blakesley

Executors Total Per cent

Wife 30 36.1
Son 19 23.0
Son & wife (joint) 5 6.1
Brother 4 4.8
Daughter 3 3.6
No executor (possibly end of will missing) 3 3.6
No executor (nuncupative) 3 3.6
Wife & daughter (joint) 1 1.2
Nephews (joint) 1 1.2
Maid servant (possibly childless widow as testator) 1 1.2
Son -in-law 1 1.2
Brother-in-law 1 1.2
Trustees until son aged 21 1 1.2
Brothers (joint) 1 1.2
Sons-in-law (joint) 1 1.2
Brother & wife (joint) 1 1.2
Sons (joint) 1 1.2
2 Sons & 2 kinsmen (joint) 1 1.2
Unknown kinsman (same surname as testator) 1 1.2
Kinsman (different surname as testator) 1 1.2
Kinsman and kinswoman 
(different surnames to each other & testator – joint) 1 1.2
Daughter and son-in-law 1 1.2
Sister 1 1.2

Total 83 100.0



to the will writer after the testator had died) and no executor was appointed. Close kin
from within the nuclear family were the most common executors, and wives the most
common choice arguably because they could easily execute the will with no bias, rather
than children on the behalf of other siblings. In many cases, the wife was chosen if the
children were minors and she would care for the land and other bequeathed items until
they were old enough to inherit. Overall, it can be seen that testators preferred to keep
this important role in the hands of the nuclear family. Not only was the nuclear family a
favoured recipient for the larger bequests within wills, testators also ensured they received
them by appointing close members of the family as executors.
Concerning the time for probate to be granted (see Figure 11), the most common

length of time for a will to be proved in was within one month, with 15 wills out of the
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Prove Time Number Per cent
of Wills

No discernible date 12 14.5
1 month 8 9.6
3 months 7 8.4
Within the same month 7 8.4
2 months 6 7.2
7 months 5 6.0
4 months 4 4.8
5 months 4 4.8
8 months 3 3.6
1 year 5 months 2 2.4
10 months 2 2.4
13 months 2 2.4
2 years 2 2.4
3 years 10 months 2 2.4
6 months 2 2.4
1 year 2 months 1 1.2
1 year 3 months 1 1.2
1 year 7 months 1 1.2
1 year 8 months 1 1.2
1 year 9 months 1 1.2
11 months 1 1.2
2 years 4 months 1 1.2
2 years 10 months 1 1.2
2 years 3 months 1 1.2
2 years 6 months 1 1.2
2 years 9 months 1 1.2
4 years 8 months 1 1.2
5 years 1 1.2
5 years 4 months 1 1.2
7 years 9 months 1 1.2

Total 83 100.0

Figure 11: Length of time taken for Blakesley wills to go through probate
Source: NRO Wills of Blakesley
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83 proved at one month or within one month (18 per cent). Six wills were proved within
two months and seven wills were proved within three months. Nearly half of the wills
were proved within six months (45.8 percent) and 59 per cent within 12 months. Thus a
large percentage are proved closer to six months than to 12 months, but the majority of
all the wills were proved within the year. Twenty wills have prove times longer than 12
months, ranging from 13 months to seven years and nine months, however, these are
exceptions. Since most wills were proved within six months of the will date, it seems that
they were usually written close to death, rather than written and prepared years before.
Those wills found with a longer prove time of over a year, arguably were written by those
testators who recovered from an illness, to die some time later, without amending their
original will.
Unfortunately, 12 wills had no prove date or will date written on them, so it not

possible to establish the length of time between the date the will was written and the date
probate was granted. Possibly these wills were not actually proved, however they were
bound in the same volumes of copied proved wills kept for Northamptonshire and
Rutland, so probate probably had been granted.
To conclude, it can be seen the wills from 1543-1705 illustrate that Blakesley had a

lively thriving and varied agricultural economy during the period under study, comprising
of closely-knit families united through ties of kinship and friendship. The range of items
bequeathed in wills indicate a multi-skilled way of life, with mixed bequests in wills of
land and farm tools, along with mills, stills, bee hives, bellows and so on. Eighty-eight per
cent of the male testators bequeathed land, of which the majority placed it in sole hands,
thus keeping these individual land holdings stronger than those divided through
inheritance. Even though land commonly passed to one inheritor, male testators in
Blakesley appear to have tried to ensure that other children and wives were given bequests,
even if they were small tokens of affection. These small bequests may hide earlier bequests
given to children through marriage settlements. The male testator always attempted to
provide for the widow, with either land in her own right until she died, or shared house
room in the marital home, living with the inheriting person (usually a son or daughter).
The structure of bequests in the wills and the placing of the role of executor within the
immediate nuclear family indicate strong kinship ties, and the importance of kin within
the early modern period. Male testators especially concerned themselves with the
protection of young children who could not fend for themselves. Kinship was an
extremely important emotional tie and as Wrightson argues, ‘those mentioned in the wills
can be assumed to have been only those to whom the testator felt strong ties of sentiment
or obligation.’28
The wills of Blakesley are highly informative on the inheritance structure and kinship

relations to be found within the parish during the early modern period. The concentration
upon the welfare of the nuclear family evident within Blakesley has been seen in other
areas of England within the early modern period, but further work needs to be undertaken
upon other parishes to assess whether these patterns occur throughout other areas of
Northamptonshire or are individual to the parish of Blakesley.

28. Keith Wrightson, ‘Kinship in an English Village’, p. 327.



Seaborne Re-visited:
Cob Cottages in Northamptonshire 2004

HEATHER BIRD

In 1964 M. V. J. Seaborne published his important and well known article on mud walled
(cob) structures in the county, in Northamptonshire Past and PresentVolume 3, pages 215-
28. As part of a post-graduate certificate in Architectural Studies undertaken in 2002/3 I
chose to study the survival of earth built structures in some of the ‘Seaborne’ villages and
carried out further research into historical records. In this article I have ‘re-visited’ and
updated Seaborne’s invaluable work. Records and observation indicate an early and
widespread use of earth building in Northamptonshire and in the adjoining parts of
Leicestershire and Warwickshire. Much of this has been lost within the last 40 years and
there is growing pressure on the remaining buildings that occupy increasingly valuable
village sites. It seems an appropriate time to reconsider the use of mud and its contribution
to the local vernacular tradition.
Pevsner1 in his Introduction to the Buildings of Northamptonshire quotes the saying about

squires and spires although not the local version which adds ‘and mires’. An understanding
of this third element might have led him to acknowledge the historical contribution of
mud as a building material in part of the county. Seaborne produced a sketch map2 which
showed that villages with earth structures lie along the edge of the limestone belt where
good building stone was available. He linked cob walls to the parallel stone built tradition
as mud needs a solid stone plinth and its dimensions are similar to walls built of rubble
stone. The construction of cob walls in the East Midlands was of the simplest, in contrast
to methods in other areas.3 Earth, water, stone and shale were mixed with straw and well
worked together. The mix was then applied in ‘lifts’ or layers of up to 80 cm., although
more usually around 50 cm high, and about 60 cm. thick. The lifts were left to settle and
dry before another layer was added so that each additional layer helped to compress and
settle the material below. Surplus mix was cut away from the wall with a knife or sharp
edged tool and reapplied on top. This technique helped to keep the wall in line and was
done by eye. Roofs were usually of thatch as straw was both light and available. Thus a
house, stable, wall or barn could be built using materials available within the parish and
without specialist skills. Time, local knowledge and simple tools were all that was necessary.
It seems that road scrapings could be used rather than new earth, especially for patching
and repairs, see below.
The technique, although little practised today, has not changed. A new cob wall was

partially rebuilt by Victor Wigley in West Haddon churchyard in the summer of 2003 using
the old methods and I was fortunate to see the work in progress (Figure 1). In each village
there would have been a local understanding of the particular properties of the earth in
their area. At West Haddon the old collapsed material was re-used with a layer of straw
running horizontal across the width of the wall to provide additional binding. Dung in the
mix may have been as much accidental as planned, especially where well trodden earth
from streets and tracks was incorporated. Straw, to mix, separate and bind the layers was
essential and is visible in many mud walls. Shale, gravel, larger pieces of stone and pebbles
can also be seen. In some villages, for example Naseby and Ravensthorpe, the pits or banks
from which earth was extracted are known by tradition and may be in other villages too.
It seems that the particular quality of the earth was important in the construction of
durable earth walls.

1. N. Pevsner The Buildings of England: Northamptonshire 1961, p. 11
2. Seaborne 1964, p. 215.
3. Local methods are discussed in Terra Britannica, ICOMOS 2000.



Earth itself is unchanging and the buildings are rarely dateable by any obvious features.
Seaborne states ‘there appears to be no documentary evidence relating to cob building in
Northamptonshire before the 18th century’4. However he did not have the benefit of the
RCHM report on the Archaeology of the county published in 1981.5 This describes the
excavations made by L. A. S. Butler which took place at the deserted village of Faxton,
near Lamport in 1966-1968. Excavators discovered that on several house sites there was
evidence for a series of mud wall constructions dated by pottery, coins and artefacts to
between 1150 and 1400. The earliest buildings were constructed of mud walls on clay
platforms, using timber uprights for support. Later some buildings were constructed on a
substantial ironstone or limestone base with no evidence of timber support. These
excavations establish the early use of earth, first with timber support, later using
unsupported mud on a stone base.
In 1587 four villagers appeared before the manorial court at Lamport6 for trespass ‘for

that they have digged and taken upp the manure and gravel lyeing in the streates of
Lamporte and in the Quenes highway there for the mending of their mowndes and
houses’. They were fined 10 shillings each. Manorial courts, church wardens’ accounts and
Poor Law records provide useful information about the use of cob in specific villages and
further research could be rewarding.
A much quoted passage written by the vicar of Naseby in 17927 refers to ‘the oldest

houses in Naseby are, as to the wood part, mostly oak, and some of them of the most
antique architecture, called forked buildings, which forks are … rough, strong and
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4. Seaborne 1964, p. 218.
5. RCHM, An Inventory of Historical Monuments in the County of Northampton,Vol. 3, 1981, pp. 122-3. 
6. R. J. Brown. The English Country Cottage, 1979, p. 153, quotes from the manorial records. The originals are
in the Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO).
7. John Mastin, The History and Antiquities of Naseby, 1792, p.9.

Figure 1: West Haddon churchyard wall being rebuilt, summer 2003 (H. Bird)



uncouth’. As will be discussed later it is difficult to know the precise nature of these ‘forks’
Seaborne8 suggests that the practice of using a simple raised cruck construction, in both
small stone and mud walled buildings, usually implies an early date, perhaps 15th or 16th
century.
We can establish a tradition of earth building dating from before the mid 12th century,

much earlier than has previously been supposed. We know that, with a few changes such
as a decline in the use of timber supports and a greater use of substantial stone bases, this
tradition continued until the late 18th and indeed into the 19 century, as will be
discovered from looking at details of individual buildings.
It seems that the use of earth led to regular rebuilding also, although this may have

reflected growing wealth and expectations rather than simply the limitations of the
material. Earth requires maintenance and patching. Its enemies are; too much water,
movement, cracking, overloading, rodents, insects and abrasion around doorways or on
corners by animals or carts for example. Most problems could be remedied by regular
repair and patching and by keeping the roof in good order. Many surviving buildings show
sign of wear and repair and stone or brick inserts on vulnerable corners are common. The
old adage calls for mud walls to have ‘good boots and a good hat’, that is a strong and well
maintained base and a waterproof roof which throws water away from the vertical walls.
The effectiveness of a good roof is illustrated by the coal house at Guilsborough, Figure
2. The wide thatch provides good protection to the walls, which are not rendered. This
building, unlike so many others, has been well repaired and maintained. An appropriate
rendering is also effective and many of the best maintained structures today have a lime
plaster or thin cement mix render. Thick render is not compatible with earth walls and the
repeated application of renders can cause a build up in thickness which leads to problems
with cracking and tension.
The general use of earth in this area arose from a lack of good, accessible building stone

and the equally important presence of strong, binding mud. This was described by Mastin
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8. Seaborne 1964, p. 218.

Figure 2: Guilsborough, Coal House on the Green, built 1826
Repairs were carried out to this building in 2004 (H. Bird)



as ‘kealy’, that is ‘fatty’. He writes that the houses built of this material are ‘said to be more
durable than if built of soft stone or indifferent bricks’ although his description of the
exteriors, daubed with cow dung to dry for firing, is not attractive. William Pitt toured the
county in 1797 and again in 1806. He is equally uncomplimentary about the appearance
of the cottages.9 ‘I observed in various parts of the county, particularly in the open villages, a
great number of tenements built with mud and covered in thatch … very little design
respecting either convenience or comfort’. In 1852 William Bearn10 described mud walled
cottages, ‘very low … and covered in thatch … one room on the ground floor and one
room above’. He continues ‘the labourers having been permitted to run up mud cottages on
the waste ground… become very tenacious of any interference’. The quotes in italics are my
emphasis, indicating that by the 19th century mud walled cottages are being seen as an
unsatisfactory product of poor labourers living in the open villages, implying by contrast
that more enlightened landlords in better regulated villages were replacing such cottages
with more durable materials. It seems certain that the use of brick gradually superseded
the use of mud during the 19th century. Mud was seen as the less desirable option ‘the
product of poverty and shunned for that reason’.11 It is only by studying individual villages
and their buildings, as Seaborne did, that any conclusions can be drawn as to their age.

Seaborne listed 29 villages which he knew to have at least fragmentary mud remains.
They lie mainly in area between Market Harborough, Kettering, Northampton and
Daventry (see the Appendix on page 69). Leicestershire and Warwickshire also have
surviving mud wall buildings. Today 29 villages in the county have listed cob structures.
The use of earth was universal and widespread within a defined area and it is certain that
many villages with no earth walls today once had them. Sibbertoft, Lamport, Kelmarsh and
Marston Trussell have no visible surviving earth structures but there is evidence of former
mud walled buildings, now lost.
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9. William Pitt. General View of the Agriculture of the County of Northampton, 1813, pp. 26-30.
10. William Bearn, ‘Prize Essay on the Farming of Northamptonshire 1852’, J. Royal Agricultural Society,Vol.
X111 pt. 1.
11. Terra Britannica 2000, op. cit.

Figure 3: Ravensthorpe, 2 Manor View in 2003 (H. Bird)
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Seaborne photographed and made drawings of several cottages almost all of which are
now demolished. Examples given in his article are a single cottage at Hollowell, a pair of
cottages at Spratton and three connected cottages at Braybrooke. His studies of the roof
construction of these dwellings is detailed and interesting and illustrates the importance of
careful recording of buildings. The use of ‘upper’ crucks, common in two storey stone
buildings, had to be modified as a technique when used in mud wall cottages. The weight
of the cruck and roof could not bear directly against the upper part of the mud walls as
these were unable to support the outward thrust. The cruck usually rested on a tie beam
or was supported by a collar at its lower end so that the thrust was transmitted downward
onto the walls rather than in an outward direction. A surviving house at Ravensthorpe
(Figure 3 and 4) was carefully recorded by Seaborne who found a raised cruck supported
at the front by a massive mud wall (approximately 65cm thick) and with evidence of a
collar, now removed, but no tie beam. There is a mystery about how the rear wall,
considerably thinner and now faced with stone or brick, originally supported the thrust
of the roof. Possibly this wall was replaced later, or there may have been an attached,
supporting building at the rear. This house is listed and survives with its façade very little
changed from 1964 as can be seen from the photograph.
The evidence of the widespread use of upper crucks in small stone houses as well as in

some earth walled ones makes it harder to decide, as Seaborne noted,12 whether the
Naseby houses described by Mastin were of this type. They may have been relics of an even
earlier form of cruck framed, single storey, wattle and daub cottages. The archaeological
evidence from Faxton however shows that the method of building construction changed
slowly over a period of centuries. The cottages at Naseby, which survived into the 19th
century if not later, were therefore more likely to be mud walled with upper crucks
inserted to provide a second storey as in the Ravensthorpe example.

Village studies
Examination of individual villages, buildings and parish records is essential to provide a
true picture. During the summer of 2003 I made visits to several places to see buildings
from the street. I was also able to view many mud walled structures with the help of
interested owners to whom I am very grateful. I was unable to do any detailed
investigation or recording of individual buildings and this is something that is urgently
needed. In almost every village I discovered mud built structures which were previously
unknown to me and certainly unlisted although known to people in the area. Some of
these survive as store rooms or garages and are relatively unaltered. Each village in the area
deserves a more detailed examination, drawing on local knowledge, old photographs and
parish records. Even in the few villages included here it is inevitable that structures have
been missed or misinterpreted. I would welcome local views on what I have omitted.

Clipston
There are six listed cottages or barns in which cob is a major part of the construction.
One of these, 7 Kelmarsh Road, was described by E. Mercer in 197513 as ‘probably built
in the late 17th century’. At that date it is described as having a door at the north end, and
a small window in the east wall (heck window) lighting the former fireplace, with a raised
cruck roof, originally thatched. Figures 5 and 6 show how this house façade has changed
since the 1920s.
Clipston has a rare example of a pair of cottages now used as a garage and therefore

unimproved, Figure 7. There are other surviving earth structures and several photographs
which show cob wall cottages, now demolished. One cottage, formerly two, in Pegs Lane,
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12. Seaborne 1964, p. 219.
13. E. Mercer, English Vernacular Houses, RCHM 1975.



had brick gables inserted above cob walls, possibly at the time that the roof pitch was
lowered and covered in metal.

Marston Trussell
This village was not included in Seaborne’s list as there are no visible mud-wall structures.
However William Law, the early photographer, was rector here for a large part of the 19th
century and many photographs survive. The Enclosure Map of 181514 shows a detailed
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Figure 5: Clipston, 7 Kelmarsh Road, 1920 (Leicestershire Heritage Services)

Figure 6: Clipston, 7 Kelmarsh Road, 2003 (H. Bird)

14. RCHM, NorthantsVol. 3, 1981, 140. The original map is in Northamptonshire Record Office, Map 2876.



village plan including cottages and other buildings and also marks the line of the former
roads. In the middle of the 19th century, the Bennett family gentrified their manor by
creating a lake and park in front of the house and completely altered the road layout and
village plan in the process. An early photograph by William Law, dated 1856, shows a row
of mud-walled thatched cottages built directly on the street to the right of the Rectory,
Figure 8. They are absent on the 1815 map so must be an example of the continuing use
of cob in the 19th century. By 1907 these cottages had deteriorated and were demolished.
Another Law photograph of Marston Trussell survives, dated c.1850. This shows a row of
mud and thatch houses, with varied roof lines. There is one new brick and tile house on
the extreme left, and a cottage which looks as if the roof has been raised and tiled.15 I have
been unable to identify its location in the village and it is tempting to suggest it may show
one of demolished rows which stood on the old roads or tracks. Any suggestions would
be welcome.
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Figure 7: Clipston High Street, former cottage now a garage (H. Bird)

Figure 8: Marston Trussell, cottages on Main Street 1907, 
shortly before they were demolished (Leicestershire Heritage Services)

15. NRO, Marston Trussell, 206P/31.



Sibbertoft
Sibbertoft is another village missing from Seaborne’s list. There are a number of 19th and
20th-century photographs showing thatched mud walled cottages in Westhorpe and
Church Street, now demolished. Cottages in Westhorpe had lost their thatch by 1928 and
were demolished by 1938.

Naseby
When William Pitt16 drove through Naseby in the early years of the 19th century he wrote
‘The village contained a good many dwelling houses and other buildings all of which I
observed built with mud and covered with thatch except the church and two dwellings’.
Another William Law photograph, taken in 1855, gives a good idea of the appearance of
the village during the late 18th and first half of the 19th century. Figure 9. There is a long
length of mud wall and a brick built cottage on the left. All the other houses appear to be
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Figure 9: Naseby, view down the High Street, William Law 1855
Taken 80 years after Mastin’s description of the village. (Michael Westaway)

Figure 10: Naseby Round House (formerly thatched) taken circa 1900 
showing the ‘lifts’ and the decay of the building (Michael Westaway)

16. Pitt 1813, Appendix.



largely mud walled and thatched apart from the new school in front of the church. Naseby
has an excellent collection of historic photographs many of which were published as post
cards by an enterprising Post Master.
An interesting building was the Round House, Figure 10. This may have been built as

a manorial dovecote, possibly in the 17th or 18th century. It is hard to find any other
explanation for its unusual shape and height. It was later converted to a dwelling by the
awkward insertion of a chimney and windows. By 1900 the building was in a decayed
state, minus its roof and with deep vertical cracks. The mud ‘ lifts’ are clearly visible on the
photograph and appear to be exceptionally high when the height of the Round House is
compared with the adjoining cottages. This may have been because the dovecote had
thinner, tapered walls so there was less weight. The building had a substantial coursed lias
base which implies status. It was demolished, along with neighbouring cottages, in 1938.
Only two listed mud cottage survive in Naseby, both on the High Street. The earlier

one is Catton Cottage, originally three houses. It is an attractive example of a surviving
mud-built range of cottages. Cromwell Cottage was built in the mid 19th century and was
formerly two dwellings. Here can be seen the partial hipped roof which was one way of
achieving two storeys in earth built dwellings. This will be discussed later (see Welford). A
number of mud-walled farm buildings survive at Manor Farm. The house itself was rebuilt
in stone around 1720 by a new owner, and the adjoining barn and shelters may date from
this period or later. The original base of the barn is substantial, at least four courses of lias
stone and although now patched in brick and stone the barn retains its integrity. The
insertion of brick patching at the corners is clearly visible, showing where these had been
eroded by animals and carts. The walls are around 58cms thick in parts. Conversion plans
would retain the main buildings.
Another mud walled barn, believed to be 18th century, now converted, was formerly

part of Newlands Farm. Many of Naseby’s mud walled cottages were replaced by brick
estate cottages in 1870 and others were demolished by the local authority in the inter-war
period. The village today presents a very different appearance from the one described by
Mastin and Pitt.

Welford
The accounts for the Overseers of the Poor17 show that earth was used for building in
Welford in the 18th century. In 1772 for example, an entry reads ‘Four loads of earth to
the pound 4s’. In 1792 ‘Paid Thomas Wilson for 16 yards of walling at the pound. Filling
and wheeling the earth 17s 6d’ and ‘Paid for fetching 5 loads of erth 5s’. In August 1792
an entry reads ‘Resolved and Ordered that 8 houses shall be built near the workhouse
according to the plan this day produced’. Seaborne quotes from the actual agreement
which states that the rear and end walls were to be built in mud, at least 2 feet (60cms)
thick and the front constructed in brick. The contractor is not responsible for the
foundation stones nor for getting or laying ‘Dirt Gravel and Compas (compost) for the
making of the Mudwalls’. Presumably this could easily be done by local labour to save
money. The use of mud for the major part of the construction apart from the front
elevation indicates that by this date the appearance of brick was more highly regarded. Two
major factors in the use of earth are illustrated here, the low cost and that specialist skills
were not required.
Welford has several listed houses built largely of cob. No. 4 West Street Figure 11 is dated

to the early 18th century, and has rendered cob to first floor level with a later inserted
brick gable. Originally thatched it is now slated. Constructing gables on two storey mud
buildings presents problems. Most houses were single storey and the use of hipped roofs,
as at the Guilsborough coal store, was common. Two storey houses may originally have had
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17. NRO Welford 349 P63; Welford Overseers of the Poor Accounts 1772-1794.



hipped or partly hipped roofs, allowing restricted use of the first floor. Raising a brick
gable on an existing mud wall was a later innovation, often achieved when thatch was
replaced by slates or metal. Surviving gable end walls appear to support these later brick
additions well. The house at 30 West End was almost certainly built as two units. It retains
its thatch and central chimney. It would be interesting to examine the roof structure of
both these buildings.
In 1736 George Bliss18 purchased a piece of ground in Welford in Church Lane. He built

a three-bay house, gable end to the road, constructed of mud with a thatch roof. This
opened as the Peacock Inn by 1745. A brick extension was added in the early 19th
century. The building was photographed as it was demolished in 1973. Elsewhere, there
are several stretches of wall, including a good length in the churchyard, and also barns and
a cottage used as a garage. The use of cob was widespread in Welford throughout the 18th
century.

Cold Ashby
Cold Ashby was mentioned by Seaborne in connection with the church. A letter19 reports
that when 15th-century walls were repaired in the church it was found that the space
between the two rubble stone faces was filled with … ‘a mud composition used so largely
in this part of Northamptonshire. In the district of which Guilsborough is the centre a
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Figure 11: Welford, 4 West Street 2003
Shows a brick gable set on original cob wall. (H. Bird)

18. B. Crowther, Welford, Portrait of a Northamptonshire Village, 2000.
19. Northamptonshire Notes and Queries 1927, New Series Vol. 6 p. 80.



number of cottages and garden walls are constructed of this material’. There is another
reference to the use of mud in Ravensthorpe church. This shows the common use of mud
especially when hidden within stone facing. There may be other examples of this type of
construction. Cold Ashby has a number of surviving cob walls including an interesting
example in Crabtree Lane where brick insertions have been built under wooden lintels
within a mud wall. This building may have been 3 small cottages, later used as barns. A
small shed survives against a house on the West Haddon Road. There is only one listed
cob building in the village and this is an outlying farm, Burdetts Lodge off the A50. It is
described as ‘probably mid 18th century extended in the 19th century’. It is an unusual
survival of a post-enclosure farm, see also Guilsborough.

Guilsborough
On the Green stands one of the most prominent mud wall structures in the area. This is
also one of the few buildings which can be reliably dated to 1826, Figure 2. Built for the
Overseers of the Poor to store coal the receipt for its construction survives20. ‘Rec’d of Mr
Sharpe Overseer the sum of £46 4s 6d as per Bill delivered for Building the New Coal
House for the parishes of Guilsborough and Nortoft’. An area of Guilsborough above the
Green was known as The City21 because of the number of people living there, over a
hundred. The two rows of cottages included the poor houses. The Overseers’ Accounts in
the 18th century indicate these were mud and thatch; February 1761 ‘Thacking and Taring
att ye town houses’ and John Mold was paid for ‘serving thacker and Muding’.
Outside the village, on the West Haddon Road stands a mud barn near the road, Figure

12. In 1928 H. A. Broughton owned Mud Barn Farm, 145 acres, let to Mr. Sykes. The 1884
25 inch (1:2500) Ordnance Survey map shows the barn plan as it stands today, long and
narrow with a sloping metal roof and open cattle yards to the rear. If this building formerly
had a pitched, thatched roof then it must have been extensively altered to accommodate
the current sloping roof. Guilsborough was enclosed in 1764 and the barn may have been
built sometime after this date to house livestock or shelter crops while the farmer
remained living in the village. It is not currently listed although it is a rare survival of a
cob walled building on an enclosure farm. A very similar listed barn, also with a brick
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20. NRO, Guilsborough Overseers of the Poor Accounts, Guilsborough 143P108.
21. E. and E. Renton, Records of Guilsborough, Nortoft and Hollowell 1929.

Figure 12: Guilsborough, 18th-century Mud Barn, West Haddon Road
Metal roof set on to brick courses above mud walls. (H. Bird)



mounted sloping roof, survives within the Nortoft area of Guilsborough to the rear of
Holly Cottage It appears this type of long, narrow barn was common to the area and more
research may find photographs illustrating the original roof construction. The shape and
the apparent lack of large doors could indicate that these buildings were designed to
provide stalls for cattle, possibly milking cows.

Ravensthorpe
This village has more mud walled buildings, many of them listed, than any other in the
area of this study. Locally it was known as Tin City because of the number of houses which
were covered in corrugated iron roofs to replace thatch in the inter-war period. Mud was
used through out the village. Much of the listing is dated to the 18th century and some
to the 17th century. Dating mud walls without other evidence is impossible and we have
already examined Seaborne’s dating of 2 Manor View to the 16th century because of its
raised cruck construction, which mirrors that in dateable small stone houses. The enclosure
map of 179522 for Ravensthorpe appears to show the outline of some surviving houses, for
example 2 Manor View, The Hollows, now 2 houses, and 8 High Street. Further search
may well discover others.
I was able to view one of the cottages at ‘The Hollows’ by courtesy of the owners, who

also gave me further information about mud walls in the village. The original rear wall of
their cottage is 56 cm thick. The adjoining house was being renovated and it was possible
to see the deep reddish loam, small stones and straw which made up the walls, and also the
extensive patching to the original fabric. These houses are not listed.
A walk around Ravensthorpe still provides an opportunity to see a number of earth-

walled constructions, houses, barns and lengths of wall, many being renovated, converted
or repaired. This attractive village is much changed from the way it was described in the
1935 report to Brixworth Rural District Council on Rural Housing.23 ‘The impression
left in the mind is an all pervading sense of decay. Outside perished and bulging mud walls
with decayed thatch or iron roofs and inside as one would expect, dark dilapidated
rooms … devoid of domestic convenience’. It was this report which must have led to a
final assault on neglected earth cottages in the district which ended only with the Second
World War. Further neglect continued through the post-war period and only remnants
survived to be listed in the 1980s.

West Haddon
This is another village rich in mud wall survivals. There are seven listed structures
including the extensive mud walls around the church which has already been discussed.
One small house in Station Road is listed as 18th century, Figure 13. Formerly thatched
it now has a metal roof and a central brick chimney stack, almost certainly original. The
front elevation windows appear to be in their original position making this, along with
the cottage in Kelmarsh Road, Clipston, a rare survival of a relatively unaltered smaller
earth-walled cottage. When encroaching ivy was recently removed an area of rendering
came away too, exposing cracks in the much repaired earth wall. 
A property in Crown Lane has a curved, rendered wall, probably of mud, below a brick

built upper storey. Deeds show that the shop in front of this building was a new addition
in 1780 making the rear building, described as kitchen and outplace, earlier. Detailed
examination of available deeds might help to provide more precise dates for some earth
buildings.
Two cottages on the High Street, formerly thatched now have slated roofs. They, along

with the shop and former barn opposite, make an attractive contribution to the village
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22. NRO, Map 2877.
23. NRO library.



centre and are all listed. There is a length of unlisted cob wall behind at least one High
Street property. West Haddon may contain more earth structures.

Conclusion
Earth was cheap and available. Using it as a building material required only local skills and
some patience. Thatched with straw, a house could be built entirely from materials found
within the parish. Some stone was available for the wealthy, but earth was the material of
utility. In Naseby at the end of the 18th century, Pitt records that only three houses were
not built of mud.
Archaeological reports show that the tradition of building in earth in

Northamptonshire goes back to at least the middle of the 12th century and therefore
almost certainly earlier. Buildings originally seem to have used wood uprights or forks to
support walls and roofs. Later we find the use of unsupported mud walls. These were built
by unshuttered lifts, using the weight of the material to compress the layers, the method
regarded as traditional to this area.
Seaborne concluded that ‘at any rate since the 17th century [mud] has been an

important element in vernacular buildings in the County’. We can now push this
statement back, with some confidence, to the 12th century. Early buildings simply do not
survive. They were not intended or expected to. Easily and cheaply erected they could be
altered and rebuilt as often as was required. Surviving buildings are hard to date although
very few have been properly investigated. One or two may be 16th century, a few more
apparently 17th century. Eighteenth-century buildings survive in many villages, one- and
two-storey houses, barns, shelters and walls. Earth continued to be an acceptable, although
probably not a fashionable, building material until the 19th century. Guilsborough Coal
House was built in 1826, Cromwell Cottage Naseby some time in the 19th century and
cottages at Marston Trussell around 1840.
Earth was valuable to define boundaries and many lengths of wall are still to be found,

listed and unlisted. On the whole earth buildings were small, built for agricultural use or
as houses for the poorer, if not the poorest, in the community. All the villages looked at in
this study have evidence of earth construction. Where there are no surviving examples
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Figure 13: West Haddon, 36 Station Road
Cob wall with render, originally thatched. Probably mid 18th-century. (H. Bird)



there are photographic or other records which show that cob once existed. It is almost
certain that if each place within the area designated by Seaborne was studied in detail,
evidence for the use of mud would be found. Earth was used throughout the villages, it
was not confined to certain areas within them. Many villages contain unlisted lengths of
wall and small outbuildings unknown outside the local community.
Few of the very small one- and two-room cottages now survive in anything like their

original form and those that do have become garages and barns, or are in the process of
being restored and converted. Thatch has achieved a certain status, not so mud. In Devon24
for example, a great deal of information is available to owners, builders and planners on
how to repair, protect and render cob walls. In Northamptonshire many people are
unfamiliar with earth buildings which therefore do not always receive sympathetic or
appropriate treatment and may be fatally neglected.
Pitt and Mastin record the state of agricultural cottages in the period following

enclosure. This neglect continued through the last century and the continued demolition
of mud walled cottages was deplored by Seaborne over 40 years ago. Only a small number
of buildings now survive to illustrate nearly 900 years of mud wall construction in the
county. They should be protected, valued and recorded for what they reveal about the daily
lives of very ordinary people.
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Appendix

Comparing Records. Northamptonshire Villages with surviving 
earth structures or evidence of former earth structures

Column A Listed by M. Seaborne 1964. Villages marked * are those for which inform-
ation was provided to Seaborne by individuals, not inspected by him.

Column BVillages with listed structures which are at least partially cob. (Villages under-
lined have visible mud walls, not listed.)

Column CVillages with no known surviving structures where evidence of former earth
structures has been found during research for this study, Those in (italics) are villages where
I would expect to find such evidence after further research and where local knowledge
may already be aware of structures.

Column A Column B Column C

Ashley Ashby St Ledgers (Arthingworth)
Badby*, Barby Barby,
Braybrooke, Brixworth,* Braybrooke,
Broughton Bugbrooke
Clipston, Clipston, (Cottesbrooke)
Cold Ashby, Cold Ashby, Coton,
Creaton (Great), Crick Creaton, Crick (Draughton)

East Haddon, Everdon (East Farndon) Elkington
Flore 

Guilsborough/Coton Great Oxendon
Guilsborough 

Hollowell Hollowell (Harrington) (Haselbech)
Kettering*, Kilsby Kilsby, Kislingbury (Kelmarsh)
Long Buckby* Long Buckby, Lilbourne Lamport (Deserted village

of Faxton)
Marston Trussell
(Maidwell)

Naseby, Naseby,
Nether Heyford Nether Heyford 
Ravensthorpe, Ravensthorpe, Rothersthorpe
Rothersthorpe
Scaldwell, Spratton* Scaldwell Sibbertoft
Teeton, Thornby Teeton, Thornby 

Watford, Welford, Weedon , Welford,
Welton, West Haddon, Whilton
West Haddon,
Weston by Welland
Yelvertoft Yelvertoft

Total 29 Total 31 Total 12
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Privateersmen at Peterborough:
Controversial Captives during the French Revolutionary Wars

H. J. K. JENKINS

This article is centred on a particular category of prisoner – French privateering personnel
– which became associated with Peterborough and adjoining districts some two centuries
ago. Anglo-French warfare had of course been common during the 18th century, but the
conflict which erupted in the 1790s, i.e. the French Revolutionary Wars, possessed novel
and disturbing characteristics. Indeed, the shock and turmoil of those times were seen as
challenging accepted views to an extraordinary extent.
Revolutionary France, with its republican principles and its battle-cry involving liberty

and equality, perceived itself as the instrument which would bring about an entirely new
epoch in the human story. To underline this point, the French introduced a new calendar
which ignored the established system for numbering the years: in effect, history had been
given a fresh start.1 However, despite its ardour for change, Revolutionary France found
that the pressures of war forced it to retain the old institution of privateering. Privateering
was a distinctive method of waging war at sea, often involving serious malpractice, and
those involved in it tended to have a questionable image.2 It is of particular interest,
therefore, that a number of captured French privateer-officers became an unwilling part
of the Peterborough community during the period considered.
The story is best launched by reference to another cathedral city, Norwich, as it was in

the summer of 1797. A contemporary press-account3 provides a colourful picture of scenes
witnessed there, when a group of French prisoners-of-war marched through the streets.
These prisoners had evidently been taken inland to Norwich from the Norfolk coast,
where they had been brought ashore at the port of Yarmouth. Despite capture they were
in defiant mood, singing political songs as they were shepherded past the watching
inhabitants by a mixed force of British infantry and cavalry. This impromptu concert
included the Marseillaise, perceived at that time not so much as the French national
anthem as, rather, a revolutionary hymn applicable to all of Europe. Significantly, the press-
account described some of the singing Frenchmen as ‘the piratical crews of petty
privateers’. This was, however, just a journalistic insult of a kind commonly used in the
period. If the marchers to whom it was applied had really been pirates, they would have
been heading for the gallows and not for captivity in another part of England.
Privateering was an old-established institution used by virtually all maritime powers at

one time or another.4 In 18th-century hostilities it was particularly used by the French as
a means of attacking the vast and vulnerable seagoing commerce of Britain.5 In essence it
was a privatised form of warfare directed against merchant shipping: private interests
provided vessels and crews, while the state legalised their activities by granting
privateering-licences6 which empowered the holders to make captures out at sea.

1. The Revolutionary Calendar stated that Year I of the new era had begun in the autumn of 1792 (by the
common reckoning). A year in the new system consisted of 12 specially named months, each of 30 days – with
five additional days (six in a leap-year) which formed, in effect, a type of public festival.
2. So much so, indeed, that Revolutionary France had contemplated, at one stage, a complete abolition of
French privateering.
3. Norwich Mercury, 24 June 1797, p. 2, col. 5.
4. Privateering was eventually abolished by international agreement during Victorian times, a process
accompanied by various other changes in what were termed ‘belligerent rights’.
5. For general discussion, see H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Images in Peace and War: British Seagoing Trade and French
Commerce Raiding, circa 1790-1801’, in P.-G. Boucé (ed.), Guerres et paix: la Grande Bretagne au XVIIIe siècle,
(Paris, Presses de la Sorbonne Nouvelle, 1998).
6. Commonly, though not always correctly, referred to as ‘letters of marque’.



In due course, a successful privateer – typically a small fast-sailing craft with light
armament – could bring the case of a seized vessel before a special tribunal known as a
prize-court and, assuming a favourable ruling on the legality of the seizure, vessel and
cargo would then be sold. Thereafter, the financial proceeds would be divided in pre-
arranged proportions between the privateer’s owners, captain and crew. In effect,
privateering was a type of business; and the privateersmen, as they were termed, waged
war with the state’s authorisation, although they were not part of the state’s navy. Being
licensed by the state, they were viewed as legitimate combatants (albeit perhaps
disreputable ones) entitled to treatment as prisoners-of-war in the event of their own
capture by opposing forces. And that was why the French privateersmen marching through
Norwich were on their way to what the local newspaper described as ‘the great receptacle
at Stilton’.7
In the interests of brevity, it is best now to shift the scene to the banks of the River

Nene, at Peterborough, and to picture in the mind’s eye the arrival of French prisoners-
of-war on board river barges of the type known as Fenland lighters. What the Norwich
Mercury described as ‘the great receptacle at Stilton’ was in fact the newly-built prison-
camp at Norman Cross, a short distance from Stilton, along the Great North Road. Thus,
depending on the seasonal vagaries of water-levels, Peterborough was often a convenient
place to land prisoners who were bound for Norman Cross. Moving prisoners in large
numbers is always a tricky problem and, for security reasons and general convenience, it
made good sense to use the region’s waterways for such purposes.8 Escape from Fenland
lighters would have been more difficult than from a column of marching captives ashore.
Many details of this particular form of lighter traffic – i.e. the transport of prisoners-of-

war – remain obscure: this is largely due to unsatisfactory record-keeping by the British
authorities involved. It appears that there was a tendency to employ too few clerks within
the prison-camp system.9 A separate problem may well have reflected the rough-and-ready
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7. As footnote 3.
8. See T. J. Walker, The Depot for Prisoners of War at Norman Cross, Huntingdonshire, 1796 to 1816, (London, revised
edition of 1915), p. 41.
9. For interesting comment, see T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, p.54. Shortage of clerical staff evidently contributed
to other problems of documentation. For example, the National Archive, Public Record Office, has no general
index for prisoners-of-war in this period, although some of the lists in the main registers (PRO Adm 103
series) have, so to say, ‘individual’ indexes.

Figure 1: A lug-rigged privateer (H. J. K. Jenkins)



ways of the old-time lightermen. The Fenland waterways formed a demanding environ-
ment, and the hardy men who traded along them sometimes displayed an unruly disregard
for administrative niceties.10
The lighters which they crewed usually operated in ‘gangs’: a gang consisted of several

hulls closely coupled head-to-tail so as to form a floating train, in effect. Depending on
circumstances, propulsion could involve sailing, horse-tow, or running with a current. In
their ordinary line of work, Fenland lighters carried such cargoes as agricultural produce,
coal and building-timber. Operating on the extensive web of waterways known as the
Ouse-Nene Complex, these oak-built vessels provided an effective link between seagoing
commerce (notably at the port of King’s Lynn) and inland centres of distribution such as
Northampton and Bedford.11
Under wartime conditions this transport system proved equally effective in moving

prisoners to Norman Cross (or at least to the camp’s vicinity). To take an example which
harks back to the French captives at Norwich, prisoners coming via Norfolk would be
embarked on lighters at King’s Lynn. The route led southward along the River Great Ouse
for some miles, then through the Middle Level, and so onto the waters of the River Nene,
leading to the wharves that stood near Peterborough Town Bridge. One can picture the
scene easily enough: scores of prisoners and a strong British military presence for escort
purposes. Formed into a long line ashore, the prisoners would march the few miles that
completed their journey.12 And, having reached Norman Cross, some of them would make
their way back again to Peterborough before very long, under the terms of what were
styled ‘parole arrangements’.13
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10. See H. J .K. Jenkins, Along the Nene: Peterborough’s Waterway Traffic Through the Centuries, (Cambridgeshire
Books, 1991), pp. 36-37.
11. For detailed discussion of such matters, see H. J .K. Jenkins, ‘Fenland Lighters and Their Heyday, c.1700-
1850’, The Mariner’s Mirror (Society for Nautical Research), vol. 79 (1993), pp. 155-169.
12. For a description of an early landing of this sort, drawing on a contemporary Gentleman’s Magazine
account, see T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, p. 49.
13. Such procedures evidently involved several variations (and a measure of confusion) at different times. It
should also be mentioned that some prisoners were discharged from lighters on the western shore of
Whittlesey Mere, drained in Victorian times.

Figure 2: A brig-rigged privateer (H. J. K. Jenkins)



The Norman Cross prison-camp itself lies outside the scope of this present article:14
however, it should be noted that the camp was associated with a nearby parole-centre,
namely Peterborough. Nowadays, the term ‘parole’ has become linked with the concept of
early release for imprisoned criminals. In the 18th century, though, the term ‘parole’ had
a very different significance. In some regards, 18th-century procedures affecting prisoners-
of-war were remarkably enlightened. One manifestation of this attitude involved a general
acceptance, among the European nations, that some prisoners could be allowed
considerable liberty, provided that they gave their word of honour (i.e. parole d’honneur in
French) not to make any attempt to escape.

In turn, there arose the question of just which categories of prisoner might be accorded
this sort of privilege. Within the social system that played its part during much of the 18th
century, rank-and-file soldiers and sailors were not considered as suitable candidates.
Commissioned officers from military or naval services were, however, viewed as possessing
sufficient ‘gentlemanly understanding’ to make their word of honour effectively binding.15
But, during the 1790s, the particular circumstances of the French Revolutionary Wars
placed some of the older thinking in doubt. For instance, some British authorities were
inclined to question whether officers who served the French Republic were entitled to
the same consideration that had been shown to their predecessors who had served French
kings. Eventually, though, it was decided that the old-established arrangements should
remain in force.
By lessening pressure on available accommodation within the actual prison-camps,

parole arrangements simplified various problems faced by the British authorities. Generally
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Figure 3: Fenland waterways
The route for prisoners, King’s Lynn to Peterborough, involved part of the tidal Great

Ouse, various channels in the Middle Level, and a short stretch of the Nene. 
(Fenland Lighter Project)

14. A general description of the camp is contained in T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, pp. 17-32.
15. In this period women were viewed as non-combatants and, therefore, not liable to captivity as prisoners-
of-war – though possibly liable to detention on other grounds.



speaking, indeed, the idea of holding prisoners on parole seems to have been a convenient
one for all concerned. Accordingly, several dozen parole-centres existed within Britain at
one time or another, some of them associated with nearby prison-camps. It was thus that
Peterborough figured as a parole-centre, with obvious links to Norman Cross.16
The presiding official at Peterborough was Thomas Squire, serving as parole agent, a

position which he combined with various mercantile interests. This man belonged to a
formidable commercial clan which had acquired considerable wealth and influence in the
region: the Squire holdings included a bank, numerous inns, a number of Fenland lighters
and various wharves. Thomas Squire evidently enjoyed a measure of Admiralty patronage
but the precise origin of this remains obscure.17 As parole agent at Peterborough, he had
general responsibility for a substantial body of prisoners: by and large he discharged his
duties in an acceptable manner. Parole agents of the period did not, however, have a very
good image. Irregularities were very common, although it has been said that the overall
performance of the agents was reasonably satisfactory, ‘making allowance for the character
of the age and the numberless temptations’.18 Thomas Squire was responsible for the
supervision and welfare of the prisoners entrusted to him. They had to report to him at
frequent intervals: moreover, he probably helped them to find suitable lodgings either in
Peterborough or some nearby village.
It has to be said that there were difficulties when it came to fitting privateering personnel

into the framework of such arrangements. Early in the French Revolutionary Wars, the
political novelty of the period made the British Government reluctant to recognise the
validity of privateering-licences issued by the new authorities in France. Refusal to
recognise the French Revolutionary licences implied that captured French privateersmen
might well be treated as mere pirates, i.e. subject to the death-penalty. However, the dire
consequences (including the likelihood of French retaliation against British prisoners)
soon became apparent, and grudging British acceptance of the French licences was then
forthcoming.19 But, even when this problem had been dealt with, there remained the
question of whether or not privateer-officers had enough of the ‘gentleman’ about them
to warrant the granting of parole. There were considerable British doubts as to the worth
of a French privateer-officer’s word of honour.
Quite apart from official British attitudes, it is of interest to consider the views of local

communities regarding French privateering and the men who conducted operations of
that sort. It needs to be kept in mind that North Sea privateering could have, on occasion,
a direct influence on day-to-day life in many parts of eastern Britain. This reflected the
fact that, in pre-railway times, linked seagoing trade and river traffic played a major role in
the distribution of many commodities, notably such items as coal and building-timber.
Thus, privateering which injured the seagoing links of this ‘commercial chain’ could
seriously affect inland centres such as Peterborough, or even Northampton, sited along the
River Nene.20
It is understandable that newspaper accounts helped shape views to a considerable

extent. In that regard, the Stamford Mercury had a wide distribution in eastern England,
involving at least nine counties on a regular basis. One of these was Northamptonshire
where, according to the newspaper’s standard masthead in the period, ‘every Town and
populous Village’ received copies. In one example of its coverage of North Sea commerce
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16. See T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, pp. 192-193.
17. See H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Thomas Squire of Peterborough, 1797’, The Mariner’s Mirror, vol. 71 (1985), p. 91.
18. F. Abell, Prisoners of War in Britain 1756 to 1815, (Oxford University Press, 1914), p. 293.
19. For discussion of such politico-juridical complexities, see H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Crime, Punishment and
International Relationships: Norman Cross Depot, Huntingdonshire, 1797-1814’, in Serge Soupel (ed.), Crime
et châtiment dans les Îles Britanniques au dix-huitième siècle, (Paris, RuBriCa, 2001), pp. 127-142.
20. For general discussion of the links between maritime commerce and river traffic, involving trans-shipment
of cargo between barges and seagoing vessels, see H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Fenland Lighters and Their Heyday’.



raiding, the Stamford Mercury reported that a coaster had been pursued by a privateer in the
vicinity of Whitby. During the chase, the coaster’s crew observed other vessels being
captured, although their own craft eventually escaped into port. Additional comment
mentioned reports of ten other freighters which had recently been captured ‘on the
Yorkshire coast’.21
The scale of losses in the North Sea could indeed be serious, sometimes involving fierce

struggle. Illustrative of such encounters was the capture, off Cromer on the Norfolk coast,
of a freighter laden with corn. The York Courant, another eastern newspaper with wide
distribution, described the hour-long contest that ended only when the French succeeded
in grappling the freighter and overpowering her crew in the wild scramble of a boarding-
fight. In this instance, the privateer was said to be of the smaller sort, mounting just five
carriage-guns.22
Small privateers were often seen as the ones most likely to become involved in

irregularities and malpractice. In effect, their captains were less likely to be viewed as
possessing gentlemanly qualities. Accordingly, British policy tended to restrict parole to the
captains (and certain other officers) of privateers which mounted at least 14 carriage-guns
apiece.23
The outcome of this policy seems to have been less than satisfactory in a number of

cases. It has been claimed, for example, that some privateer-officers broke the terms of
their parole because they were, at heart, ‘wild, reckless sea-dogs’, lacking the discipline of
naval officers.24 It is worth noting that there long existed an erratic oral tradition in some
parts of England on the subject of escaping or absconding privateersmen. When it came
to the printed word, some authors found it hard to distinguish between fact and fiction in
such matters: Legends and Traditions of Huntingdonshire, published in Victorian times,
included an interesting illustration of this point.25
In practice, the principle of ‘prisoner exchange’ was a strong influence in fostering co-

operation among privateering personnel, whether on parole or in close captivity. This,
indeed, was true for almost all categories of prisoner-of-war. During the French
Revolutionary Wars prisoner exchanges were a common occurrence: so-called ‘cartel
ships’, sailing under flags of truce, routinely returned captives, on a mutual basis, between
Britain and France. A striking example of this procedure included no less than seven
privateer-captains who were returned to France from Norman Cross within a few months
of the opening of the prison-camp there.26 Any officer, privateer or otherwise, who broke
parole and then suffered recapture would lose virtually all hope of exchange – and this fact
doubtless deterred some individuals from contemplating such attempts.
Nevertheless, there were various breaches of parole, a proportion of them involving

privateer-officers. It is often difficult to ascertain the details in cases of broken parole, but
a number of them evidently reflected amorous liaisons that had ignored international
realities. Thus, it was by no means unknown for an absconding Frenchman to be arrested
while in the company of an Englishwoman who was assisting him, disguises of one sort
and another forming part of the plan. The consequences would be serious for both parties,
the parole-breaker losing all privileges and finding himself in close captivity, while his
companion might well have to serve a sentence in a civilian jail.27
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21. Stamford Mercury, 21 February 1800, p. 3, col. 2.
22. York Courant, 20 February 1797, p. 2, col. 5.
23. See H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Crime, Punishment and International Relationships’, p. 135.
24. F. Abell, Prisoners of War, p. 395. 
25. For discussion of such matters, see H. J .K. Jenkins, ‘Crime, Punishment and International Relationships’,
pp. 134-135.
26. T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, p. 219.
27. See H. J .K. Jenkins, ‘Crime, Punishment and International Relationships’, pp. 130-131.



Disguise, in various forms, was a concept that would have occurred readily enough to
someone with a privateering background, for the underlying idea sometimes figured out
at sea. Early in 1797, for example, a British press-account described a small Dunkirk
privateer which had recently been captured: this vessel’s armament had been concealed,
and only a few men were on deck. Paintwork on the stern gave the impression that the
raider belonged to Hull, and it was stated that this French privateer ‘had every appearance
of being a fishing vessel’. Moreover, some of the privateersmen were evidently proficient
in spoken English: with luck, they might well have outwitted suspicious hailing from a
British warship.28 Within the period, deception of this sort at sea was accepted as a
legitimate ruse, provided that a vessel’s true colours were hoisted before actually opening
fire.
It would be misleading to make too much of those instances where individuals

absconded, or where other problems arose in connection with French prisoners on parole.
For the most part, the underlying system worked satisfactorily, as witness British
willingness to keep it in operation. As a general comment, indeed, it is remarkable how
little friction seems to have occurred between such prisoners and the surrounding
population. Detailed information is scarce regarding just how prisoners on parole lived
their day-to-day lives, but quiet gatherings at this or that inn were probably a staple of their
existence. Apart from conversation, there would have been an opportunity to read
newspapers available at such establishments, and doubtless privateer-captains paid special
attention to any reports on commerce raiding activity in British waters. Items of that sort
would not always have pleased French readers, for the Royal Navy’s counter-measures
against privateers were often very effective. Moreover, merchant crews sometimes fought
back with great gusto. Sometimes, too, the original personnel of a captured freighter were
able to overpower the French captors placed on board. Thus, during late 1797, there was
press coverage of a Hull-owned brig which had arrived at Portsmouth ‘after being
captured by a French privateer, and retaken by the Mate and Crew’.29
Regular reporting to Thomas Squire, the parole agent, at his Bridge Street premises, was

part of the routine for Peterborough prisoners. The main purpose was of course to
confirm that the individual prisoner was still there! Reporting was also supposed to give
the parole agent an opportunity to peruse any correspondence that the prisoner wished
to put into the mails – but it is open to doubt whether such perusal actually took place
on any substantial scale. A third function of the reporting arrangements involved the
doling out of the prisoners’ subsistence allowances. They were meagre, but a number of
prisoners had also private funds, forwarded from France via various routes and eventually
paid out by British banks or similar institutions.
The memoirs of Pierre-Édouard Plucket are of special interest with regard to the time

he spent at Peterborough as a prisoner on parole. A noted privateer-captain, Plucket was
also a commissioned officer in the French navy: to some extent, therefore, his case was
unusual, though not particularly so. There was a longstanding (and rather confusing)
French tradition for a measure of naval involvement in some privateering ventures.30
Despite Plucket’s naval commission, his formidable reputation essentially stemmed from
privateering. This point is clearly established in the edition of his memoirs published in
mid-20th century under the supervision of A. Mabille de Poncheville, a noted historian of
Flanders and neighbouring territories.31
Of Dunkirk origin, Plucket commanded four vessels which operated against merchant

shipping during the French Revolutionary Wars. Three of these vessels were privateers in
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28.York Courant, 27 February 1797, p. 2, col. 4.
29.York Courant, 2 October 1797, p.2, col. 4.
30. See A. T. Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power upon History 1660-1783, (London, Sampson Low, 1890), p. 195.
31. The title of this edition of Plucket’s memoirs specified him as a corsaire (i.e. the French word for privateer):
see Journal de bord du corsaire Plucket …,(Paris, Éditions de Paris, 1956).



the full sense: the Sans-Culotte Nantais, the Patriote de Brest, and the Résolu de Calais. There
was also the Jalouse, described as ‘corvette de l’État’, i.e. of state ownership: she, however,
appears to have functioned in an operational role analogous to that of a privateer.
Making effective use of his various commands, Plucket struck substantial blows against

seagoing trade, 1793-99. The numerous captures which he made were dealt with in a
detailed French listing prepared in connection with Plucket’s eventual promotion to the
Legion of Honour.32 Leaving aside freighters which were speedily recaptured by British
naval forces, there remained some 40 or so others which Plucket accounted for: in total
these amounted to approximately 7000 tons of shipping, a substantial figure by the
standards of the time. More than half were conducted to ports such as Brest, Morlaix or
Nantes: the rest were destroyed by burning or scuttling, once the crews had been removed
to safety. There is evidence that Plucket made special efforts to ensure that prisoners were
well treated – by no means always the case after capture by privateers. Moreover, he seems
to have treated some neutral vessels and their passengers with kid gloves, even when
questionable circumstances were involved. Instances of this sort may well have reflected a
canny awareness of the period’s complicated political background.33
Such was the man who, following the Jalouse’s capture by HMS Vestal during 1797,

found himself as a prisoner on parole at Peterborough. It appears that Plucket was sent
there directly, and not via Norman Cross. According to his own account, he soon received
a visit from ‘David Brune’ (Brown?) who had briefly been a captive in Plucket’s hands
during the preceding year. It is possible that ‘Brune’ was a relative of Sprignal Brown, a
well-known Peterborough merchant of those times. Be that as it may, the visitor evidently
bestowed public praise on Plucket for his humane attitude towards prisoners and, in due
course, this led to the Frenchman receiving hospitality from some of the cathedral city’s
leading families.34
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Figure 4: A modern view of the River Nene 
leading to Peterborough Town Bridge (Phyl Jenkins)

32. A photographic copy of the listing is included in Journal de bord du corsaire Plucket, facing p. 241.
33. See, for example, H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Blessings on a Privateer, 1793’, The Mariner’s Mirror, vol. 88 (2002),
p. 336.
34. See Journal de bord du corsaire Plucket, pp. 221-225, for a lively account of Plucket’s life at Peterborough.
Thanks are due to Mr. Richard Hillier, Peterborough Central Library, for valuable advice with regard to the
significance of some of Plucket’s remarks.



Doubtless occasions of that sort were decorous, but others among Plucket’s Peterborian
associates were said to have offered revelry that involved heavy drinking and boisterous
antics which included a mock-funeral in a graveyard. More to the privateer-captain’s taste
were the good food and pleasant atmosphere of what he termed ‘le plus grand hôtel’. This
description presumably meant the Angel Inn, a celebrated establishment in late 18th-
century Peterborough. It appears that Plucket was well supplied with private funds during
this easy-going captivity and so could dine in style at the Angel, where he was on cordial
terms with the landlord, Peter Ellis. Overall, Plucket’s memoirs indicate that there may have
been far more social interaction between prisoners and local inhabitants than has sometimes
been suggested. The only discordant note mentioned by Plucket concerned what he
considered as virulently anti-French sermons preached by various clergymen of the region.
While critical of what he believed was Britain’s mercantile selfishness – a decidedly French
viewpoint! – Plucket evidently held a good opinion of English people in general.
His congenial life at Peterborough ended abruptly as the result of a decision by the

British Government which temporarily cancelled all parole arrangements involving French
prisoners. This ruling reflected the vagaries of international relationships rather than
misconduct by captives: thus, it was in a rather bitter mood that Plucket found himself
imprisoned at Norman Cross. The story of his confinement there and of the circumstances
associated with his return to France lies outside the scope of this present article. It should
be mentioned, however, that during 1799 he was back at sea as a privateer-captain, this
time in command of the Résolu de Calais.35
It was in November of that same year, 1799 – on the 18th day of the month of

Brumaire, Year VIII, according to the Revolutionary Calendar – that General Napoleon
Bonaparte seized power in France by means of the so-called Brumaire Coup. In due
course, lengthy international negotiations produced the short-lived Peace of Amiens
which took effect in late 1801, thus terminating the French Revolutionary Wars.36
Hostilities were resumed, however, during 1803: this development was accompanied by

a welter of mutual accusation regarding bad faith: the new conflict became known as the
Napoleonic Wars.37 During the Napoleonic Wars, French privateers tended to be more
closely regulated than in the Revolutionary period. Napoleon, himself, had misgivings
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Figure 5: A ‘gang’ of three Fenland Lighters
Note coupling by means of poles. (H. J. K. Jenkins)

35. Regarding Anglo-French wrangling, and the consequences for prisoners, see T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, pp.
195-196.
36. It is arguable that the French Revolution had ended at an earlier date – though use of the Revolutionary
Calendar was to continue into the early 19th century.
37. Early in the new conflict sweeping constitutional changes in France transformed Bonaparte into the
Emperor Napoleon.



about the whole institution of privateering, especially when it involved raiders of the
smaller sort. A quite separate development, resulting from political complications, meant
that prisoner-exchanges became greatly restricted. Nevertheless, parole arrangements
remained part of the scene at centres such as Peterborough. Eventually, of course, the year
1814 witnessed Napoleon’s abdication, leading on to the establishment of a general peace.
Returning to the period central to this present article, it must be emphasised that the

French Revolution gave rise to a very unusual state of international affairs. Thus, the
French Revolutionary Wars were far more than ordinary hostilities: they brought with
them a whole range of ideas which challenged a great deal of long-established thought
(political, religious, and social) in many countries, including Britain. It is all the more
remarkable, therefore, that French prisoners of that time, while on parole in centres such
as Peterborough, seem to have aroused so little antagonism among the surrounding
population.38
Considering the generally unfavourable image of privateering, it is all the more

remarkable that privateer-officers seem to have lived tranquilly enough within the
Peterborough community. Various regional tales which suggest the contrary lack reliable
evidence to support them, and seem to involve nothing better than the old saying about
‘giving a dog a bad name’. It is undeniable that privateering sometimes (though by no
means always) led to irregularities and malpractice out at sea: but the surviving evidence
gives little indication of misconduct by privateersmen on parole at Peterborough, such as
would have grated on the local people. Overall, indeed, there are various signs that a
revision may be overdue regarding the common belief that there was only a very limited
amount of friendly interaction with local folk.
In the present day, Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery includes a noteworthy

collection of prisoner-of-war handicraft dating from the French Revolutionary and
Napoleonic period. Many of the items speak of great skill, a comment particularly
applicable to some beautiful model ships made from bone. Over the years this varied
material at Peterborough has become known as the Norman Cross Collection. However,
as was pointed out by T. J. Walker, who was well acquainted with the proceedings which
led to the collection’s assembly, it is by no means certain that all the items stemmed from
the prison-camp at Norman Cross.39 Indeed, such prisoner-of-war handiwork was
produced in various parts of Britain, and it has often been pointed out that some of it was
probably the product of officers on parole: their circumstances, in terms of
accommodation, would have been more suited to such purposes than the hurly-burly of
prison-camp life.40 In the present instance, therefore, it is of particular interest to mention
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38. Here and there, in England, there was sometimes animosity towards French prisoners who wore the red-
white-and-blue revolutionary cockades: see F. Abell, Prisoners of War, p. 444.
39. T. J. Walker, Norman Cross, p. 133.
40. There is nothing new about this idea: see Sailing Ships... Illustrated by the Collection of Ship-Models in the
Science Museum, Part II, (London, HMSO, 1948), p. 63.

Figure 6: A single lighter being poled into position for unloading 
(H. J. K. Jenkins)



a sizeable bone-built model, held at Peterborough, which appears to represent a French
privateer of the larger sort, pierced for 18 carriage-guns. It is entirely possible that this
model is the work of a privateer-officer (or officers) living on parole at or near
Peterborough, and intended for eventual sale to some local resident.
The Norman Cross Collection has existed for about a century, and the individual items

for another century before that. It is understandable, therefore, that from time to time
decay and damage have led to the need for repair of the more fragile pieces such as the
model ships, and that some misconceptions have found their way into catalogue entries
and labelling. The material is, nevertheless, a remarkably fine example of its sort. In his
authoritative work on prisoner-of-war ship models, Ewart C. Freeston has made special
comment on the ‘dexterity and inventiveness’ which its makers possessed.41
During recent years the present writer has had various opportunities to discuss the

Norman Cross Collection within an international setting, at conferences convened by the
Institut du Monde Anglophone, Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris University III. In that regard,
particular mention should be made of the good offices of Professor Serge Soupel, and of
the late Professor P.-G. Boucé. These Paris developments, coupled with meetings involving
the authorities of Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery, have raised the possibility of
selected items going to France for temporary exhibition there.42 If something of that sort
could become a reality, it would mean greatly increased publicity for the Peterborough
artefacts – something which would doubtless be of help to the Museum in its laudable
efforts to provide the Norman Cross Collection with general overhaul, despite times of
financial stringency.
There is also the point that exhibition in France might act as a catalyst regarding the

location of manuscript material which possibly exists in French private collections and the
like, having some bearing on the experiences of prisoners on parole at Peterborough two
centuries ago. If this proved to be the result, our knowledge of an intriguing phase of the
city’s social history might well be greatly expanded.
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What kind of Brewer?

ANDREW P. WOOD

At the 1851 Census, my great-great-great-great grandfather, Thomas Wood, was desig-
nated, ‘Brewer’ and 75 years of age. He and his spouse Elizabeth were shown to be living
at 18 High Street, Broughton, Northamptonshire. The reference to Thomas being a brewer
reflects family folklore, relating to an ancestor being a brewer and selling his produce to
local farm workers.
The trade directories for 1850-54 indicate that there were five public houses in the

village of Broughton. According to Mike Brown, of the Brewery History Society, one of
them, the Three Tuns, was certainly brewing its own beer in 1851 and the other four may
have been. Perhaps Thomas worked for one of these establishments, however, family
folklore suggests that he became a licensee in his own right, courtesy of the 1830 Beer Act.
There were a number of reasons behind the reforming Beer Act of 1830, one of them

was explained in William Cobbett’s, Cottage Economy, as early as 1822.
In those times (only forty years ago), to have a house and not to brew was a rare thing indeed.
There was not a labourer in a parish that did not brew his own beer; and that now there is
not one that does it, except by chance the malt be given him. The causes of this change have
been the lowering of the wages of labour, compared with the price of provisions, by the
means of the paper-money [capitalism]; the enormous tax upon the barley when made into
malt; and the increased tax upon hops. These have quite changed the customs of the English
people as to their drink. They still drink beer, but in general it is of the brewing of common
brewers, and in public-houses, of which the common brewers have become the owners, and
have thus, by the aid of paper-money obtained a monopoly in the supplying of the great body
of the people with one of those things which, to the hardworking man, is almost a necessary
of life.

Certainly, doubling the tax on malt and beer, adding as much as 160 per cent to the cost
of brewing materials, fell particularly hard upon the working classes. The price of beer,
amidst generally falling prices, remained too high. A 42 per cent reduction of spirit duties
in 1825, allegedly to stop illicit trading, made the situation described by Cobbett worse.
Spirit sales doubled in just a few months. The ruling classes, shocked by the excesses of
spirit drinking in the new gin palaces, began to equate it with a marked increase in
criminal convictions. There was widespread impetus to revive beer drinking, considered
to be more wholesome and more temperate. The beer-is-best-for-health, best-for-Britain
campaign was gathering momentum.
At this time, temperance was generally opposed to the drinking of spirits.

Abstemiousness generally meant moderation rather than teetotalism, beer had long been
accepted as an every day drink for many, many, generations. Being less likely to be
contaminated than many water sources, particularly in the more urban environment, it was
given to children as small beer. There was also concern about the adulteration of beer by
the brewers, so colourfully described by Cobbett, when calling for legislation to call
brewers to accountability.
This really seems necessary to prevent the King’s subjects from being poisoned. The brewers
and porter quacks have carried their tricks to such an extent that there is some safety for those
who drink brewers’ beer.
When we know, that beer doctor and brewers’-druggist are professions, practised as openly

as those of bug-man and ratkiller, are we simple enough to suppose that the above-named are
the only drugs that people swallow in these potions, which they call pots of beer? Indeed we
know the contrary, for scarcely a week passes without witnessing the detection of some greedy
wretch who has used, in making or in doctoring his beer, drugs forbidden by the law. And it
is not many weeks since one of these were convicted, in the Court of Excise, for using a potent



and dangerous drug, by the means of which, and a suitable quantity of water, he made two
butts of beer into three. Upon this occasion, it appeared that no less than ninety of these
worthies were in the habit of pursuing the same practices.

It was against this background that the 1830 Beer Act was enacted. It abolished all duty
on beer and established the right of any householder to sell beer, but not wines or spirits,
upon purchase of a two-guinea licence from the Excise. Within the first year of the
operation of the act 24,000 new licences were taken out. By December the 24,000
licences had risen to 31,000, by 1832 to 36,000 and by 1836 there were 46,000 beer shops
in a country where there were only 56,000 fully licensed pubs and where the population
was only 15 million.
Beer-shop premises were often small, dingy and located in back streets. The customers

were generally the poor who could not afford the higher prices of the publican’s bar or
taproom. Critics claimed that they were places for gaming, drunkenness organizing petty
crimes and fencing stolen property.
The criticism appeared to relate more to urban locations as the following rural observ-

ation taken from Labouring Life in the Victorian Countryside, by Pamela Horn, is somewhat
different, and had Thomas used his home to brew and sell beer, under the Act, probably
applied more to him:
Many labourers, feeling they could talk more freely in the absence of their masters, preferred
the taproom or the kitchen to the main bar, where farmers and tradesmen gathered, or else
they went to the humbler beer shops. These latter had come into existence as a result of the
Beer Act of 1830 and were held in a room attached to a cottage. They were kept by labourers,
carpenters, blacksmiths and other petty tradesmen, whose own humble origins brought them
closer to their labourer clients. Beer shops would appear on the edges of commons, in remote
hamlets and on the outskirts of the village, wherever profitable trade seemed likely. They were
widely condemned by the better-off members of rural society as encouraging drunkenness,
and as the resort of ‘poachers, thieves and incendiaries’ who would corrupt the labourers’
morals. Yet, despite such fears, most of the men who frequented them spent their time not in
discussion or contemplation of crime, but in conversation about the humdrum events of their
daily lives.

Describing the long, hot days of mid 19th-century summer hay making in his auto-
biography, Country Boy, Northamptonshire born, Richard Hilyer, made the following
observation:
There was little overtime money, but some free beer to keep the men happy. It was thin, sour
stuff, but we drank it; swishing the last drain round in our tin pats, and saying that it was ‘belly
ache mixture’, ‘water the brewer’s men washed their aprons in’.

No reference was made as to the origins of the beer, but perhaps it does help bring family
folklore to life. It would appear that the beer house revolution was not to last. Those beer
house producers who were meant to open up competition and lower beer prices did not
produce more than 13.4 per cent of output at their peak in 1836. In the main they were
incapable of producing a reliable beer. Frequently, they had difficulty in finding even the
minimal cost of a brewer’s licence, still more in raising an adequate capital (£25 to £30
in the early 1830s) to purchase brewing utensils. Often they had insufficient credit to pay
their rents and rates and obtain regular supplies of malt, or, in summer, when demand was
brisk, additional supplies of beer from a common brewer. Partly because they had little
room to store beer, or their credit rating was poor, they therefore brewed minimal
amounts – often no more than a hogshead (63 gallons) at a time and their extraction rates
fell far below those of commercial brewers. By 1860, eight years after Thomas’s death,
beerhouse keepers were producing less than 10 per cent of total output.

Additional source material: The English Pub: A History by Peter Haydon
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Thomas Osborne Robinson OBE
A Centenary Tribute

RICHARD FOULKES

When Tom Osborne Robinson, the Royal Theatre’s long-serving stage designer, died in
January 1976 the local Northampton press devoted many column inches to what the
Chronicle and Echo headline (19th January 1976) hailed as ‘Local Patriot with an
International Status’; in contrast The Stage, the weekly theatrical newspaper, could spare
only a few lines, about as many as for Sir Gyles Isham, whose stage career had ended nearly
40 years earlier, in the same issue (5th February 1976). The centenary in 2004 of Tom
Osborne Robinson’s birth coincided with the announcement of ambitious plans for the
restoration of his beloved Royal Theatre, plans which threatened the survival of features1
added by Robinson and another distinguished Northampton-born artist Henry Bird. The
controversy sparked off prolonged correspondence in the local press and an article in the
Stage, which, in contrast to the brief obituary of nearly 30 years earlier, ran to three-
quarters of a page.2 The inference is that not only has Robinson’s reputation survived
locally, but that appreciation has increased nationally, albeit that most of his career was
devoted to his native Northampton. His centenary provides the opportunity to assess the
importance of Tom Osborne Robinson, stage designer.
Osborne Robinson’s roots, that ran so deep in his native town, sprang from Gipsy

Cottage in what is now Kingsley Road. He was born there on 26th March 1904, the eldest
of three sons of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson. The Robinsons were from
Northamptonshire farming stock, but Charles was ‘a pioneer motor garage proprietor’.
Mrs Robinson had been born Kate Fowke. About 1907 the family moved to cramped
quarters above a newly acquired garage and shop on Abington Square where bicycles,
motor-cycles and cars including Robinson models of motor-cycles and bicycles were built
on the premises. Business prospered and soon the Robinsons were ensconced in Kettering
Road (opposite the Unitarian Church) where they remained for over 20 years. The family
was strongly Nonconformist, which might well have meant a prejudice against the theatre,
but Mrs. Robinson produced children’s operettas. Charles could afford to send his sons to
private schools and when Tom entered the Grammar School it was as a fee-paying pupil.
Deeply unhappy in an educational regime to which he refused to conform, Tom, his father
and the headmaster eventually agreed on one thing: that he should leave. Tom’s declared
ambition was to study art, but the career suggested by his father was in a grocer’s shop
where his duties would include dressing the window.3
As Ian Mayes pointed out in his obituary (Chronicle and Echo 19th January 1976) this

‘has a certain irony, since in recent years he has frequently designed the Christmas window
displays for Liberty’s in Regent Street’. In the event Tom secured employment for himself
at the Bonaventure Press in Fish Street (5s a week), but at the same time he attended
evening classes at the Northampton School of Art, then in Abington Street, where, like
Henry Bird, he came under the influence of the principal Lewis Duckett.
A regular customer at the Bonaventure Press was W. J. Bassett-Lowke, patron of Charles

Rennie Mackintosh, friend of Bernard Shaw and founder of a highly successful model
engineering company the covers of whose catalogues Tom designed. Bassett-Lowke was
one of the founders of the Northampton Repertory Players, who took up residence at the
Royal Theatre in January 1927. Charles Maynard was appointed scenic designer, but when
he was dismissed in January 1928 Bassett-Lowke turned to the young Osborne Robinson

1. In particular Robinson’s Harlequin mural in the circle corridor and Bird’s act-drop curtain.
2. ‘Designs for Life’ by Richard Foulkes, Stage, 13 January 2005.
3. Colin Robinson Thomas Osborne Robinson O.B.E. Beginnings, Northampton, 1977.



who completed the sets for John Drinkwater’s Mary Stuart and thereby began a
professional engagement that was to last just short of half a century.4Was this a fortuitous
twist of fate, or was stage design Osborne Robinson’s destiny?
Back in 1921 Charles Robinson had taken his son to the Alhambra Theatre in London

to see Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in The Sleeping Princess with décor and costumes by Leon
Bakst. In later life Osborne Robinson recalled: ‘I knew then that nothing would stop me
from designing scenery and costumes.’5 In this he was replicating Bask’s sentiments about
his meeting with the ballet’s composer Tchaikovsky at the Maryinsky Theatre in 1890:
‘That evening, I believe, my vocation was determined.’6
Bakst and the Ballets Russes remained a lifelong influence on Robinson, clearly evident

in Chu Chin Chow as late as 1973.The origins of the Ballet Russes dated back to Isadora
Duncan’s visit to Russia in 1908. The next year Serge Diaghilev took a company of
dancers from the Imperial Ballet to Paris, which effectively became their spiritual home
especially after the First World War and the Russian Revolution. Leon Bakst (1866?-1924)
emigrated to Paris from his native Russia in 1908 and thereafter did much of his most
important work with the Ballets Russes. Arnold Aronson of Columbia University has
written of Bakst’s designs:
Bakst’s use of colour revolutionized all of Western design. Drawing on motifs, line, and
palettes from ancient Greece, Egypt, central Asia and the orient, he simplified the shape and
line of costumes, designed costumes and sets that suggested free-flowing movement, and
bathed décor in nearly overwhelming, deep, rich, sensual shades of blue, green, gold, orange
and yellow. He believed that colour – and the fusion of colours – had significant emotional
effects upon spectators.7

Looking at the memorabilia for The Sleeping Princess it is possible to recapture something
of the excitement that the 17-year old from Northampton must have felt as he travelled
(by train or one of the vehicles his father sold) to the Alhambra Theatre in Leicester Square
one day in November or December 1921. The programme, which as well as containing
the usual information about the cast, scenes and so on reproduced 12 of Bakst’s designs,
would have made a handsome souvenir. A biographical note on Bakst referred to ‘a break
in his activity’ in recent years ‘due partly to illness, and partly to depression brought about
by the unhappy fate of his country’:
With ‘The Sleeping Princess’, which has long association for him, his enthusiasm has revived
and led him to execute a prodigious undertaking, the greatest of its kind he has ever
attempted, involving as it does a special curtain, five scenes and close upon three hundred
costumes, with innumerable properties and accessories.8

Two years later The Designs of Leon Bakst for The Sleeping Princess was published in a limited
edition of one thousand copies, contained ‘54 colour plates laid down, each with a tissue
guard, folio, quarter vellum, pale blue cloth over boards’,9 evidence of the continuing
interest in a production that had not been a commercial success running for little over one
hundred performances, despite the attendance of King George V and Queen Mary.
Diaghilev was in debt to Sir Oswald Stoll for £11,000 who ‘sequestered all the properties
until 1925, when the company discharged its obligations’.10 Fortunately the length of a
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production’s run is not a reliable gauge to the duration of its influence. According to
Kochino ‘it [The Sleeping Princess] created in London a public of new ballet lovers, a public
of young enthusiasts …, who came back to the theatre every evening. But they could only
afford the cheap seats’.11
In terms of the theatrical profession Mrs. Lovat Fraser, the wife of the stage designer,

was amongst those credited with the execution of the costumes, which undoubtedly
influenced her husband’s work and that of Charles Ricketts. These designers, who were in
revolt against the painstaking historical accuracy of the 19th-century stage, not
surprisingly found inspiration in Bakst of whose work Andre Levinson wrote:
Instead of building up an imitation of reality, he created a dream of reality …This effect is
traceable to three things, a buoyant, grandiose organisation of space, an expert orchestration
of colours and an inexhaustible wealth of decorative invention …Who can say whether this
is a passing episode, the whim of a spirited imagination or the birth of a new school of scenic
painting?12

For Osborne Robinson Bakst’s school of design was certainly not a ‘whim’, indeed the
‘three things’ identified by Levinson became lasting characteristics of his work. The Ballets
Russes attracted Robinson to the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden for both their 1935
and 1936 seasons by which time they were billed as ‘Col. W. de Basil’s Ballets Russes’13 de
Basil having revived the company after Diaghilev’s death in 1929. Robinson saw Carnaval
(25th July 1935), Le Lac des Cygnes (20th June 1936) and Les Cent Baisers with Symphonie
Fantastique (30th July 1936). As well as the basic programmes for each performance he
bought the lavish souvenir, which included illustrations of designs by Bakst (a particularly
vivid one for Scheherazade), Andre Derain, Georges De Chirico and Nathalie Gontcharova.
Robinson must already have known Gontcharova’s design for Stravinsky’s The Fire Bird, first
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Figure 1: Setting for Karel Capek’s R.U.R. by Herbert Prentice and 
Osborne Robinson 1928 (Adventure in Repertory)



performed in 1910, the influence of which is plainly discernible in his ‘A City in Illyria’ for
Robert Young’s revival of Twelfth Night in February 1933, which was used by Cecil
Chisholm for the paper cover of Repertory: An Outline of the Modern Theatre Movement.14
However, it was Young’s predecessor as producer at Northampton, Herbert Prentice,

himself a talented scenic designer, with whom Robinson worked most closely in the
formative years of his career. Prentice came to Northampton from the Festival Theatre,
Cambridge,15 having previously helped establish the Little (Repertory) Theatre, Sheffield.16
As Norman Marshall recounts in The Other Theatre the Festival Theatre was the creation
of Terence Gray and ‘The principle behind all Terence Gray’s productions was his dislike
of any form of realism.’ With a simple permanent architectural set Gray’s style is described
by Marshall as coming ‘within a method known as constructivism’ which also sometimes
bordered on surrealism. This effect often owed much to the technically sophisticated and
artistically imaginative lighting of C. Harold Ridge,17 but ‘within a year Prentice, Ridge
and myself [Marshall] had all left’.18 For Prentice the contrast between twice-nightly
weekly repertory in a town renowned mainly as a centre for shoe manufacturing and the
Festival Theatre, with its acclaimed restaurant and short (term-length) seasons must have
been all too obvious, but as far as possible he stuck to his artistic principles. For instance
his production of Karel Capek’s R.U.R. in July 1928 was ‘in a semi-expressionistic manner’
and the set (by Prentice and Robinson) for ‘The Drawing Room in Mrs. Domain’s House’
was described as follows:
The basis or groundwork of the scene was black with bright yellow lines. Scenery and
furniture were carried out in straight lines and angles to interpret the spirit of the play. The
colour of the scenery in this scene was lupin-blue and silver.19
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Figure 2: The Northampton Repertory Players relaxing in the mid 1930s
Osborne Robinson centre, with moustache. (R. Foulkes)



The Royal Theatre’s own programme drew attention to the prevailing ‘greenish blue’
lighting with ‘essential points picked out in shafts of white light’ and red ‘superimposed on
the whole scene … each time Radius entered’.20 Just about the only thing that Prentice’s
angular, expressionistic sets and Bakst’s swirling decorative designs had in common was
their rejection of realism. Descriptions of some of Prentice’s and Robinson’s collaborative
sets (Prentice seems to have designed the sets with variable input from Robinson who was
responsible for executing them) suggest that Robinson was adept at asserting his own style,
as in The Green Goddess (‘Who else but Mr. Robinson would have designed such striking
mountain scenery as we see in the first act?’)21
In 1932, having suffered a breakdown, Prentice left Northampton to take over the

Birmingham Repertory Theatre at the invitation of its founder Barry Jackson. Prentice
and Robinson were to be re-united at the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre during Jackson’s
directorship after the war, but in the meantime the Northampton designer probably
enjoyed a freer hand under Prentice’s successor Robert Young, the former Labour MP.
With Lois Obee (later Sonia Dresdel) and Freda Jackson as successive leading ladies and
Errol Flynn22 as a raw recruit Young’s company was as colourful offstage as on. Robinson
was presumably somewhat isolated from them, spending much of his time at the theatre’s
painting frame. His ‘A Street in Illyria’ (for Young’s 1933 revival of Twelfth Night) had the
distinction of being chosen by Cecil Chisholm for the cover design for Repertory An
Outline of the Modern Theatre Movement, but it was with revivals of Dryden’s plays that
Robinson’s star shone most brightly. Young’s successor Bladon Peake seized on Dryden,
born at Aldwinkle, as a means of gaining some national attention for the Northampton
Repertory Players. In fact his first choice Marriage à la Mode had been performed relatively
recently at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith (February 1920 and again in October 1930),
at the Maddermarket Theatre in Norwich (February 1926), the Birmingham Repertory
Theatre (April 1928) and the Festival Theatre, Cambridge (December 1928). The play
clearly had a track record with arts theatres, but Northampton had the advantage of its
proprietorial claim over the author … and the talent of Osborne Robinson.
Peake had previously worked at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, where he had staged

Molière’s The School for Wives in black and white, the style he adopted for his 1935 revival
of Marriage à la Mode in Northampton. The local press was duly impressed:
Rarely has a more exquisite or original picture in sheer black and white been painted on a
stage canvas than that offered by the combination of scene and costumes which they
contrived to present in this case (Northampton Independent, 20th September 1935).

To its credit Northampton’s so-called Dryden Festival attracted national critics, but the
downside was that they were not so easily impressed. The New Statesman (21st September
1935) awarded ‘high praise to Osborne Robinson for his delightful black and white
permanent setting and gay costumes’, but considered that ‘it robbed the grotto scene of
much of its humour and resulted in all the characters wearing clothes which made little
or no distinction between the various ranks.’ The second Dryden revival, The Spanish Friar
in 1936 was distinguished mainly by Robinson’s set which was both visually stunning and
practical:
His use of a permanent setting makes for speed and the set itself is so skilfully devised that
there is no impression of restriction. Court, street and house in Saragossa are achieved simply
and quickly. Mr Osborne Robinson has designed setting and costumes, and shown refinement
and good taste in his choice of colour. The bravery of the costumes is kept within limits of
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elegance by a delicate white and gold motif, which also appears on the curtains (Birmingham
Weekly Post, 25th September 1936).

What turned out to be the final Dryden Festival attracted such luminaries as Archibald
Flower and Ben Iden Payne (from the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre in Stratford-upon-
Avon), Tyrone Guthrie and Graham Greene to see Sir Martin Mar-All about which Greene
wrote in the Spectator (24th September 1937):
A charming set made up of doll’s houses and diminutive steps and streets, round which Sir
Martin wanders like Gulliver in Lilliput with his gilded peruke sticking up like ass’s ears. Push
a house round by the handle and another scene is ready in its interior just large enough from
the second floor to the ground to hold two or three characters.

Another critic wrote that the designs would be ‘a credit to any West End production’23 and
by then Osborne Robinson had already received two opportunities to work with Tyrone
Guthrie in London. The first was for one of the most celebrated productions of the period:
Hamlet with Laurence Olivier as Hamlet. Michael Redgrave as Laertes and Alec Guinness
as Osric at the Old Vic (5th January 1937) and subsequently at Elsinore, where Vivien
Leigh played Ophelia. In his memoirs Olivier recalled that he and Leigh ‘could not keep
from touching each other, making love almost within [his wife] Jill’s vision’24 and Guthrie
that the experience ‘drew Miss Baylis and me together’.25 It seems unlikely that Robinson
would have taken part in the expedition and, assuming that to be the case, he was spared
the trauma of the opening night which was to have taken place out of doors at Kronborg
Castle, but ‘at seven-thirty the rain was coming down in bellropes’ and after a hasty
‘council of war’ Guthrie, Olivier and Miss Baylis decided that the performance would be
transferred to the hotel ballroom, where it was duly attended by members of the Danish
royal family and other distinguished guests including Lady Diana Duff Cooper.26 No
doubt many factors contributed to this decision, but the prospect of Robinson’s costumes
(the Old Vic set by Martin Battersby had eventually been replicated in Denmark) getting
soaked and being needed again the next day must have been one of them. It is clear from
the photographs of the production in Play Pictorial27 and surviving designs28 that Robinson’s
costumes were very traditional (doublets, ruffs, etc.), though Olivier’s Oedipal interpretation,
based on the theory of Professor Ernest Jones was regarded as highly controversial.
In November 1937 Robinson was back at the Old Vic to design the sets and costumes

for Richard III with Emlyn Williams in the title role and Angela Baddeley (Anne), Andrew
Cruikshank (Woodville) and Alec Clunes (Clarence and Tyrrel) in the cast. Neither
Guthrie nor Williams refer to this production in their memoirs and it inevitably attracted
far less attention than Hamlet earlier in the year. Photographs in Play Pictorial29 show that
the costumes were essentially historical in style.
Having served his apprenticeship at the Festival Theatre, Cambridge,30 Guthrie was no

stranger to innovative set and costume design and indeed continued to experiment until
the end of his career, but the assumption must be that it was he, possibly at the behest of
Miss Baylis’s (her main concern was always cost), who directed Osborne Robinson to
produce such conventional costumes. Whatever the reason the result was that his two
commissions at the Old Vic did not really give Osborne Robinson the opportunity to
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catch the audience’s and (more significantly) the critics’ attention. The natural assumption
that Robinson’s rejection of Miss Baylis’s invitation to become the Old Vic’s resident
designer was a lost opportunity may not be so clear-cut. If we consider his three main
achievements in 1937 (Hamlet at the Old Vic – January – and Elsinore – May –; Sir Martin
Mar-All – in Northampton in September – and Richard III – at the Old Vic in November)
it is abundantly clear that, of the three, his sets and costumes for the Dryden play in
Northampton were the most original and eye-catching.
For whatever reason Robinson did not return to the Old Vic, but in 1938 he undertook

the set and costume designs for Macbeth at the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre in Stratford-
upon-Avon. With Gyles Isham of Lamport Hall cast as Macduff the Northampton
Independent understandably chose the heading ‘Local Talent At Stratford’ (29th April 1938).
Isham had appeared in many roles at Stratford31 of which Macduff was one of his greatest
successes, but the Independent focused on Robinson’s designs:
Perhaps the real star of this production was Mr Iden Payne, the resident producer, aided by
Mr Osborne Robinson, the designer who made use to the full of his battery of theatrical
resources. His grim Scottish castle was a work of art in its harsh simplicity. His lovely sunlit
moments with spears glinting above the heads of Macbeth and Macduff, when the stage
direction was merely ‘enter the army marching’ drew murmurs of admiration. His drifting
wracks of cloud, his stormy skies, his ghost-ridden feast were real pictures (15 April 1938).

As though feeling the need to counter accusations of partisanship the Northampton
Independent cited other reviews ‘a compromise between the cubist school which perches
itself upon the crags, and pictorial realism’, ‘a tactful compromise between the realistic and
the stylized’ (29th April 1938). At Stratford Robinson reverted to the angular style that he
and Prentice had practiced at the Royal Theatre, though in this case he was doing so with
a director, Ben Iden Payne, who was a disciple of William Poel and Elizabethan principles
of stagecraft.32
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Figure 3:
Programme cover for 

Sir Martin Mar-All,
1937 (R. Foulkes)

Figure 4: Setting by Osborne Robinson 
of John Dryden’s Sir Martin Mar-All, 1937 (R. Foulkes)
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The outbreak of war in September 1939 inevitably disrupted many careers, but
Robinson’s status as a conscientious objector meant that he remained in post at the Royal.
The actors were no doubt thankful to be spared twice-nightly performances, but for
Robinson the inexorable routine of weekly repertory33 was bedevilled by shortages of
materials for sets and costumes. The programme for 21st October 1940 included this
appeal:
All gifts to the collection of costumes, etc. are much treasured and they are well taken care
of. We still do not possess specimens of the extreme ‘Oxford Bags’ and ‘Plus Eights’, nor of
any day-dresses and millinery of the 1920s.

With the return of peace there was another opportunity for Osborne Robinson to
venture beyond Northampton. In April 1946 at Shakespeare Memorial Theatre (then
under the direction of Barry Jackson) he designed the costumes (the set was by Joyce
Hammond) for As You Like It, produced by Herbert Prentice. The cast included Paul
Scofield (Oliver), Hugh Griffiths (Touchstone) and Donald Sinden (Le Beau). The style
for the costumes was described as ‘French 15th century Illuminated Manuscript’ (Warwick
Advertiser, 31st May 1946) with those for the court being ‘strikingly Plantagenet’ and
‘infinitely more effective than those seen in the forest, because the latter are at times
strangely at variance with the stage settings’ (Birmingham Post, 1st June 1946).
For Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland as the Christmas 1947 production Robinson was

entrusted with both costumes and scenery. The producer was Herbert Prentice, who
used his own adaptation of Carroll’s work as he had done in Northampton in 1928,34
when Curigwen Lewis won the hearts of audiences. Prentice and Robinson were
evidently successful in achieving their declared intention of ‘re-creating “Alice” as near
as possible to the original John Tenniel drawings’ (Coventry Evening Telegraph, 20th
December 1947):
‘Alice in Wonderland’, which opened at the Memorial Theatre on Boxing Day, will please all
those who regard Tenniel as the chief collaborator. They will see the famous drawings come
to life and colour in T. Osborne Robinson’s beautiful designs for sets and costumes and the
wonderfully accurate masks made by Edward Blatch. They will also see other beautiful things
that Tenniel did not contemplate – rabbit playing-cards, Jabberwock, caterpillar and flower
ballets and some agreeable girl ‘soldiers’ in excellent footing.35

The departure of Barry Jackson from Stratford-upon-Avon evidently brought Osborne
Robinson’s (and Prentice’s) prospects there to an end, but in 1948 he received an
extraordinary invitation: to design the costumes for The Masque of Hope, which the Oxford
University Dramatic Society were to perform as part of the visit of the then Princess
Elizabeth. With Robert Hardy, Kenneth Tynan and John Schlesinger in their ranks the
post-war OUDS abounded in talent and the initiative for the masque came from the out-
going president Glynne Wickham, who was to be the founder of the University of Bristol
Department of Drama, and thereby of the study of drama in British universities.
Schlesinger recalls that amongst the limericks inscribed on the backstage lavatory door at
the Playhouse was:

How Glynne Wickham
Can pick ’em.36

This seems to have applied to most aspects of the masque of which Wickham wrote a
substantial account including the following description of ‘the choice of a designer’ at a
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time when ‘no costumes could be custom-made without being paid for in coupons as well
as cash’:
With time now acutely short, Coghill nobly undertook to write the script himself. The
costume problem prompted recourse to a professional designer since no undergraduate could
be expected to possess the buying and cutting experience needed to overcome this obstacle:
yet here the project encountered its first stroke of luck. Osbourne [sic] Robinson, then
resident designer at the Northampton Playhouse [sic], was approached. Either from a sense of
challenge, or out of sentiment, possibly a mixture of both, he accepted the commission for a
purely nominal fee. Shortly afterwards we were to learn of the virtues of felt as a fabric for
stage use, particularly carpet underfelt. This was not only manufactured in a very wide range
of colours but, to our astonishment and delight, was exempt from coupons. So, as it transpired,
were net curtains, black-out materials and common sacking, or hessian, as it was called in
department stores. Suddenly, we were in business. The first designs arrived from Northampton
through the post. On the top of the packet lay Gloom, wearing a neck-to-foot gown in pale
grey felt, close-fitting to the waist with thick, vertical black stripes superimposed upon it, a
black collar, black puff sleeves, black gloves, black bustle, black felt hat smothered with sequins
and surmounted with a black ostrich plume, and a huge grey net shawl attached languorously
to shoulders, elbows and wrists. Beneath the design for Gloom lay that for Hope, gowned also
in felt, this time white, overlaid with a white velvet surcoat swagged with rainbows and
holding a golden anchor. With the vacation upon us, Osbourne Robinson’s already tight
schedule for completion of the costumes was in no way assisted by the difficulties of dragging
students back from their homes, either to Oxford or Northampton, for fittings. His cutter lost
patience and resigned: much time and tact was needed to make him reverse that decision and
to restore calm in the wardrobe.37

Ten costume designs for the Oxford masque (incorrectly dated 1952) were included in the
1977 exhibition of Robinson’s work, but with their whereabouts (survival even) now
unknown we must be all the more grateful for Glynne Wickham’s evocative description. 
Between 1943 and 1956 the Northampton Repertory Players were under the direction

of Alex Reeve, whose main virtue as far as Robinson was concerned may well have been
that he did not resent the prominence of his (more) talented scenic designer. One
photograph of the period shows Osborne Robinson at work painting the set for Dick
Whittington and with Lionel Hamilton making his annual appearance as the Dame
pantomimes at the Royal were a seasonal delight. In 1956 Hamilton took over as director
and created repertory companies of outstanding ability with the emerging talent of Nigel
Hawthorne and Timothy West tempered with occasional star engagements by former
members of the company (Freda Jackson and Sonia Dresdel) and television celebrities such
as Frankie Howerd. A high point was The Merchant of Venice in 1957 for which Robinson
designed the sets depicting the city which he loved and he even appeared in the trial scene
as a wonderfully picturesque senator alongside Arthur Pentelow as the Duke, with
Hamilton as Shylock and Anne Ford as Portia.38
With his career in Britain now confined to Northampton Robinson seems to have

welcomed opportunities to travel. There were holidays to various parts of Europe, where
he found many scenes to paint, but his visits to the United States opened up new prospects
professionally. In 1953 Reeve had spent several months as Visiting Associate Professor of
Drama at Vanderbilt University in Tennessee with Professor Joseph E. Wright from that
institution taking his place in Northampton. The exchange was arranged under the
auspices of the Ford Foundation. Thus the connections were in place for Robinson to go
to Vanderbilt in 1954 to design the costumes and sets for A Midsummer Night’s Dream. This
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was the first of several Atlantic crossings. He returned to Vanderbilt as guest lecturer on
drama and design in 1962, in 1965 he went to Howard Payne College in Brownwood,
Texas, to start work on a mural (entitled ‘Signing of Magna Carta’) in the Douglas
MacArthur Academy of Freedom, which he completed in 1968 when he was awarded
honorary citizenship of the state, and in 1969 he spent a year as guest lecturer in drama
and design at Stanford University in California. Not that he was without honour at home
for in that year he was awarded the OBE for services to the arts, principally the theatre of
course, but also in recognition to his contribution to the Northampton Art Gallery (and
Museum). The nature and extent of this contribution has been recorded by Mr. W. Terry,
who as curator worked closely with him: ‘as early as 1950 he had the foresight to see and
the conviction to believe that the proper collecting policy for Northampton was to build
upon the foundation gift of Italian painters.’39
Not that these other activities dissipated Robinson’s contribution to his beloved Royal

Theatre. In September 1960 he had the satisfaction of its refurbishment under the
ownership of Northampton Borough Council and it was then that he added his own
pictorial contribution in the form of the delightful Harlequin mural in the dress-circle
corridor. With the introduction of fortnightly repertory the number of productions was
virtually halved, which must have been particularly helpful for the revival of King John
with which the Royal celebrated the Shakespeare quatercentenary in 1964. Working with
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Figure 5: Osborne Robinson painting the set for Dick Whittington
(Chronicle and Echo 18th December 1947)

39. W. N. Terry Patron Extraordinaire A Tribute to Osborne Robinson OBE, Northampton 1976, p. 4.



Keith Andrews as director Robinson devised an innovative set that showed he still had the
capacity to move with the times:
The stage is enlarged with an Elizabethan
apron and the players hold the audience
with power and strength and the costumes,
some of which come from Stratford itself
are a riot of glorious colour. Osborne
Robinson excels his own consistently high
standards with these ‘King John’ settings
(Stage, 14 May 1964).

King John was of course a play with some
local resonance (the programme observed
that John ‘seems to have been particularly
partial to Northampton’, which he visited
‘no less than thirty times … during his reign
of seventeen years’) and the monarch was to
feature in the panels Robinson executed for
the Grosvenor Centre in 1973 (now at
University College, Northampton) as well
as at Brownwood of course. For Robinson
the occasional opportunity to design a
Shakespeare production40 was a rare treat
amongst the general run of French windows
and kitchen sinks.
As well as being head of design, Osborne

Robinson also sat on the board of North-
ampton Repertory Players, an unusual
arrangement not unattended with diffi-
culties. How much say he had in the choice
of plays is not clear, but his hand can surely
be discerned in the programming for the
early 1970s when Willard Stoker was
artistic director. In 1971 Dryden’s All for
Love was staged as part of the Northampton
Festival of the Arts. The cast gave a decent
account of Dryden’s rather domesticated
treatment of Antony and Cleopatra, but:
To give the play its due it is a fine spect-
acle. And it gave Osborne Robinson a free
hand with the gold paint and jewels. The
costumes are among the best I have seen at
the Rep, especially Cleopatra’s, which is
indeed a sight to behold (Mercury and
Herald, 18th March 1971).

The Festival of British Theatre in 1973 was marked by a revival of Marriage à la Mode
‘exquisitely mounted in silver and black with extremely elegant costumes’ (Stage, 27th
September 1973), that is to say very much in the style of the 1935 production. Further
illustration of the continuity in Robinson’s work and the continuing influence of Bakst
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Figure 6: Poster design 
for Shakespeare’s King John, 1964

(R. Foulkes)

40. Richard Foulkes ‘“A Fairly Average Sort of Place” Shakespeare in Northampton 1927-87’ in Shakespeare
Survey 47, 1994, pp. 91-105.



and the Ballets Russes is to be found in the Christmas 1973 production of Chu Chin
Chow, which as the Northampton programme pointed out, was originally ‘presented at
His Majesty’s Theatre on 31st August, 1916, where it ran for a record 2,238 performances
and was seen by over 2,800,000 people’. As Robinson may well have known one of these
was Serge Diaghilev, who ‘then hatched the idea of his first full-length classic to run
indefinitely – like Chu Chin Chow, which had apparently inspired him.’41 Back in 1916
Chu Chin Chow had been acclaimed principally as spectacle: ‘spectacular triumph succeeds
spectacular triumph’ (Illustrated London News 9th September 1916) and ‘Chu Chin Chow is
primarily a spectacle – a splendid spectacle’ (Punch 6th September 1916). No one knew
this better than Tom Osborne Robinson. With a dozen scenes and ten different (though
all exotically Arabian) sets and costumes for 15 principals and nearly 20 ‘Slaves, Buyers,
Dancers, Robbers, etc., etc.’ and 25 musical numbers Chu Chin Chow shows every sign of
being the theatrical equivalent of the luxury item on Desert Island Discs. The cast
included Bernice Stegers, Oz Clarke and Julian Fellowes (later an Oscar winner for his
Gosford Park script). The programme cover and the ‘Sketch for Slave Market’42 abound in
‘a buoyant, grandiose organisation of space, an expert orchestration of colours and an
inexhaustible wealth of decorative detail’ as Andre Levinson wrote of Bakst.
Robinson had the additional satisfaction of an extended run, but the very fact that he

had succeeded in what one suspects was a long-standing ambition to stage Chu Chin Chow
somehow suggests that he sensed that he had come to the point at which to round off his
career. Through 1974 he continued to provide designs for Priestley, Ayckbourn, Chekhov
and most imaginatively Jonson with a vibrant revival of The Alchemist. In February 1975
he devised a simple, functional set for Peter Shaffer’s Equus, making excellent use of the
revolving stage. Soon after the arrival of Christopher Denys as artistic director Robinson’s
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Figure 7: Sketch for the slave market in Chu Chin Chow, 1973
(Northampton Art Gallery, with permission)

41. Spencer op. cit. p. 195.
42. In Northampton Art Gallery.



working life came to an end with Lock Up
Your Daughters which was described as ‘the
final production for which Osborne
Robinson is responsible as head of design for
the theatre’ (Mercury and Herald, 25th
September 1975).
Awareness of Robinson’s ill health was

evidently spreading and by the end of the
year a campaign was underway for him to be
awarded the freedom of the borough.
Amongst those signalling his support was
another devotee of the Ballets Russes, Sir
Sacheverell Sitwell43 of Weston Manor, who
wrote: ‘It is my conviction that in so doing
the Borough of Northampton will be
conferring distinction on a most worthy
person, and will be doing honour to itself.’
(Chronicle and Echo, 3th January 1976)
Accordingly on 5th January ‘Without dissent,
Northampton Town Council approved … a
move to invite Mr. Tom Osborne Robinson,
former scenic designer of the Northampton
Repertory Company, to accept the honorary
Freedom of the Borough.’ (Chronicle and
Echo, 6th January 1976) Unfortunately the
decision still had to be ‘referred to the Policy
and Resources Committee who will decide
upon calling a special meeting of the Council
to admit Mr. Robinson as a Freeman’, but
before that could happen Tom Osborne
Robinson had made his final exit ‘at his
home Coombe Hill House, Whiston on
Sunday morning [18th January 1976]’
(Chronicle and Echo, 19th January 1976). Librarian Bruce Bailey and journalist Ian Mayes
were amongst those who paid tribute in the local press and on 16th March 1976 a
Memorial Service took place at All Saints Church. Subsequently two exhibitions were
held in the Art Gallery: from 6-27th March 1976 Patron Extraordinaire A Tribute to
Osborne Robinson OBE and from 23rd April to 21st May 1977 Osborne Robinson,
OBE 1904-1976 His Life and Work.
The centenary of Tom Osborne Robinson’s birth has been observed by a further

exhibition at the Art Gallery, lectures and heightened interest – nationally as well as
locally – in his work.44Tom Osborne Robinson occupies an honourable place in the history
of 20th-century stage design as he will always do in that of his birthplace of Northampton.
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43. See Richard Buckle Diaghilev, London 1979, p. 350.
44. The exhibition was in place at the Art Gallery for a talk by the author on 26 November 2004, repeated
on 14 January 2005.

Figure 8: The Alchemist 
by Ben Jonson 1974

Costume design for Trbulation
Wholesome (Lionel Hamilton) and
Ananias A Deacon (Victor Woolf) by
Osborne Robinson. (R. Foulkes)



BOOK REVIEWS

MAJOR WORKS: JOHN CLARE 
Edited by Eric Robinson and David Powell

Oxford Worlds’ Classics, published by Oxford University Press, 2004
ISBN 0 19 280563 0

Perfect bound softback, xxxii +531 pages 13 by 19cm, index, glossary. Price £9.99

Edited with an introduction and notes by Eric Robinson and David Powell, this selection first
appeared in 1984. This new edition, with an introduction by the poet Tom Paulin, appeared in
2004.
The selection was chosen by a team that is steeped in the works of John Clare. Eric Robinson

and David Powell have worked on the definitive multi-volume edition that has appeared over
the years, and have attempted to research original documents in order to present Clare’s
idiosyncratic Northamptonshire word usage, and his spelling and punctuation – or, more often,
lack of punctuation – as closely to the original as is possible when the original is often so difficult
to decipher. I described their work in the last edition of NPP. This volume contains a beautifully
balanced selection of the poems and the prose. It also supplies a brief chronology of the poet’s
life and times, which sets his work in context. There is a good glossary, which is essential to the
understanding of many of the words Clare uses, such as ‘oddlin’ or ‘oddling’ which has two
meanings: ‘1) one different from the rest of a family, brood, or litter; generally applied to the
smallest or to one with a peculiarity; 2) solitary.’ Both these meanings could well apply to Clare
himself. He was such an unlikely product of his background.
Tom Paulin’s excellent introduction gives us his life story:
Clare was born in a thatched tenement next door to the Blue Bell public house in the
Northamptonshire village of Helpston. His father, Parker Clare, was the illegitimate son of Alice
Clare, the senior parish clerk’s daughter, and an itinerant Scottish fiddler and schoolteacher, John
Donald Parker, who was teaching in the village school. On discovering she was pregnant, Parker
disappeared and was never heard of again. Alice Clare’s son was christened for his absent father….
Parker Clare could certainly read, but his wife, Ann Stimson, Clare’s mother, did not know a single
letter of the alphabet and like many country people believed printed texts were a form of
witchcraft. That Clare should read and write poetry, be published by the same publisher as Keats,
and mix socially with the literary figures of his day on visits to London, is an astonishing
achievement from such a background. That his subject should be nature and the politics and social
problems of his own immediate area is less surprising. He was a village boy who worked with his
father in the threshing barn and his play was in the fields and heaths surrounding Helpston which
he came to love with a passion, to the extent that he feared and resented any change.

Tom Paulin is himself a poet, and a great admirer of the work of John Clare. His sensitive
introduction illustrates the scale of Clare’s achievement, demonstrating the scope of the subject
matter – Clare wrote not only his famous descriptive poems about birds and nature, but political
polemic about Enclosure and how it affected the fortunes of the rural poor, and a long satirical
poem about the various personalities and classes of people in ‘The Parish’. He also wrote love
poems to his wife ‘Patty of the Vale’ and to his childhood sweetheart Mary Joyce. He was still
writing these many years after he was certified insane and resident in St. Andrew’s Hospital,
Northampton. He didn’t see his native area for 17 years, but could write about it as freshly as
ever. There are also many ballads and sonnets, and finally his poems of alienation that culminate
in the famous ‘I Am’.
Paulin demonstrates how Clare the poet uses words on several levels, suggesting meanings on

a subconscious level:
… Ere yet the sun unveils his smiles to view
And drys the mornings chilly robes of dew
Young hodge the horse boy with a soodling gait – [soodle in glossary = linger, dawdle, saunter]
Slow climbs the stile or opes the creaky gate



The confident, conventional opening is deliberately undermined by the gait/gate rhyme, as the
polished voice of the poem invites us to join in its mockery of young Hodge, the standard name
for a yokel, as in Hardy’s ‘Drummer Hodge’. He is a ‘senseless lump of animated clay who never
observes a single blossom as he ‘jolls’ or lurches towards the field where dobbin the plough horse
waits …

With weatherbeaten hat of rusty brown
Stranger to brinks and often times a crown
With slop frock suiting to the ploughmans taste
Its greezy skirtings twisted round his waiste
And hardnd hiloes clenched with nails around …

Clamping defiance over the stony ground, the hiloes are boots that cover the ankles, but the trace
of ‘haloes’ is hard to quite banish, just as the nails and the crown carry just a glimmer of Christian
iconography. The noun ‘brinks’ means ‘brims’, but it consorts interestingly with …‘skirtings’ and
‘gate’, to suggest boundaries or barriers, as if Enclosure and the class system have infiltrated the
poem.

This image of the ploughboy with a brimless ancient hat, that may well have lost the crown that
covered the top of the head, a slop frock, or smock, with greasy skirt or lower part twisted up
around his waist, and the boots necessary for field work. I have heard shoes called ‘low shoes’,
so full boots would be boots, and hiloes would be high low shoes – ankle boots as Paulin says.
The image of the ploughboy illustrates not only Clare’s use of language, but his working dress

and way of life. This is where he differs from his contemporary Romantic poets, Keats and
Shelley. To quote Keats’ letters ‘axioms are not axioms until you have felt them upon your pulses’.
Clare was a labourer who had fought his way into literature. He had felt the life and landscape
he describes on his pulses. He knew by experience the life and scenes he describes. In a letter
to their joint publisher Clare once accused Keats of describing a Dryad behind every bush.
Clare’s life and experience had largely avoided Dryads in favour of often grim reality. His
descriptions ring true. This is the appeal of his work, and the appeal of this book. It offers a good
selection of his work in prose as well as poetry, and the excellent introduction tells the story of
his life and background and offers an insight into appreciating his poetic language. You could
call it a Clare ‘starter kit’, or an introduction to Clare. It would certainly suffice what Virginia
Woolf would call ‘The Common Reader’. You would only need more of Clare’s works than this
book contains if you became a serious student of Clare, or wished to research some aspect of
his work in depth.

Susie Bevin

NASEBY, THE DECISIVE CAMPAIGN
by Glenn Foard

First published 1995, and now reprinted 2004
Published by Pen & Sword Books, Barnsley, South Yorkshire 

ISBN 1 84415 132 8
Soft-back, 432 pages 15 by 23 cm, illustrated, sources and index. Price £16.99

With the innocence of memory the name Naseby recalls a day, 14th June 1645 and a battle; this,
an over simplification of an event which caused a festering wound to be lanced and a kingdom
to become as of naught hastening the slide. From Kingdom to Commonwealth!
Glenn Foard, a landscape archaeologist rather than military historian was formerly County

Archaeologist for Northamptonshire and now is Project Officer for the Battlefield Trust. He has
been adviser for many televised historical programmes on Naseby and here has given us a
detailed exposition of the battle from diverse sources. As he writes, ‘after Hastings and the Battle
of Britain … the Battle of Naseby was the most important battle ever fought in Britain and is
set into the national memory of the second millennium.’
In London, the Committee of Both Kingdoms was directing a Theatre of War at a great

distance and seemed to be akin to the later ‘red faced majors back at the base’ of Sassoon’s first
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world war. The calibre of the generals is assessed: Fairfax as military commander and the fair
manner which he treated his troops and local civilians; the personalities of the opposing camps;
the logistics of war; the quarter-mastering for an army and the minutiae which catches the
flavour of the exercise.
The creation of the New Model Army (known as the new noddle!) came from the former rag

taggle and bobtail men who were eventually honed into decisive and effective troops; a coherent
army with a sense of direction. Surprisingly, Cromwell was not made Lieutenant General until
the actual conflict at Naseby. The origins and strategic role of many of the finest residences of
this and neighbouring counties are shown. Burleigh and Belvoir, both used as garrisons for
opposing sides, were lost when retreating armies fired them to stop the incoming army the
benefit of the cache of ordnance and victuals. For the local populations there was despair at
continuing war. Pity the poor parishioners of Burley and Belvoir who were tossed back and
forth always paying to either side of the battle. The Royalist ‘flying armies’ of Newark and Ashby
de la Zouch are recalled in the ‘flying bishops of today’ used in the face of modern religious
intolerance!
For the varying burden of taxation to fund the New Model Army between the counties,

Foard garners his materials well, using the State Papers of the National Archive (PRO) to
individual parish Constable’s accounts (where they still exist) and highlighting the financial effect
inflicted on the parishes not just for one day but for all the days and the preamble years of the
skirmishes that ensued up and down the country. Even the farmers of Wales and the Marches
were unable to get their stock to the London markets for considerable periods.
With the proximity of Daventry and with Glenn Foard’s commentary one can almost hear

the voice of Sir Max Hastings describing events over the ether of the skirmishes from the ‘field’
of battle! But where were the local commentators of the battle on 14th June 1645 which started
between 10 and 11 in the morning in the open fields of Sibbertoft and Naseby. Even the 18th
century Vicar of Naseby, John Mastin, censures his 17th century predecessor for his failure to
make any reference to the battle at all. 
We are bidden to view the landscape of the day; the nature of the unenclosed land, the areas

of furze, the rabbit warren, and with the Ordnance Surveyor’s Drawings of c.1815 Foard is able
to show the road network around the ancient early enclosures. The present hedged landscape
is vastly different. Even a Hunt could not operate today on both sides of the modern and
intrusive A14.
Seemingly, the King had the better team to start with although he was let down by indifferent

intelligence from his scouts. One senses the admiration of the author for the skill of the Princely
Rupert although Rupert’s action on the field when pushing the opposition back a great distance
from the battle served the King badly when it exposed the ‘front’. As for the King, the con-
flicting advice from courtiers and his senior military commanders is indicative of the Royal
reputation of listening to the ‘voice of the last person he spoke with’; usually his courtiers!
So intense was the sheer descriptive detail of the battle that it was necessary to keep referring

back to the plans of the landscape and battlefield. The fortunes of Rupert went back and forth.
The sheer numbers of the Parliamentarian infantry. I could have used a glossary of military
expressions to understand some of the terminology although some, such as the vanguard soldiers
of the forlorn hope sounded rather too explicit to need any further description!
Bringing the many facets of war down to the impact on the people we were able to see the

effects on the local population. The £300 cost for the damage to the standing corn and beans
are noted from the claims in the State Papers; the burden of taxation; the pass granted to a
wounded solider obtaining relief from the parishes as he travelled through on his way home.
This all helped to bring the story alive and even from this great distance of time it seems an alien
deed that after the battle prisoners were marshalled together and held in churches.
With the final chapter, the author discusses the romantic tradition; the collective consc-

iousness; the fascination of Naseby to many preachers and poets and how attitudes changed over
the years with political correctness – the Victory over Tyranny under the Commonwealth. This
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is illustrated this with examples of poetry from several centuries, together with the carved
quotations on obelisks and other hard landscape features which feature over a great distance
from the battle site.
The volume is keenly annotated and referenced with a transparency often lacking in earlier

studies of the battle. It is copiously furnished with maps and illustrations of the surviving
earthworks of the earlier skirmishes. Tribute is paid to the work of many local historians and
especially the Westaway family. The appendices include an assessment on the value of the
contemporary written sources and a list of seriously wounded Model Army Soldiers discovered
by Glenn Foard in the Commonwealth Exchequer Papers (PRO). I was glad to gain knowledge
of the 1842 watercolours of the battlefield by Edward Fitzgerald, more familiarly known as the
translator of Rubayat of Omakyam! Even in 2004, the author is lamenting the fact that at Naseby
(and on other English battlefield sites) we still lack a systemic, fully recorded archaeological
survey, comparable to those regularly conducted on sites in the USA.
With Naseby, it is a case of ‘the story so far’ with discoveries still continuing a pace!

Rosemary Eady

SEWERS AND WATER SUPPLY IN 19TH CENTURY OUNDLE
Ioan Thomas

Oundle Museum Trust, 2003
ISBN 0 9537318 6 3

A4, iv+17 pp., spring bound, Price £2.50

Oundle Museum Trust continues to publish a series of papers on various aspects of the town’s
history. This pamphlet outlines the history of the poor laws and proposals for improved drainage
and sanitation. Oundle had a Sewerage Committee in 1855; in 1873 it became the Urban
Sanitary Authority and a Medical Officer was appointed. A case of typhoid at the School was
diagnosed in 1873. The Grocer’s Company decided to found a new School for 400 pupils in 1875
and this necessitated an effective sewage system. Its eventual construction is detailed on a large
plan and the actions taken are recorded in the minute books of the committees involved. The
construction of the sewage works and drinking water supply did not run smoothly – there was
opposition from rate-payers and landowners – but the system eventually built lasted until 1961.

David Hall

UPPINGHAM – PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES
by Bryan Waites

The Francis Frith Collection, 2004
ISBN 1 85937 614 2

Soft back with sewn sections, colour, 96 pages, 19 by 24 cm. Price £10.99

OAKHAM – PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES
by Bryan Waites

The Francis Frith Collection, 2004
ISBN 1 85937 612 6

Soft back with sewn sections, colour, 96 pages, 19 by 24 cm. Price £10.99

Both these slim paperback volumes are in the well established Francis Frith’s Photographic Memories
series. The format is familiar; a brief introduction followed by an assembly of old photographs
of the two towns, nearly all dating between 1922 and 1965, with useful captions below giving
information about the building or view in question. The illustrations are all selected from the
Frith & Co. Archive, whose many hundreds of thousands of views became a prime source for
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picture postcards over the years. Perhaps one regret is that the period covered is limited with
nothing earlier than the 1920s, inevitably because of the source, so that the full historic relevance
of some views is lost. However, as a memento of these two delightful Rutland towns, the
volumes are delightful to have, and an inspiration to make further explorations in them.

Bruce Bailey

THE CORRESPONDENCE OF EDWARD LYE
Edited by Margaret Clunies Ross and Amanda J. Collins

Published by The Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, Toronto
ISBN 0 88844 906 2

It is hoped to publish a full review of this
important book in the next issue but, in the
meantime, I hope this note might produce a
response from one of our members.
The Rev. Edward Lye was born in Totnes,

Devon in 1694 and completed his education at
Hart Hall, Oxford, between 1713 and 1716. He
was ordained priest by White Kennett, Bishop of
Peterborough, in 1719 and in 1720 became Vicar
of Little Houghton. In 1737 he was presented to
the richer living of Yardley Hastings by James, 5th
Earl of Northampton, where he spent the rest of
his life working on and editing Norse and Anglo-
Saxon texts. His magnum opus, the Dictionarium
Saxonico- et Gothico-Latinum, was published in
1772 some five years after his death.
In their introduction the editors consider the

known images of Lye. There is a portrait of him
by Frances Reynolds (Sir Joshua’s sister) now in
the Upper Reading Room of the Bodleian
Library which appears to have been bequeathed
to the Library by Lye’s friend Thomas Percy who
was Vicar of Easton Maudit between 1753 and 1782 and subsequently Bishop of Dromore. It is
assumed that this portrait entered the Library shortly after Percy’s death in 1811.
It had been engraved by Thomas Burke about 1784; there are two known editions of this

engraving, one of which is dated 1784 while the other is undated. These engravings while
acknowledging the Reynolds portrait, “F Reynolds pinx.”, differ from it significantly; the
engravings for example have a shelf of books behind the sitter, the titles of some of which are
shown. The painting has an almost bare back wall.
But there was also another portrait of Lye, at Castle Ashby, which now seems to be lost. This

is first recorded in J. Britton and E. W. Brayley’s Northamptonshire volume of The Beauties of
England and Wales published in about 1810. Speaking of Castle Ashby, the authors note “here is a
portrait of Edward Lye” (p.101). Castle Ashby. A historical and descriptive sketch of the Castle and
Grounds by Samuel Campion, published in the second series of Taylor’s Tracts (Northampton,
1878), also records this portrait. “Among other portraits of the mansion is a good head of the Rev.
Edward Lye, author of the Anglo-Saxon and Gothic Dictionary …” (p.10). It is not made clear
where the portrait was hanging at that time but the position of the reference in the text suggests
that it might have been in the passage between the Entrance Hall and the Grand (East) Staircase.
There was never a published inventory of the pictures at Castle Ashby but the archives there

contain more recent (unpublished) inventories. The portrait does not appear in the inventory
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compiled by Lofts and Warner in 1913 but a subsequent inventory by Charles Huggins dated
31 March 1936 describes the portrait (slightly inaccurately) as follows: “Portrait of the Rev. C.
Lye, Rector of Yardley, Hastings – half length – in black coat. School of Romney. 291⁄2in x 24in”
(p.108). It was at that time hanging on the Grand Staircase.
There is no trace of this portrait in subsequent inventories nor is there any mention of it in

any of the visitor guide books, the first of which, written by the late Marquess, was published in
1948. Was Lye a casualty of war; (Castle Ashby like so many other great houses was requsitioned)?
Or did he somehow escape?
If any reader has any knowledge of this lost portrait, it would be interesting to hear from

them.
P. H. McKay, Castle Ashby

SHORTER NOTICES

Banbury Historical Society
The Cake and Cockhorse is the journal of the Banbury Historical Society, founded in 1957. It
was first issued in 1959, appearing quarterly for many years, and now published thrice yearly.
The current price is £2.50 and there are often articles and other information of interest to
Northamptonshire readers. Most of the recent numbers are held in the Record Society Library
(up to Vol. 16, number 4, 2004).
The whole run of the Cake and Cockhorse from 1959 to Volume 15, Summer 2003 is now

available on one CD-Rom priced £35. The CD is in ‘machine readable’ format and the whole
series is in effect indexed, since the disc can be searched for any item or group of words. It is
available from the Banbury Historical Society, c/o Banbury Museum, Spiceball Park Road,
Banbury, OX16 2PQ, tel. 01295 672 626.
Website www.cherwell-dc.gov.uk/banburymuseum/banburyhistoricalsoc/cfm
The Banbury Society also publishes a Records Series of Volumes and will be producing two

volumes of the diaries of the Rev. William Cotton Riseley, 1835-1869, of Deddington, Oxon.
These contain some Northamptonshire information. Recently published was BHR Volume 28
(2004), The Banbury Chapbooks, by Leo John De Freitas, ISBN 0 900129 26 3, soft cover, 136
pages. A5, well illustrated, £12 plus £1 p&p from Banbury Museum. Chapbooks were small
cheap publications, usually with many illustrations, that were sold by itinerant booksellers in the
18th and 19th centuries. They were aimed at a mass market in the poorer spectrum of the
population, especially children. London was the main production centre for chapbooks, but
several were printed and published at Banbury. John Cheney set up a press there and began
printing and bookselling from his hostelry in 1767. Banbury schoolmaster, William Rusher
produced readers in chapbook format from 1787. These reached a wide market between
London, Oxford and Northampton.
The present publication by Leo De Freitas reproduces many of the title pages and other

splendid illustrations found in the chapbooks. Appendices give a full bibliography of the many
books published at Banbury. This a most interesting and readable volume.

David Hall

The Robinsons of Cransley Hall
Sir Clive Rose is shortly to publish a book about his ancestor titled Alice Owen: the Life, Marriages
and Times of a Tudor Lady priced about £15. Alice’s son by her first husband, Henry, was the first
Robinson of Cransley Hall. Sir Clive has kindly offered to write a piece for NPP outlining the
history of Cransley Hall.

Dr David Beeston has published a revised, longer version of his 1987 monograph A Strange
Accident of State: Henry VII and the Lambert Simnel Conspiracy. Several families from Fawsley, Greens
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Norton, Litchborough and Stowe supported the ensuing rebellion in June 1487. The revised
edition consists of 70 pages and may be obtained for £4.50 (post free) by sending a cheque to
Birchwood Publications, 4 Queen Street, Somercotes, Derbyshire, DE55 4NB.

Books received for review in 2006
LOOK AT FINEDON, by John Bailey, Published by the author at High Street, Finedon, 2004,
ISBN 0 9504250 2 8, c.172 pages A4, casebound, Price £18.50.
This excellent book is primarily in the format of good quality photographs (308), some dating
from the 19th century, with extended and authoritative captions.

RAUNDS BOOTMAKERS MARCH TO LONDON, Centenary 1905-2005, by J. R. Betts.
Published by Gaham J. Underwood, Raunds, NN9 6NS, 2005. ISBN 0 9550099 0 1, Softback
with glued sections, 94 pages 16 by 24 cm, well illustrated. Price £5 including postage, from 89
London Road Raunds NN9 6EH or 11 Chelveston Road Raunds NN9 6DA.
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE RECORD SOCIETY LIBRARY

The library is a unique and comprehensive collection of books directly relevant to
Northamptonshire, including the former Soke of Peterborough. Many volumes
covering general historical events, as well as ecclesiastical, legal and military topics, are
also in the library. The collection has been assembled from generous donations and
judicious purchases since the founding of the Society in 1920. At present the library
contains some 3,000 books.
Members are welcome to use the library for their research interests. Most volumes

are available for members to borrow, and up to two works can be borrowed at any one
time. The loan period is two months; this may be extended if that particular title has
not been requested by another member.
The library is open to members between 10.30 a.m. and 4.00 p.m. every Monday

and Wednesday when the Record Society office is staffed. On other days, members may
obtain access to the library by showing their membership card when signing in at the
Record Office reception. Loan slips are available at the reception desk.
Please consult the Librarian (John Rigby 01604 761 303) for further details.

New books
Some of the titles added to the Society’s library during the past twelve months:

Heaton, M. and Jarvis, E. Spratton, a village history
Powell, D. John Clare, the wood is sweet
Riden, P. Victoria County History (Northants), Volume V
Smith, J. The Phillips family of Flore
Sotheby Easton Neston, Volumes I and II. Catalogue of the sale,
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